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ABSTRACT 

Photophysical properties of organic and inorganic molecules have attracted 

considerable interest due to their potential application in diverse fields. By 

understanding the excited state properties various phenomenon transpiring in the 

system can be explored. The first chapter conveys a brief history and significant 

development in the field of optical properties. This chapter includes origin of several 

optoelectronic properties like photoluminescence, nonlinear optical property, and 

highlights of the progress in research on designing new molecular systems with 

enhanced optical properties. Special attention is given to the luminescent materials for 

their applicability as fluorescent molecules for organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs). 

This chapter also includes different photovoltaic properties for dye sensitized solar 

cell (DSSC) application. These optical properties are investigated from the 

perspective of electronic structure theory for proper understanding of the structure-

property relationship. 

The second chapter addresses a concise description of basic theoretical 

background related to various optical properties along with theoretical techniques. 

Principle of fluorescence process in gas phase model and solvent model are clearly 

discussed. For theoretical estimation of first hyperpolarizability (β), early models, 

equivalent field model (EIF), additivity model and two-state model along with 

quantum chemical approaches viz., sum over states (SOS) methods and coupled 

perturbed HF (CPHF) methods are discussed here. Working principle of DSSC and 

mathematical expression of various photovoltaic properties of dye sensitized solar cell 

are also discussed in this chapter. 

The third chapter contains the results and analysis of the theoretical study of 

photophysical properties of five napthyridine-based fluorine-boron (BF2-napthyridine) 

conjugate compounds. Influence of electron-donating and electron-withdrawing 

groups attached with the N∧C∧O moiety of BF2-napthyridine molecule has been 

interpreted. The optoelectronic properties, including absorption spectra and emission 

spectra of the BF2-napthyridine derivatives are studied using density functional theory 

(DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) based methods. 

Different characteristics, such as HOMO-LUMO gap, molecular orbital density, 
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ionization potential, electron affinity, and reorganization energy for hole and electron, 

are calculated. It is found that introduction of an electron-donating group into the BF2-

napthyridine complex improves the hole transport properties and provides useful clues 

in designing new materials for organic light emitting diodes (OLED). As a whole, this 

work demonstrates that electron-donating and electron-withdrawing groups in BF2 

derivatives can extend their effectiveness toward designing of OLED materials, vitro 

cellular studies, ex vivo assays, and in vivo imaging agents. 

In fourth chapter indole based thiazole substituted donor-π-acceptor molecules 

are designed and their nonlinear optical properties (NLO) are evaluated theoretically. 

Different electron withdrawing groups and π-linkers are used to understand their role 

in tuning the NLO properties. The NLO properties of the molecules are analyzed in 

gas phase and solvent phases through the dipole moment, polarizability and 

hyperpolarizability. NLO efficiency is studied through HOMO-LUMO gap, frontier 

molecular orbitals, light harvesting efficiency, ionization potential, electron affinity 

and reorganization energy for hole and electron. It is found that hyperpolarizability 

increases with increasing strength of the electron withdrawing group.  We also 

calculate relevant parameters related to photovoltaic cells for the designed dyes which 

emerge suitable for this purpose. Photovoltaic parameters such as electron injection 

efficiency, exciton binding energy, and open circuit photovoltage are evaluated for 

dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) applications. It is found that alkyne π-linkers are 

better than alkene π-linkers for desired applications. This chapter highlights the 

optical and photovoltaic nature of the dyes and reveals the influence of different π-

linkers and electron acceptors in designing new materials for NLO and DSSC 

applications. 

The fifth chapter deals with boron dipyromethane (BODIPY) based push-pull 

systems that have been designed with zwitterionic donor-acceptor groups and their 

NLO properties have been evaluated using density functional theory based approach. 

Different π-conjugated linkers and electron acceptor groups are taken to understand 

their role in tuning the NLO properties. The molecules are analyzed through HOMO-

LUMO gap, frontier molecular orbitals, polarizability, hyperpolarizability, Δr index, 

transition dipole moment density, ionization potential, electron affinity and 

reorganization energy for hole and electron. These observations are well correlated 

with the computed absorption spectra of the molecules. It is found that compared to 
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pyridinium acceptor group, imidazolium acceptor group in the BODIPY systems 

amplifies NLO response to a larger extent. This chapter highlights that π-conjugated 

linkers and electron acceptor groups can be used judiciously to design new molecular 

systems for optoelectronic application.   

The sixth chapter provides a comprehensive study on the nonlinear optical 

property of B12N12 nanocluster functionalized donor-acceptor (D-A) groups using 

density functional theory. We study the effect of bonding of electron acceptor ligands 

and donor ligands positioned at opposite end of B12N12 nanocluster in gas phase. 

Designed systems are analyzed through HOMO-LUMO gap, frontier molecular 

orbital, hyperpolarizability, Δr index, transition dipole moment density and molecular 

electrostatic potential. The obtained results are well correlated with the computed 

absorption spectra of the molecule. It is found that phenyl ring incorporated D-A 

groups amplifies NLO response to a larger extent. As a whole this chapter provides a 

direction to the researchers that the right choice of substitution can considerably 

impact the nonlinear optical property of the BN nanocluster. 

General and comprehensive conclusions of all the chapters are given in the 

final chapter. 
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PREFACE 

 

For a long time we have been using optical properties to meet the urge of 

rapidly evolving technological world.  The knowledge of the quantum chemical origin 

of different kinds of optical properties in organic-inorganic systems confers the idea 

for tuning optoelectronic material with desired functionality. We put focus to design 

novel fluorescent materials for the application of organic light emitting diodes 

(OLEDs). We have shown that electron donating and electron withdrawing groups 

can play a key role in tuning the fluorescent property of the conjugated organic 

molecule. We also put our effort to enhance the nonlinear optical (NLO) response in 

the designed molecular systems, as the designed systems can effectively guide the 

synthesis of molecules for the application of optical sensors, optical 

telecommunications, optical switching, optical storage etc. In continuation to design 

NLO material, using this charge transfer phenomena we also design organic 

conjugated molecules having both the photovoltaic effect for dye sensitized solar cell 

(DSSC) and NLO response to achieve multifunctionality in a molecules. From the 

urge of designing such molecules, we have proposed indole based organic conjugated 

molecules with varying different electron acceptor and π-linker. Simultaneous 

presence of these two characteristics makes the systems a promising candidate for 

nonlinear optics and for DSSC applications. In our study, we show that introducing 

zwitterionic behavior in a molecule could be a significant strategy for the 

amplification of NLO behavior. Inclusion of different π-linkers and electron acceptors 

in zwitterionic substituents has been found to have significant effect on the NLO 

response of molecules, where the push-pull effect in the conjugated molecules 

tremendously increases the hyperpolarizability values.  Our next work is based on the 

design of efficient nanocluster functionalized NLO material. We explore that 

complexation of D-A groups with the BN nanocluster could be a significant strategy 

to design novel electro-optical BN-based material. In the final chapter, the essence of 

previous chapters and importance of present study has been discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Optical properties of organic conjugated compounds and nanoclusters 

Abstract 

The first chapter provides a concise history and advancement of research in the 

field of photophysical properties of molecules. In this chapter the origin and development 

of research of several optical properties like luminescence property and nonlinear optical 

property are briefly described. A special attention is also given to the dye sensitized solar 

cell with their basic information and working principle. These optical phenomena are 

conversed on the basis of theoretical approach from the electronic structure theory point 

of view to realize the structure property relationship.  
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1.1. Introduction 

Human eye is the gift of nature which has the sensitivity to sense electromagnetic 

waves. The interaction of light with a particular substance defines optical property of that 

substance. For a long time we have been using this properties to understand the universe 

and to improve our vision. As for example, one can easily predict the temperature of an 

incandescent object by the color of emitted light, concentration of a solution can be easily 

measured by the absorbed light, different colors of light is transmitted by the variation of 

thickness of a soap film. In the modern civilization scientists are using photons of light to 

determine materials properties and specialized instrumentation methods are used to 

expand the range, sensitivity, perception, and precision of our vision, which is known as 

optical characterization. There are several reports where photons with energies in the 

range of electromagnetic spectrum have been used for characterization techniques. To 

develop the photonic components different optical properties such as absorption, 

refraction, diffraction, scattering, light emission, nonlinear effects, anisotropy, 

interferences are extensively used. Now a day, in the development of science and 

technology, optical property becomes the most powerful characterization techniques. As 

for examples  

(i) Blackbody radiation study by Max Planck lead to the formulation of quantum 

mechanics. 

(ii) The discovery and study of the photoelectric effect by Albert Einstein 

provides evidence of the dual nature of light. 

(iii) Optical emission study of atoms and molecules helps to quantize the electron 

energy levels. The critical observation of emission spectrum of the Sun leads 

to the discovery of chemical element helium. 

(iv) Raman spectroscopy study by C. V. Raman helps to understand the 

vibrational modes of molecules and used for the identification of a substance. 

Optoelectronic properties of organic conjugated molecules and nanoclusters depend 

on various factors like structure, electronic, morphological and physical properties of that 

substance. When light falls on a material, electromagnetic field of light interacts with the 
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localized electromagnetic field of atoms. As a consequence of the interaction when light 

emerges from the material the characteristics and properties may be changed. The 

interactions depend on the material, field strength and wavelength of the light etc. 

Inclusion to these different external matters such as temperature, pressure, electric field, 

magnetic field can also influence the interactions. These interactions are also helpful to 

fabricate optical devices. In this chapter our intension is to give a brief introduction of 

two specific optical properties, viz., fluorescence, nonlinear optical properties and dye 

sensitized solar cell as an application of optical property. 

1.2.  Luminescence 

  The word luminescence emerged from Latin term ‘lumen’ which denotes light 

and here it defines spontaneous emission of light other than incandescence. Actually 

luminescence is cold-body radiation processes which even occur at normal or lower 

temperature whereas incandescence is emission of light by a substance as a result of 

heating. In the luminescence process when a molecule absorbs a photon, an electron is 

excited from lower energy to higher energy electronic state then the electron again 

returns to its ground state releasing energy in the form of emission of light. This is known 

as luminescence. This phenomenon is often observed in nature like aurora borealis, 

luminous animals (glow-worms, fireflies), luminescent wood, rotting fish etc. By using 

this phenomena researchers are working for the development in the diverse fields like 

chemistry, biomedical engineering, physics etc.1  

1.2.1. Classification of luminescence  

When incident radiation falls on a material, the material absorbs some energy and 

some energy is re-emitted in the form of light at higher wavelength. The emitted 

radiations are found usually in the visible range, also can be found in the UV or infrared 

region. The wavelength of the emitted light is independent of incident radiation which is 

the indication of the luminescent substance. This emission is followed by two steps; one 

is excitation of electrons to higher electronic level and the other is consequent emission 

of light. The emission of light occurs with significant time gap (τc). On the basis of time 

gap, generally it can be divided into two process, fluorescence (τc <10−8s) and 
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phosphorescence (τc > 10−8 s). The fluorescence process is spontaneous and occurs 

immediately with the absorption of radiation. When the source of excitation is removed 

this process stops instantly. But in case of phosphorescence it continues for a long time 

interval even after radiation ceases. Phosphorescence can be further sub-classified into 

two parts: (a) short period (τc <10−4 s), and (b) long period where τc >10−4 s, also called 

thermoluminescence (TL). It is found that fluorescence is temperature independent, 

whereas phosphorescence strongly depends on temperature. The above mentioned 

process has its own importance and benefit in the field of science and technology.1 The 

classification of luminescence phenomenon is shown in Figure 1.2.1. 

  

Figure 1.2.1. Classification of 

luminescence based on duration of 

emission. 1 

 

 

 

1.2.2. Types of luminescence 

Luminescence can be categorized according to the different types of source of 

energy used to excite namely 

 

1.2.2.1 Chemiluminescence: Excitation is done by the energy of chemical reaction. 

1.2.2.2 Cathodoluminescence: Excitation is done by a beam of energetic electrons.  

 

1.2.2.3 Bioluminescence: Living organism generates light due to chemical reactions. 

 

1.2.2.4 Triboluminescence: Produced by mechanical energy (e.g. grinding energy). 

1.2.2.5 Electroluminescence: Light is produced in response to electric voltage. 
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1.2.2.6 Photoluminescence: Emission of the light occurs as a result of the excitation by        

electromagnetic radiation usually by UV radiation. 

1.2.2.7 X-ray Luminescence:  It is the luminescence activated by X-rays. 

1.2.3. Basic principles of luminescence 

  By using Jablonski energy diagram (Figure 1.2.2) named in honour of the 

physicist Professor Alexander Jablonski we can demonstrate the luminescence process. 

Different relaxation mechanisms of the excited state molecules are described here. 

Jablonski diagram is an energy diagram where energy levels (S0, S1, T1 etc) are arranged 

on a vertical axis and grouped horizontally by spin multiplicity. Due to the vibronic 

motions of molecules, every energy level consist multiple closely spaced vibronic levels. 

Each vibrational energy level can be further divided into rotational energy levels. 

However Jablonski diagram does not include such intense levels. When a molecule is 

excited, the transition of electron can occur to the first excited state S1 or second excited 

state S2 etc. The relaxation can occur in multiple pathways.  This process can occur via 

radiative or nonradiative pathway. Relaxation in radiative way can take place by two 

mechanisms. 1st one is fluorescence and 2nd one is phosphorescence. Electron in the 

higher vibronic singlet state S1 can relax to the lower vibronic state of S1 by nonradiative 

transition within picoseconds. If the excited electron is in higher energy singlet excited 

state (S2, S3, S4, etc) it can relax to S1 state by nonradiative internal conversion (IC) 

process. Transition between two isoenergetic vibrational levels having different spin 

multiplicity is known as intersystem crossing (ISC). Triplet states (T1, T2, etc) are usually 

populated by ISC process. When transition occurs from singlet excited state (S1) to 

singlet ground state (S0), this emission process is known as fluorescence. This is a 

radiative spin allowed transition and occurs within a few nanoseconds. Also radiative 

transitions happen when electron comes down from the lowest triplet vibronic state (T1) 

to the ground state (S0), this emission process is known as phosphorescence.  The 

transition from T1 to S0 is much time consuming, ranging from micro- to milliseconds, as 

it is a spin-forbidden process.2, 3 It is important to mention that the population of excited 

triplet and singlet states is dependent on the relative magnitude of rate constant ( S

rk ) of 
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the process S1→ S0 and the rate constant ( ISCk ) for S1→ T1   process. Due to spin 

forbidden formalism the rate constant ( T

rk ) of the T1→ S0 process is normally low. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2.2. Jablonski 

diagram representing the 

absorption, fluorescence and 

phosphorescence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
1.2.4. Fluorescence 
 

  The term fluorescence was given by British scientist sir George G. Stokes in 

1852. He demonstrated that when mineral fluorspar was illuminated by ultraviolet 

radiation it emits red light. He proposed fluorescence as an analytical tool which becomes 

essential in cell biology, genetics, biomedical sciences and also in materials science due 

to its high specificity, sensitive emission profiles and spatial resolution. Till now 

scientists have discovered and developed numerous fluorescent dyes, techniques and 

applications. 

 

  Fluorescence is the characteristics of some atoms or molecules where emitted 

light has longer wavelength than absorbed light after a short time interval. Three 

important events occur in the fluorescence process, all events are separated by several 

orders of magnitude on timescales. A molecule is excited by an incoming photon i.e., 

excitation occurs in femtoseconds (10-15 seconds), whereas picoseconds (10-12 seconds) 

required of excited state electrons to come down at lowest energy level via vibrational 

relaxation. The ultimate process i.e., returning of the molecule to the ground state takes 
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much longer time of nanoseconds (10-9 seconds) via emission of longer wavelength light. 

Although from excitation to emission complete fluorescence lifetime takes only billionths 

of a second. The interaction between light and matter in fluorescence process forms the 

basis for the field of steady state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy and 

microscopy. Those types of molecules which are capable of endure electronic transitions 

that finally results fluorescence are known as fluorescent probes or fluorochromes or 

simply fluorescent dyes. Generally fluorophores are of two types, intrinsic and extrinsic 

fluorophores. Intrinsic fluorophores are those which occur naturally such as aromatic 

amino acids, porphyrins, neurotransmitters, green fluorescent protein etc. On the other 

hand, extrinsic fluorophores are synthesized dyes or modified biochemicals which are 

added to a substrate to generate fluorescence having particular spectral properties. 

 

1.2.5. Stokes shift and the mirror image rule 

Due to the rapid internal conversion from higher excited states to the lowest 

vibrational energy level the fluorescence emission spectrum does not depends on the 

excitation energy. It is found that for many fluorophores, the gap between the vibrational 

energy levels is similar for the ground and excited states, as a consequence, in the 

fluorescence spectrum a strong resembles of the absorption spectrum occur i.e. mirror 

image is formed. This is found due to same transitions are most favourable for both 

absorption and emission spectrum. Therefore, the probability of an excited electron when 

returns to a particular vibrational energy level in the ground state and the probability of 

an electron's position in the ground state before excitation are similar, which is known as 

the mirror image rule. This is demonstrated in Figure 1.2.3. The transition energy related 

with fluorescence emission is usually less than that of absorption energy, i.e. the photons 

that emitted have less energy and shifted to longer wavelength region. This incident is 

known as Stokes Shift. 
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Figure 1.2.3. Stokes shift and 

the mirror image rule4
  

 

 

 

 

1.2.6. Fluorescence lifetime 

Fluorescence lifetime can be defined by the time when a molecule remains in an 

excited state prior to returning to the ground state. During the excited state lifetime, there 

are several chances to occur in the fluorophores like conformational changes of 

fluorophores, interaction with another molecule, and diffusion through the local 

environment.  

The decay of fluorescence intensity is an exponential function of time in a 

uniform population of molecules when excitation is done with a pulse of light is 

designated by an exponential function. 

𝐈(𝐭) =  𝐈𝟎  ×  𝐞(−
𝒕

𝝉
)
                                                                 (1.2.1) 

   Where I(t) defines fluorescence intensity measured at time t, Io is the initial 

intensity observed immediately after excitation, and 𝝉 defines fluorescence lifetime. The 

time at which the fluorescence intensity decays to 1/e (approximately 37 percent) of the 

initial intensity of a fluorescent dyes, can be described as fluorescence lifetime. (Figure 

1.2.4) This magnitude is reciprocal of the rate constant for fluorescence decay process 

from the excited state to the ground state. 
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Figure 1.2.4. Fluorescence lifetime decay 

profile. 

 

 

 

1.2.7. Solvent effects on fluorescence emission 

 Several factors like interactions between the fluorophores and surrounding solvent 

molecules, temperature, pH, other dissolved inorganic and organic compounds, localized 

concentration of the fluorescent species etc can influence the fluorescence emission. The 

influence of these parameters may vary from one fluorophore to another, although 

quantum yields, absorption spectra and emission spectra affected heavily by 

environmental variables. During the excited state lifetime, interactions with the local 

environment significantly influence the fluorescence process. In the ground state and 

excited state fluorophores completely behave as a different molecule and exhibits an 

alternate set of characteristics in association to the interactions with the environment in 

the excited state compare to the ground state. An ordered distribution of solvent 

molecules around the fluorophore takes place due to the interaction of dipole moments of 

both, the surrounding solvent molecules and the ground state fluorophore. The 

differences between the ground and excited states energy level in the fluorophore create a 

change in the molecular dipole moment, which eventually induces a re-ordering of the 

surrounding solvent molecules.  

 

Figure 1.2.5 Fluorophore-solvent excited 

state interactions.  
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According to the Franck-Condon principle excitation of a fluorophore to a higher 

electronic energy level occurs in a far shorter timeframe than the fluorophore and solvent 

molecules in the solvent-solute environment takes time to re-orient themselves. 

Therefore, between the excitation process and the rearrangement of solvent molecules 

around the solvated fluorophore there is a time delay demonstrated in Figure 1.2.5. After 

the excitation process fluorophore reached to higher vibrational energy levels of the first 

excited singlet state (S1). Then the excess vibrational energy of fluorophore is transferred 

to the surrounding solvent molecules and the fluorophore gradually relaxes to the lowest 

vibrational energy level. Solvent molecules play an important role in stabilization and 

further reduction of the energy level of the excited state by the solvent relaxation process 

which is slow process that needs time between 10 to 100 picoseconds. This affects to 

reduce the energy separation between the ground and excited states, which cause red shift 

of the fluorescence emission. Larger reduction in the energy level of the excited state 

occur with increasing the polarity of solvent, while solvent effect on the excited state 

energy level reduces with decreasing the solvent polarity. It is found that compare to non-

polar fluorophores, polar and charged fluorophores reveal a far stronger effect. Stokes 

shifts in fluorescence are largely influenced by the solvent relaxation. For example, in the 

tryptophan amino acid heterocyclic indole moiety normally placed on the hydrophobic 

interior of proteins where the relative polarity of the surrounding medium is low. By the 

application of heat or a chemical agent, denaturation of a typical host protein occur, 

therefore the environment of the tryptophan residue is changed from non-polar to highly 

polar as the indole ring come out into the surrounding aqueous solution. As a result, 

fluorescence emission is red shifted from 330 nm to 365 nm due to solvent effects. Thus, 

the solvent polarity plays a key role in the emission spectra of both intrinsic and extrinsic 

fluorophores. 

1.3. Nonlinear optical property 

1.3.1. Definition of nonlinear optics 

The interactions of applied electromagnetic fields with different materials to 

generate new field which is different from the incident one altered in phase, amplitude, 

frequency and other properties are termed as nonlinear optics (NLO).5 It describes the 
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nature of light in nonlinear media. In nonlinear media the polarization density (P) reacts 

non-linearly to the electric field (E) of the light. This kind of nonlinear interactions can 

only be found with a very high light intensity (electric field) of the incoming field like 

laser pulse. Figure 1.3.1 represents linear and nonlinear interactions of the wave and the 

media.    

 

Figure 1.3.1. Linear and nonlinear 

interactions of waves and the media. 

   

  In the recent years processing and storage of huge amount of data and information 

are enormously demanding because of today’s social needs. To meet these demands 

photonics material is one of the optimum choice. Thereby design and synthesis of novel 

nonlinear optical material have attracted much attention due to their outspread 

applications associated with optoelectronics6, 7
 and photonics.8, 9 In Photonics, in order to 

achieve, accumulate and transmit information, a photon is required instead of an electron. 

Electronic circuit and photonic circuit have much more similarities. The major 

dissimilarity found in photonic circuit is photons are conducted through channels and at 

certain junction points light can be switched from one channel to another. For optical 

switching we require a material that permits the manipulation of light propagation at 

these junctions by applying an external electric field or a laser pulse. NLO materials are 

those which can control the light at these junction points and these are achieving 

importance day by day in technologies such as telecommunications, optical 

communication, optical computing, information processing, robotics, dynamic image 

processing and so on.10   The major benefit is that photons are much faster than an  

electron. The photonic circuits are fully compatible with the existing fibre optics 

networks as it does not interfered by the electrical and magnetic field.11 
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1.3.2. Origin of NLO                                                                             

To understand the physics in Figure 1.3.1 an energy diagram is considered in 

Figure 1.3.2. The left part of the diagram indicates the weak beam (non-laser light) 

interaction with the molecule producing same energy emission as the input light photon 

energy and hence we get same waves for linear optics. On the right side of the diagram, 

when a molecule interacts with the high intensity (lasers) light resulting multiple 

excitation to higher energy level. Therefore emission of light occurs with higher energy 

than the input light energy. The second one represents nonlinear optics, in which new 

waves have been generated.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.3.2. Energy band 

diagram of linear (left) and 

nonlinear optics (right). 

 

 

Different types of polarizations are induced when electromagnetic radiation 

interacts with a material, depending on their frequency. When low frequency radiation 

(radiowave and microwave) is used total polarization is contributed by orientation 

polarization, vibrational polarization and electronic polarization. The first type of 

polarization indicates reorientation of the molecules; the second type of polarization is 

connected with the deformation of the nuclear skeleton of the molecule with the applied 

field. If the radiation wavelength is in the optical range the electronic polarization can 

occur. For small electric field connected with the electromagnetic radiation, the 

polarization linearly dependent on the electric field and proportionality constant is known 

as polarizability (for molecules) and 
(1) represents the linear electric susceptibility for 

bulk solids.12    
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     (1.3.1) 

Linear optical materials show this type of response. In the linear response, 

movement of the charge results reemission of radiation without changing the frequency 

of the incident light. However the speed of the light may change in induced polarization. 

This exhibits optical phenomena such as refraction or birefringence. This is due to the 

fact that the conventional light source has very weak field strength (below 103 ν/cm) 

compared to the atomic and inter-atomic fields (107 to 1010 ν/cm). As a consequence the 

resultant perturbation is very small to make any change in the optical parameters. But in 

case of nonlinear optics with discover of lasers the circumstances has changed 

significantly. There is a scope of resonance as electric field strength of lasers (105 - 109 

ν/cm) is compatible with the atomic electric fields of the medium. This resonance 

influences the optical characteristics of the medium and produced new electromagnetic 

fields where phase, amplitude, and frequency are altered. That’s how NLO is produced.13  

The linear polarization response (given in equation (1.3.1)) does not exist when 

strong field strength is applied in a medium and the higher order terms become more 

important. Now the optical response can be illustrated by the following equation where 

polarization (P) depends on the power series of the field strength (E) as 14 

             (1.3.2) 

   (1.3.3) 

The interaction of radiation with bulk material and a molecule are described by 

equations 1.3.2 and 1.3.3.15 Here 0 represents the permanent dipole moment. Linear 

optical properties such as absorption, refractive index, permittivity etc are responsible for 

the linear terms (
(1) and α) whereas nonlinear optical properties such as second 

harmonic generation, electro optic effect, etc are responsible for quadratic terms (
(2)  

and β). In this equation cubic nonlinear terms (
(3) and γ) are responsible for the third 
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harmonic generation, Kerr effect and optical phase conjugation. Thus fundamental 

frequency can be converted to the second, third and higher order frequencies by the 

induced polarization. 

 

Figure 1.3.3. (a) Polarization response 

(P) plot to an incident electromagnetic 

wave of field strength E(ω) in a 

noncentrosymmetric medium at 

frequency ω. (b) to (d) Fourier 

components of P at frequencies  2ω, ω, 

and 0. 

 

This is represented in Figure 1.3.3 for a medium where β (first nonlinear term) 

provides important contribution to the induced-frequency components. In the figure a 

non-centrosymmetric molecule is taken for example, which reveals an asymmetric 

polarization response to the applied electric field E(ω). The polarization of the molecule 

takes place from electron rich moiety (D) to the electro deficient moiety (A). The 

polarization nature can be represented by the addition of the Fourier components of 

frequencies ω, 2ω and 3ω etc. (Figure 1.3.3). From the Fourier theorem it is known that a 

non sinusoidal periodic response (P) is sum of series of sinusoidal functions with 

harmonics of appropriate coefficients of the elementary frequency (ω). Total 

polarizability function (P) is expressed by the summation of the even terms (0, 2ω, 4ω, 

6ω etc.) and the odd terms (ω, 3ω, 5ω etc.) for asymmetric and symmetric response 

accordingly. 

A centrosymmetric medium like benzene is taken as an example of a nonlinear 

response represented in Figure 1.3.4. Here symmetric nonlinear polarization appears from 

the delocalized π electron system of benzene. The Fourier response decomposition occurs 

at odd harmonics (ω, 3ω, 5ω, etc.) with slowly diminishing amplitudes (coefficients) of 

the higher order components. In both examples with increment the intensity of the 

incident field E(ω) the nonlinear terms become more considerable. 
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Figure 1.3.4. Nonlinear polarization 

response (P) plot to an incident 

electromagnetic field in a centrosymmetric 

medium.  

 

 

The non-linearity of the optical response of a material is described by the second 

(β) and third hyperpolarizability (γ). If a molecule is centrosymmetric, then the second 

hyperpolarizability or first order hyperpolarizability (β) become zero which indicates that 

centrosymmetric media has no response towards second harmonic generation. This can 

be interpreted as follows. According to equation (1.3.3) if a field +E is applied to the 

centrosymmetric medium, the first nonlinear term came out is +βE2, whereas when a field 

of –E is applied, it still comes out as +βE2. But this is irrational. The polarization should 

be −βE2 as the medium is centrosymmetric. This disagreement can be resolved only if 

β=0.  

Thus we can elucidate that the centrosymmetric medium should possess zero β 

value. In the case of third order NLO susceptibility of centrosymmetric media, the second 

order hyperpolarizability (γ) is the first non-zero nonlinear term as +E and −E field 

produces polarization +γE3 and −γE3.5 

1.3.3. Microscopic nonlinearities 

The following equation represents the polarization induced in a molecule with the 

application of electric field.  

   (1.3.4) 

 

i, j, k, l represent the molecular coordinate system and Ej, Ejk and Ejkl etc indicate 

the components of the applied field. The induced polarization is associated with the 

electric field vectors through the elements of tensor coefficients in a molecule. Therefore 

it is a vector quantity. Although in equation (1.3.3) it has been taken as scalar quantity. 
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The third-rank tensor ( βijk ) also has vector like properties, but γ which is a fourth-rank 

tensor, has scalar like properties. This can be established from the experimental findings 

where β and γ are related to the components of the tensors which are shown in the 

following equations.  

                                                                   (1.3.5) 

          
             (1.3.6) 

In order to comprehend the nature of β we take a situation where z-axis is the 

molecular axis passing through two carbon atoms and donor-acceptor (D-A) groups as 

represented in Figure 1.3.5. For any arbitrarily chosen field the component will mostly 

polarize the molecule along the molecular axis (z axis) and βzzz will be the primary 

component to the nonlinear response. Whereas γ has the scalar properties with field 

projections contribute in every direction.  

 

 

Figure 1.3.5. Model system with 

electron donor and electron acceptor 

substituents which reveals the 

asymmetric charge distribution along 

with high β. In the reference 

coordinate system z-axis is parallel to 

the dipolar axis of the molecule, the 

molecule polarized easily   along z 

direction. Here βzzz is the largest 

component of the βijk tensor.  

 

 

1.3.4. Various types of second-order NLO effects  

 

Different types of second-order NLO effects can be observed experimentally.  

1.3.4.1. Second harmonic generation (SHG)  

 SHG is the most extensive application used in NLO. It is also known as 

frequency doubling process. In SHG process a nonlinear material is interacted with 

two photons having same frequency, and then they are combined and produce a new 
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photon having twice the frequency and half the wavelength (double energy) of the initial 

photons.  It is a regarded as sum-frequency generation (2 photons) and more 

specifically harmonic generation. Lets two photons of frequency ν are passed through a 

medium having characteristics 
2 and β, the emitted radiation results frequency of 2ν. 

The incident wave and emitted wave will have the same direction. Figure 1.3.6 pictorially 

represents the process of SHG.13 

 

  

Figure 1.3.6. Second harmonic generation 

(SHG) process.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

 

 

 

     (1.3.7) 

                    
𝒑𝟏 +  𝒑𝟐 = 𝒑

       
     (1.3.8) 

The p1 and p2 represent the momentum of the absorbed photons, and p represents 

momentum of the emitted photon.  

1.3.4.2. Sum frequency generation or parametric generation  

It is a second order nonlinear optical process. It is also known as parametric 

process.16 In this parametric process two new light waves with frequencies ν1 and ν2 are 

generated from the light wave with frequency ν17 as shown in Figure 1.3.7. This process 

generally occurs when the light is interacting with matter, which is asymmetric (for 

example, surfaces and interfaces) in nature and the light should have very high intensity 

(Laser pulse). Here the matter remains unchanged and photons satisfy energy 

conservation rule. 
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Figure 1.3.7. 

Paramagnetic generation.                                                                           

 

 

                (1.3.9) 

 𝒑 = 𝒑𝟏 +  𝒑𝟐     (1.3.10) 

This process is also illustrated as two-photon process like SHG.  

1.3.4.3. Linear electrooptic effect or Pockels effect  

In presence of an external electric field, the change of refractive index is 

proportional to the electric field strength is termed as Pockels effect or linear electrooptic 

effect. In this case an optical wave is propagated when a DC field is applied through a 

medium. This effect takes place media such as electric-field poled polymers or glasses. 

The interacting field components can alter the polarization that modifies the refractive 

index of the medium.5 

1.3.4.4. Optical rectification  

Optical rectification is also known as electro-optic rectification (EOR), a non-

linear optical process.  This is an inverse process of the electro-optic effect. When an 

intense laser beam is directed into the crystal the potentiality to induce a DC voltage 

between the electrodes placed on the surface of the crystal is defined by optical 

rectification.5  

1.3.5. Applications of NLO effects  

Various frequency and susceptibility dependent applications in various fields for 
(2) and 

(3)
  

are represented in the following table. 
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Table 1.3.1. Susceptibility functions (χ(2) and χ(3)) for various types for interacting field 

components, their effects and applications. 

 

1.3.6. Present status of the field  

Non-centosymmetric nature of the material and strong intramolecular charge 

transfer excitations is the primary requirements of second-order NLO materials as 

prescribed by theoretical model. P-nitroaniline (PNA) (Scheme 1.3.1), 

dimethylaminonitrisostilbene (DANS) have donor and acceptor group substituents 

resulting an asymmetric charge distribution satisfy basic criterion for good NLO 

response. 

Scheme 1.3.1. P-nitroaniline dimethylamino-

nitrisostilbene molecules, the prototypical 

dipolar D-π-A system. 

 

Susceptibility Effect Applications 

(2) (0; , )  −  Optical rectification Hybrid bistable device18 

 

(2) ( ; ,0)  −  Electro-optic (Pockels) effect Modulators, variable phase 

retarders19 

(2) ( ; , )c a b   −  Frequency mixing Paramateric amplifiers, IR up 

converters19 

(2) ( ; ; , )    − −  AC electro-optic effect 

AC Kerr effect 

Optical bistability 18 

Phase conjugation 20 

(2) ( 2 ; , )   − −
 

Frequency doubling Harmonic generation device18 

 

(2) ( 3 ; ; , )    −  Frequency tripling Deep UV conversion20 
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For the evaluation of NLO properties, DANS has long been considered as typical 

benchmarking compound due to its well known push–pull character.5 In this respect, 

scientists are continuously working on modulation of the electronic structure of the 

donor-π-acceptor based molecule for producing efficient second-order NLO dipolar 

molecules. Inclusion to the dipolar molecules, octupolar molecules also show current 

interest among many research of scientific community in recent times.21, 22 Due to its 

multi-polar character multidirectional charge transfer excitations occur which is 

responsible for NLO response. A prototypical example is shown in Scheme 1.3.2.  

 

 

Scheme 1.3.2. Dipolar and octupolar charge distribution in 

prototypical dipolar and trigonal octupolar systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1.3.6.1. Organic molecules for second-order nonlinear optics 

 

       In the early nineties, Marder et al. opened the way for the development of 

advanced NLO chromophores23, 24 and judicious combination of D and A groups 

strengthen the NLO property to maximize μβ for a given conjugation bridge. Conjugated 

D-π-A based organic molecules reveal significant NLO response and electro-optical 

effects. This type of materials can be used to enhance frequency of laser light. Usually in 

D-A substituted organic compounds, D and A are groups are separated by an aromatic 

spacer. The NLO response of organic molecules can be improved by inclusion of strong 

electron withdrawing and donating components. The distance between D and A groups 

also plays significant role. This affects a high charge transfer character in the compound 

with an asymmetric electron distribution. Internal electric field is generated due to the 

charge separation in a molecule, which modifies the refractive index through the second-

order optical nonlinearity. Theoretical methods are only way to predict first and second 
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order hyperpolarizabilities of organic D-A based compounds. Non-centrosymmetric 

molecules with high 1st hyperpolarizability value and lowest electronic transitions are 

very demanding in nonlinear optics. Bond length alteration (BLA) is defined by the 

average difference between the single and double bond lengths in the molecule which is 

the key parameter for determining the β of molecules.25 Generally high β values in a 

molecule possess high BLA parameter. As for example, compare to simple polyene chain 

of comparable length, DANS molecule with aromatic ground state have large BLA for a 

given set of combination of D-A. The high BLA value in such molecules reveals that in 

the ground state charge separated resonance has very insufficient contribution due to the 

loss of aromatic stabilization in the charge separated form. Therefore, if a molecule in the 

ground state possesses less aromatic character, which can be recouped by gain in 

aromaticity in the charged separated form. When benzene rings are replaced by 

heterocyclic rings (thiophene, furan etc.) in stilbene derivatives, aromatic character 

decrease in the ground state and enlaged β value found.26, 27 Therefore, aromaticity in the 

charge separated from significantly enhanced nonlinearities in a molecules.28 

For the design of electro-optic and SHG applications, molecules should have good 

thermal and chemical stability with high nonlinearities. However, in spite of having high 

degree of nonlinearity, many organic molecules are thermally unstable. Moylan et al.29, 30 

resolved the matter by replacing the donor groups with diaryl amino groups instead of 

using aliphatic dialkyl amino group in the chromophore. Hence thermal stability of 

nonlinear optical material can be enhanced without negotiating the nonlinearity of 

chromophores.31,32 Lindsay et al.33 also demonstrated that by replacing the reactive 

cyanide group in the tricyanovinyl group with aryl units in tricyanovinyl thiophenes the 

chemical and thermal stability can be improved significantly. Symmetrical analogues of 

commercially available 4-(dicyanomethylene-2-methyl-6-94-dimethylamino styryl)-4-

pyran (DCM) laser dye is another type of thermally stable compound with good 

nonlinearity.33  If dicyanomethylene pyran is used as acceptor and carbazole is used as 

donors in the above mentioned compound thermally stability can be increased up to 

350ºC. This molecule has “lambda-shape” structure and is less susceptible to loss of 

nonlinearities in poled polymer films. 34 
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1.3.6.2. Nanocluster complexes for second-order nonlinear optics 

  In the last few years much attention has been attracted by the nanoparticles, 

particles with diameter in the range of 1 to 20 nm, due to its versatile applications as they 

possess distinctive electrical, optical, magnetic and chemical properties which are 

distinguished corresponding to its bulk material. They are biocompatible and reveal 

bright emission, therefore can be used as fluorescence bio imaging or cellular 

labeling. The nanocluster complex can be used for diagnosis, treatment, drug delivery, 

and for chemotherapy with low side effects.35, 36. Optical properties of any materials are 

ascertained by their electronic structure and band gap. The size and composition of a 

nanocluster varies with the energy gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital 

(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Hence, the optical 

properties of nanoclusters can be modified by adding different ligands the nanoclusters 

or with the addition of surfactants. The optical properties of the nanoclusters can be tuned 

by designing nanoclusters with modified band gaps by simply tuning the size and 

covering layer of the nanoclusters.37,38 

 

Among different properties, nonlinear optical (NLO) response of nanoparticles is 

a significant phenomenon, which is improved remarkably compared to their relative 

“bulk” materials, not because of their atomic scale structures but also their surface and 

interface structures.39 Electron donating/withdrawing group substituted nanocluster 

revealed strong dependence on the nonlinear optical property.40 Different reports 

specifically enhancement of NLO response of nanocluster doped with alkali metal atoms 

are also part of valuable literature.41, 42 

 

1.4. Photovoltaic property 

  Photovoltaics (PV) is a phenomenon studied in physics and  chemistry where light 

is converted into electricity using semiconducting materials which demonstrate 

the photovoltaic effect. This effect is commercially utilized for generation of electricity 

and photosensors. When natural or artificial light falls on a photovoltaic cell, an electric 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photochemistry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiconducting_material
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photosensors
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field is generated across the layers of the materials. The produced free electrons cause 

electric current which is used to generate electricity. Using photovoltaics, direct current 

(DC) is produced in solar panels, then the direct current is converted to alternate current 

(AC) with the purpose of make the electricity usable for home applications. As much as 

light is absorbed by the photovoltaic material, the more electricity can be generated. 

1.4.1. Recent technology: Semiconductor solar cell 
 

In a conventional solid-state semiconductor, a solar cell is made with two types of 

doped crystals. Crystal is doped with n type and p type impurities. Excess free conduction 

band electrons are added by n-type impurities i.e. n-type semiconductor and excess holes 

are added by p-type impurities i.e. by p-type semiconductor. When both semiconductors 

are placed in contact, some electrons flow into the p-type semiconductor from n-type 

semiconductor to "fill in" the missing electron holes. At last to equalize the Fermi levels 

sufficient electrons will flow across the boundary of the two materials. Therefore on both 

side of the interface i.e. at interface region (p-n junction) charge are depleted and/or 

accumulated.  In silicon a potential barrier is formed due to the transfer of electrons of 

about 0.6 to 0.7 V.43 

 

 

Figure 1.4.1 Diagram of solar 

cell. 

 

 

 

 

When solar cell is placed in the sun, the energy of the incoming photon falling on 

the surface of silicon material is transferred to the electron of the silicon and allowing the 

negatively charged electron to move away from the Si atom which leads to the formation 

of hole or positive charge. Photo-excitation i.e. electrons on the p-type semiconductor is 

excited by the photons of the sunlight. In case of silicon, sunlight can supply sufficient 

energy to push an electron out to the higher energy conduction band from the lower- 
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energy valence band.  Electrons in the conduction band of silicon can freely move. These 

free electrons of the p-type side flow out into the n-type side and lose energy while 

passing through the external circuit when load is given across the cell. Those electrons 

are flow back again into the p-type material to recombine with the valence band holes 

which they left behind. By this way sunlight generates an electric current. This is shown 

in Figure 1.4.1. 

 

1.4.2. Dye sensitized solar cells 

The concept behind the DSSC is to imitate the process of photosynthesis in plants. 

Since the development of the first efficient system in the 1991, the dye sensitized solar 

cell (DSSC) is regarded as a promising technology due to its high efficiency at a low cost 

alternative to the Si-based technologies.44 As this very was first revealed by Grätzel and 

co-workers; therefore sometimes it is called as Grätzel solar cell.44,45, 46 DSSCs are thin-

film solar cells belonging to the third generation of photovoltaics. The solar cell proposed  

by Grätzel contain a semiconductor anchored with dye molecules and is called the dye-

sensitized solar cell. A standard DSSC is made with nano-structured semiconductor 

generally TiO2 which is attached with a transparent electrode are covered by dye 

molecules. The dye molecule absorbed photons from the sun and the excited electrons are 

transferred by the ultrafast charge transfer process to the semiconductor conduction band 

and then removed to the external circuit. At the last step the electron is again transferred 

to the dye from the electrode by an electrolyte.  The whole process is illustrated in Fig 

1.4.2. 

 

 

Fig1.4.2. Construction of the DSSC. 
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1.4.3. Titanium dioxide 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has versatile application ranges from white pigments in 

paint to catalyst for water splitting reaction.47 TiO2 is chemically very inert in different 

atmosphere and also stable toward photo-oxidation. As well as it is non toxic, easy and 

cheap to synthesize. As a result for a model system for the surface science of metal 

oxides titanium dioxide is a popular choice for both experimental and theoretical 

chemist.44 Huge internal surface area of TiO2 enhanced the light harvesting efficiency 

by1000 factor and provide a manifold of adsorption sites.44-46. 

In the bulk structure of TiO2 it is fully coordinated, i.e. it is coordinated with 6- 

titanium atoms and 3 oxygen atoms. Three major crystalline structures have found in 

TiO2: rutile, anatase and brookite. Among them rutile is the most stable. Nano-crystalline 

TiO2 films are usually comprised with a mixture of anatase and rutile or anatase. Due to 

the thermodynamic stability of the anatase structure it is used as electrodes in 

photovoltaic cells.45, 48 The high band gap of TiO2 cause separations of the fully occupied 

O2p valence band and vacant Ti3d conduction bands. For small nanoparticles the band gap 

is anticipated to increase, which are used in photo-electrochemical cells. The band gap is 

3.4 eV for 2.4 nm anatase nanoparticles. Several theoretical investigations has been done 

using TiO2 nanoparticles.48, 49 

1.4. 4. Dye molecules 

The properties and the function of the systems can be extremely modified by the 

adsorption of different molecules on TiO2 surface. Many investigations on the small 

molecules anchored to the surfaces of the TiO2 have been done due to research interests, 

especially with hydrogen, oxygen, and water as adsorbates.47, 50, 51 The interaction 

between small and large adsorbates and surfaces are very significant due to large number 

of applications. Adsorption of dye molecules on the semiconductor surfaces can extend 

their effectiveness towards photochemical applications. 
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1.4.5. Electronic and optical properties of isolated dyes  

A number of conditions must be satisfied in order to achieve a high DSSC 

efficiency like;  (i) broad absorption spectrum with large overlap with the solar spectrum 

(wavelength of light in the 400 − 750 nm range) , (ii) high molar extinction coefficient, 

(iii) strong anchoring group for the interaction with semiconductor electrode, (iv) 

appropriate redox potential to match electron injection, (v) HOMO of the dye must have 

low energy than the redox potential of the electrolyte and LUMO of the dye must lie 

above the conduction band of semiconductor. (vi) the electron transfer from the excited 

dye to semiconductor surface should be very fast to  the reduction of the oxidized dye.52-

55 Inclusion to these criteria, the back reaction from semiconductor to oxidized dye must 

be slow, level alignment criterion, the regeneration of the oxidized dyes by the 

electrolyte, losses due to charge transport and recombination process etc also influences 

the efficiency of DSSC. 

1.4.6. Organic dyes 
 

  Organic (metal-free) dyes are important class of chromophores in DSSC as they 

possess several advantages like ease of availability, cost effectiveness of synthesis, 

tunable absorption spectra from the visible to the near-infrared region, designing 

flexibility, high molar extinction coefficients etc.54, 56, 57
 Very common organic 

chromophores proposed in DSSC are coumarin, indoline, triphenylamine, xanthene, 

polyene, hemicyanine-based dyes.58
 The efficiency of dyes in the DSSC devices 

continuously increasing over the past few years.58-60
  Although there are some limitations 

of organic dyes including narrow absorption bands, poor photostability and aggregation 

in solution. Many of the organic dye sensitizers consists donor-π˗linker-acceptor (D-π-A) 

framework.  These types of chromophores contain π-conjugated bridge which is end-

capped by donor (D) and acceptor (A) groups.  Generally Triphenylamine or indoline 

group is used as electron donor; rhodamine or cyanoacrylic group is used as electron 

acceptor as well as an anchoring group for binding to the semiconductor surface; and -

conjugated fragment (e.g. ethylene, azo group, benzene, thiophene units etc) control the 
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absorption properties, provide a route for the ultrafast rearrangement of electric charges, 

enhance the molar extinction coefficient etc. The HOMO of the dye molecule is mainly 

localized on the donor part, and LUMO is delocalized on the acceptor part. The lowest-

energy excitation in organic dyes are mainly associate with the -* transition. Due to 

photoexcitation charge transfer takes place from the D to A moiety of the molecule. The 

photoexcited dye can be represented as (D+-π-A−)*. Such structure has several 

advantages: (i) As LUMO is localized near the semiconductor surface electron injection 

from dye to semiconductor is fast (ii) As the donor part is away from the semiconductor, 

inhibits recombination process and prevents the positive charge of the oxidized dye away 

from the semiconductor. 

 

1.4.7. Present status of the field  

 

  Two major types of sensitizers commonly used as metal complexes and metal-

free organic dyes. Highest performance DSSCs with power conversion efficiency (PCE)  

exceeding 11.8% is shown by N719 Ru(II)-polypyridyl photosensitizers61, in the year 

2011 the best PCE of DSSCs up to 12.3% is found for zinc porphyrin-based dye62 After 

two year a solid-state DSSCs PCE exceeding 15% PCE was independently developed by 

Gratzel and Oxford University research teams which further make a new record.63, 64  

Using pure organic sensitizer (C281) attainment of PCE 13.1% in DSSCs has been 

achieved with a metal-free organic dye.65 Kar et al. in 2017 reported PCE of DSSCs in 

19.24%. using N,N′-dialkylaniline (NDI 6).66 Organic dyes for examples coumarin,67 

triphenylamine (TPA),68 polyene,69 phenothiazine,70 indoline71 etc have been investigated  

for DSSCs which reveal good photovoltaic property.  

 

1.5. Aim of the present work 

 

  For designing potential optoelectronic materials, computational modeling is an 

efficient tool. Computational modeling helps to eliminate the high costs associated with 

the synthetic approach. This offers the synthetic chemists to get immediate feedback of 

compounds for potential use. It is found that various optical properties calculated 
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theoretically using different methodologies show good agreement with the 

experimentally calculated optical properties. Therefore before synthesizing a molecule, 

computational methodology is now accepted as a state-of-the-art technique in modeling 

the potential molecules. Keeping in mind the achievement of quantum chemical methods 

in prediction of different optoelectronic properties, the thesis distinctively deals with the 

computational modeling of optoelectronic materials as given below: 

 

(1) Electron donating and electron withdrawing groups can significantly tune the 

optoelectronic properties of organic chromophores, attempts have been put in 

order to design efficient fluorophore molecule based on organic conjugated 

molecules. 

(2) Photovoltaic materials with interesting nonlinear optical properties (NLO) 

are of enormous importance due to their versatile applicability in photonic 

devices. Different electron withdrawing groups and π-linkers could 

considerably enhance the NLO properties of organic conjugated dyes. A 

great deal of attention has been given to the photovoltaic properties of dye 

sensitized Solar cell (DSSC) of organic conjugated molecules as these 

systems have potential application in photophysical chemistry.   

(3) Intramolecular charge transfer process can play a key role in developing 

strong nonlinear optical response in a molecule for technological application. 

Push–pull systems with zwitterionic donor–acceptor groups can enhance the 

hyperpolarizability values drastically compared to the neutral substituents. 

Therefore, attempts have been put in order to designed novel NLO materials 

which show characteristic reorganisation energy is a deciding factor in the 

rate of hole/electron transport for favourable intermolecular coupling. π-

conjugated linkers and electron acceptor groups can be judiciously used to 

design new molecular systems for optoelectronic applications. 

(4) Focus of the present research has shifted from organic conjugated molecules 

to donor-acceptor (D-A) groups functionalized nanocluster systems. 

Functionalization of D-A groups lead to an extremely large 1st 

hyperpolarizability. The significant hyperpolarizability in donor-acceptor 
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groups functionalized nanocluster arises due to charge transfer from D to A 

moiety.  Here we have showed that the right choice of substitution can 

considerably impact the nonlinear optical property of the nanoclusters.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Theoretical background of computational methods 

Abstract 

The present chapter constitutes a brief report on the basic theoretical 

information associated with fluorescence property, nonlinear optical property and 

photovoltaic property of dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC). For theoretical 

determination of first hyperpolarizability (β) different models on the basis of 

quantum chemical approaches have been discussed here.  
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2.1. Theoretical Determination of Fluorescence 

 

2.1.1. Spectroscopic transition strengths 

When a molecule absorbs or emits a photon, the probability of the molecule 

changing its state depends upon several factors, like the nature of the wavefunctions of 

the initial and final states, the strength of the interaction of light with the molecule and 

intensity of the incident light. Generally the probability of a transition of a molecule is 

depicted by the transition strength. Where, transition strengths are dominated by selection 

rule and this is determined by whether the transition is allowed or not. According to 

classical theory of light absorption, charges are aligned in a matter. By oscillating 

electromagnetic field of the light, the charges can be set into motion. The electric dipole 

oscillators contain specific characteristics, which is frequencies (υi), this is depends on 

the material. Absorption of a photon occurs when frequency of the radiation is close to 

the oscillator frequency and the radiation intensity reduces on passing through the 

substance. Oscillator strength (fi) is the intensity of the interaction; it can be also defined 

by the number of electrons per molecule that oscillate with the characteristic frequency 

(υi),  fi of a transition is a dimensionless number which is used for the comparison of  

different transitions. In quantum mechanics for a fully allowed transition, oscillator 

strength has 1.0 value. In experiment, oscillator strength, f, is connected to the intensity 

of absorption is described by: 

 

                             𝒇 =
𝟐𝟑𝟎𝟑𝒎𝒄

п𝑵𝑨𝒆𝟐𝒏
 ∫ 𝜺 (𝝊)𝒅𝝊                                  (2.1) 

 

           here, m is the mass of an electron, ε represents molar absorptivity, c denotes 

velocity of the light, NA is the Avogadro’s number, e represents electron charge and n 

stands for refractive index of the medium. The integration is done over the frequency 

range connected with the absorption band. In quantum mechanical approximation 

complete explanation of the absorption of radiation by a substance is depended on the 

time-dependent wave mechanics. In wave mechanics, the connection between the two 
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states in a transition is explained by the transition dipole moment (μGE) by the following 

equation.  

                                   𝝁𝑮𝑬 = ∫ 𝝍𝑮 𝝁 𝝍𝑬 𝒅ʋ                                     (2.2) 

 

Where ground and excited state wavefunctions are represented by ψG and ψE respectively 

du is the volume element. When symmetry of the ground and excited states are different, 

the transition dipole moment will be a nonzero quantity.  

 

2.1.2. Einstein coefficients 

  

  In 1917 Albert Einstein first described absorption and emission quantitatively.1 In 

a time interval the rate of change of the probability of finding a molecule in the excited 

state is related with the transition rate of stimulated absorption. The frequency of 

transition from the ground to the excited state is given by the following equation. 

 

                     𝑾𝒈→𝒆 = 𝑩 𝝆(ʋ𝒈𝒆)                                               (2.3) 

 

 where B represents Einstein coefficient, which is related to the square of the 

transition dipole moment, ρ is the energy density of radiation. By the same equation 

(equation no 2.3) Einstein described stimulated emission, where excitation occurs excited 

state to ground state (e→g). Einstein also proposed that for the radiative de-excitation 

there must be another way which is independent of the incident light. He suggested that 

the excited state of a molecule could experience spontaneous emission characterized by 

the coefficient A. The coefficient is directly related to the coefficient B by the following 

equation. 

             𝑨𝒆𝒈 =
𝟖п𝒉𝒏𝟑𝝊𝒆𝒈

𝟑

𝒄𝟑 𝑩𝒆𝒈                                          (2.4) 

 

  here h, c and n represent Planck constant, velocity of light in vacuum and 

refractive index of the environment. As spontaneous emission is directly associated with 

the intensity of the absorption, therefore strong absorption inherently signifies strong 

emission. As the coefficient A is directly proportional to the cube of the transition  
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frequency, as a result spontaneous emission starts to dominate with increasing the 

frequency of the incident light. Depending upon the nature of the ground and excited 

states wavefunctions, spontaneous emission can be separated into fluorescence and 

phosphorescence. The fluorescence can be characterized as the transition among ground 

and excited singlet states (S). Here singlet state wavefunction has symmetric spatial part 

and antisymmetric spin part; with the zero-total angular momentum i.e. electron spin is 

zero. 

 

2.1.3. Radiative rate constant 

 

  Absorption and fluorescence related Einstein relationship is strictly valid 

only for systems that absorb and emit at a single frequency. This relationship is not valid 

for the case for dissolved molecules which shows broad absorption and fluorescence 

spectra. For spontaneous emission from the excited to the ground state, the radiative rate 

constant (kr) and Einstein coefficient A, can be linked to the electronic transition dipole 

moment.2,3 If the emission transition dipole moment is same with the absorption one, it 

can be said that μge= μeg= M, then the radiative transition can be expressed as  

 

                    𝒌𝒓 =  𝜶 < 𝝊𝒇
−𝟑 >−𝟏  |𝑴|𝟐                                                 (2.5) 

   

      here < 𝝊𝒇
−𝟑 >−𝟏  can be defines as  

 

             < 𝝊𝒇
−𝟑 >−𝟏=

∫ 𝑭 (𝝊)𝒅𝝊

𝝊−𝟑 𝑭 (𝝊)𝒅𝝊
                                                      (2.6) 

 

In the above equations F(υ) signifies the fluorescence spectrum and α is the constant term 

which depends on the refractive index of the solvent. 
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2.1.4. Fluorescence quantum yield 

Fluorescence quantum yield is defined by the number of photons emitted relative to the 

number of photons absorbed. The quantum yield is associated to the radiative constant 

and lifetime by the following equation.  

 

                                𝝓 =
𝒌𝒓

𝐤𝐭𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥
=

𝛕

𝛕𝐫
                                                      (2.7) 

 

Here ktotal is the total rate constant and τ is the actual lifetime. This can be defined by  

 

                         (2.8) 

The non-radiative mechanisms include internal conversion (kic), intersystem 

crossing (kisc), electron transfer (ket) and resonant energy transfer (kret). knr represents sum 

of all non-radiative competing processes which is involved in the deactivation of the 

exited state. 

 

2.1.5. Fluorescence lifetime 

 

Upon excitation fluorophore molecule is excited to the higher energy states and 

then returns to the ground state, either radiatively or non-radiatively. The rate of change 

of the number of excited molecules with respect to time is directly associated with the 

number of excited molecules and rate constants by the following equation. 

 

                                
𝒅𝑵(𝒕)

𝒅𝒕
= (𝒌𝒓 + 𝒌𝒏𝒓)𝑵(𝒕)                      (2.9) 

      The solution of the equation no. 2.9 is 

                                𝑰(𝒕) =  𝑰𝟎 𝐞𝐱𝐩 (−
𝒕

𝝉
)                                                    (2.10) 
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where I(t) is the fluorescence intensity, I0 represents intensity at time zero. This 

equation represents mono-exponential decays. In general, in depopulation of the excited 

state or fluorophores, more than one process is involved. For this case, it is assumed that 

the intensity decay is the sum of individual single exponential decays and the intensity 

decay is multi-exponential. 

 

                            𝑰(𝒕) =  ∑ 𝜶𝒊
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏  𝐞𝐱𝐩 (−

𝒕

𝝉𝒊
)                                             (2.11) 

                                                             

where τi represents decay times and αi is the amplitudes of components at time 

zero. τi and αi parameters are rely on the studied system. For the difficulty to interpret the 

parameters, the mean fluorescence lifetime can be used as 

 

                                               (2.12) 

2.1.6. Solvatochroism 

 

Due to the different property of the ground and excited states of the fluorophore,  

upon excitation dipole moment changes (Δμ= μe  −  μg), which cause shift in the 

absorption and emission band. This relies on the solvent polarity i.e. solvatochroism. For 

the entire discussion of the solvatochroism effect, dielectric constant of the solvent (εs), 

refractive index (n), and change in dipole moment (Δμ) should be considered. According 

to Lippert equation,4,5 the stokes shift can be designated as 

 

                                (2.13) 

 

  where h signifies Planck’s const, c is the velocity of the light in the vacuum. a 

represents onsager radius of the fluorophore in the respective solvent. μe and μg represent 

excited state and ground state dipole moment. 
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2.2. Theoretical Determination of First Hyperpolarizability (β) 

 

2.2.1. Early models for the calculation of β 

 

2.2.1.1. Equivalent field model (EIF) 

 

Oduar and Chemla6,7 developed the equivalent field model to interpret the second-

order nonlinear optical responses. In this method β is quantified by the ground state 

asymmetry of a systematic π-chain. It is demonstrated that the second order response can 

be calculated by the electron distribution deformation because of appended substituents 

to the chormophore molecules. Due to particular substituents perturbation of the π-cloud 

occurs which is recognized as substituent mesomeric moment (μR) and this is related to β 

by the following equation. 

                                                  (2.14) 

 

Where α, γ represent polarizability and second order hyperpolarizability. βπ is the static 

hyperpolarizability at hω = 0.0. 

 

In this model calculation of the βπ by determining the μR 
is difficult. For mono 

substituted benzenes and stilbenes, the π-deformation caused by substitutent R is defined 

as the difference between the ground-state μ to the mono substituted aromatic derivative 

and that for the analogous mono substituted aliphatic molecule. The σ-contributions to 

the μ of the π-chromophores are eliminated. Using the μR,8 the βπ for a considerable 

number of mono substituted π-conjugation systems are predicted, which are well 

correlated with experimental trends in the second order response.7,9 This model also 

accounts for the negative sign in the second order response when the added group is an 

electron acceptor and a positive β when the attached moiety is an electron donor. 
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2.2.1.2. Additivity model 

 

This model is used to calculate the second order response for push-pull type di-

substituted systems (e.g. donor-acceptor substituted benzene). It is postulated that the 

total nonlinear polarizability is the sum of contribution of significant structural 

component of the systems.10,11 According to Zyss et al. this model can well explain the 

nonlinear behaviour of the weakly coupled D and A σ-networks system but failed to 

explain the nonlinearity of strongly coupled disubstituted systems12,13 and highly  

asymmetric system. 

 The complications of EIF and additivity model are due to postulation of 

nonlinearity which is comprised of ground-state electronic distributions. 

 

2.2.1.3. Two-state model 

 

           The nonlinearity of the highly asymmetric system is well explained in the two-

state model by Oudar and Chemla7,14. This model suggested that the high nonlinearity i.e.  

high β  arises due to the intramolecular charge transfer (CT)  from donor to acceptor 

moiety. Nonlinear optical property is dependent on ground state as well as excited state 

electronic distribution. The β value is sum of two contributions. One is interaction 

between the spacer group and individual substituent (βadd) and another is intramolecular 

charge transfer interactions (βCT ) between the D and A groups . This can be represented 

as   

                               𝜷 = 𝜷𝑪𝑻 + 𝜷𝒂𝒅𝒅                                     (2.15)
 

  

The two-level interaction between the ground state (g) and the first excited state 

(n) can be described as   

         

 (2.16) 
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In the above equation hω represents the energy of the laser photon, hωgn is the 

energy difference between ground state (g) and the first excited state (n), fgn is the 

oscillator strength of ground state to the first excited state transition and Δgn represent the 

difference in dipole moments between the g and n  state. 

 

2.3. Quantum Chemical Calculation for the Calculation of NLO Response 

 

It is very important for the theoretical chemist to predict the NLO response 

accurately as this gives the guideline to the synthetic chemist to explore molecules which 

have potential interest. For suitable NLO material, structure-optical property relationship 

is very important parameter. For the computation of NLO response two basic 

methodologies i.e., Sum over states (SOS) methods and Coupled perturbed HF (CPHF) 

methods can be used. The SOS method is field-independent and the CPHF method is 

field-dependent. For the computation of β both model can be used for any model 

Hamiltonian (i.e., ab initio, semiempirical). 

 

2.3.1. Sum over states (SOS) methods 

 

 For the determination of theoretical hyperpolarizabilities, sum over states (SOS) 

methods are one of the popular methodologies. In this method calculations are done on 

free molecule where NLO response is associated with the coupling of the excited state. In 

the SOS methods, perturbation theory is applied to an unperturbated molecule15,16 for the 

estimation of β value. This is an uncoupled formulation where perturbating laser field 

creates electronic excited states, which are behaved as infinite sum over unperturbed 

particle-hole states. 

 The perturbation equation of SOS methods for the determination of β is given in 

the following (2.17). 
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                                                      (2.17) 

   

 

 

 

here, ω = frequency of the applied electric field 

 
,

i

n nr  = matrix element of displacement operator ri along the ith molecular axis 

between electronic states n and n’  

hωng = difference of energy between the ground state (g) and an excited state (n). 

And ( )i i i

n nn ggr r r = − = difference of excited and ground state dipole moment. 

For the calculation of β, ground and excited states dipole matrix elements, excited 

state dipole moment and excitation energy are important parameters. 

As the molecular ground state is of single determinant type, the polarizability of a 

molecule is associated with the monoexcited configurations only. Although the SOS 

expansion is infinite because in these methods the applied fields mix the molecular 

ground state with many excited states.  

 

2.3.2. Coupled perturbed Hartree Fock (CPHF) methods 

 

In this methodology molecular Hamiltonian acts as field term (-r.F) which 

explains the interaction between the electronic structure and the uniform external static 

field.  At particular field strength the molecular wavefunction is obtained and the 

expectation values of the field-dependent molecular energy (E(F)) and the dipole moment 

(μ(F)) can be assessed by following equations 
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                                                 (2.18) 

 

                                                       (2.19) 

 

The interaction of the dipole moment with the external electric field and the NLO 

response can be described as follows  

 

                        (2.20) 

 

here μ
i

0 

signifies the dipole moment (in absence of the field) and (μ
i 
- μ

i

0

) represents 

polarization in the i
th 

direction (P
i
). By differentiation of μ(F) with respect to the electric 

field the higher order (hyper) can be obtained.  

The first, second and third partial derivative of the polarization (P
i
) with respect 

to the field can provide the polarizability, β and γ at zero field.17-19  

        (2.21) 

        (2.22) 

                   (2.23) 

The α, β and γ coefficients can also be determined from the molecular energy 

expansion18,19. As the dipole moment of a molecule is the negative field derivative of the 

energy. Thereby this can be represented as follows  

                    (2.24) 

                               (2.25) 

                      (2.26) 
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                                                    (2.27) 

These relationships provided for α, β and γ are applicable for the static field limit. 

Therefore for the computations of NLO response zero frequency has been reported 

usually. For the computation of the above derivatives numerical differentiation 

strategies20,21 are used. Analytic gradient techniques developed by Pulay and others22,23 

are also used to compute the above derivatives. In this methodology to compute NLO 

response and other properties usually gradients techniques are employed.  

2.4. Theoretical Determination of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSSC) 

2.4.1. Working Principle of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 

The working principle of DSSC stands upon four basic steps:  

1. Light absorption 2. Electron injection 3. Transportation of carrier 4. Collection of 

current.  

Step 1: At the 1st step photosensitizer absorbed incident light (photon), therefore 

electrons of the dye in the ground state (S+/S) gets promoted to the excited state (S+/S*). 

Generally the absorption wavelength for maximum cases is in the range of 700 nm which 

is corresponding to 1.72 eV of the photon energy. 

 

Step 2: In the next step the excited electrons with a nanosecond lifetime are injected into 

the electrode of TiO2 conduction band. The conduction band of TiO2 electrons lies below 

the excited state of the dye. Here small portion of solar photons can be absorbed by the 

TiO2 electrode in the UV region.24 Hence the oxidization of the dye occurs. 

 

            S+/S + hν➔ S+/S*                                                  (2.28) 

             S+/S*➔ S+/S + e- (TiO2)                                       (2.29) 

 

Step 3:  The electrons which are injected in TiO2 nanoparticles are now transported and 

the electrons are diffused towards the back contact (transparent conducting oxide [TCO]). 

The electrons reach at the counter electrode through the external circuit. 
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Step 4: At the counter electrode electrons reduce I- 
3

 to I- . In this step dye regeneration 

occurs or it can be said that regeneration of the ground state of the dye happens. As I- gets 

oxidized to I- 3 (oxidized state) and the electrons of the I- ion are accepted by dye. 

 

                      S+/S*+ e-➔ S+/S                                              (2.30) 

 

 Step 5: In the last step I- 
3

 reduces to I ion as the oxidized mediator (I- 
3) diffuses towards 

the counter electrode. 

                       I-
3 +2e-➔3I-                                                                              (2.31) 

In the conversion of light into electricity the following steps are involved which is 

shown in figure 2.4.1. 

 

 

 

   

Figure 2.4.1. Working 

principle of dye-sensitized 

solar cells 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4.2. Photovoltaic properties of dye sensitized Solar cell (DSSC) 

 

  The efficiency of electron injection process to the surface of conduction band of 

semiconductor and electron accumulation efficiency at the transparent conductive oxide 

electrode regulate the short-circuit current density (Jsc) of DSSC. The efficiency (ɳ) of 

DSSC can be expressed using the following equation:25  

 

              ɳ =
𝑱𝑺𝑪  𝐅𝐅 𝑽𝑶𝑪

𝐏𝐈𝐍
                                                            (2.32) 
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           where VOC is the open-circuit photovoltage, which is the potential difference 

between the Fermi level of the electrons in the semiconductor and redox potential of the 

electrolyte. FF is the fill factor and PIN is the input power of incident solar light. The 

short-circuit density (JSC) in DSSC is determined as:26  

 

                                𝑱𝑺𝑪 = ∫
𝛌
 𝐋𝐇𝐄(𝛌) ф

𝐢𝐧𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭
 ɳ𝐜𝐨𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐜𝐭  𝐝𝛌                         (2.33)    

                      

LHE (λ) is light harvesting efficiency, фinject is the electron injection efficiency 

and ɳcollect is the charge collection efficiency. Equation 2.33 describe that, large LHE and 

фinject of the sensitizer, assist to achieve high JSC value.  The LHE is described by:27  

 

           𝑳𝑯𝑬 = 𝟏 − 𝟏𝟎−𝑨 = 𝟏 − 𝟏𝟎−𝒇                                    (2.34) 

 

           where A (f) is the absorption (oscillator strength) of the dye. So, larger f value 

imparts higher light harvesting efficiency.  

 фinject is correlated with the free energy change (ΔG), which is linked to the 

electron injection process from the photoinduced excited state of the dye into the TiO2 

surface.27,28  

                                ф
𝐢𝐧𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭 

∝ 𝒇 (− ∆𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕)                             (2.35) 

                            ∆𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕 =  𝑬𝒅𝒚𝒆∗ −  𝑬𝑪𝑩 =  𝑬𝒅𝒚𝒆 − 𝑬𝟎−𝟎 − 𝑬𝑪𝑩          (2.36) 

 

 Edye* and Edye are the excited state and ground state oxidation potential energy of 

the dye. ECB
 is reduction potential of TiO2 conduction band. Herein ECB

 is –4.0 eV for 

TiO2. E0-0 represents electronic vertical transition energy.29 To achieve high energy-

conversion efficiency, dye molecules should overcome the binding energy barrier, i.e., 

dye should hold low exciton binding energy (Eb). Eb is determined as:30,31 

                      𝑬𝒃 =  𝑬𝒈 −  𝑬𝒙 =  𝑬𝑯−𝑳 − 𝝀𝒎𝒂𝒙                         (2.37) 
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Eg is band gap of dye molecule and estimated as the difference of HOMO–LUMO energy 

and EX is the optical band gap and defined as electronic vertical transition energy. 

 

2.4.3. Electron injection 
 

  For the efficient electron injection process the calculation of electron injection 

lifetime (τ) for adsorbates on the surface is an important parameter which can be 

calculated by employing the Newns–Anderson model. The electron injection lifetime is 

inversely proportional to the electron injection efficiency (Фinj). The simulation is 

depended on the energy shift of the LUMO after the adsorption of dye on the 

semiconductor surface. The lifetime broadening (ћҐ) can be illustrated by a Lorentzian 

distribution:32,33 

                                               (2.38) 

 

 

     here distribution of the LUMO level of dye is represented by LLUMO(E) and ELUMO 

signifies adsorbate LUMO level, which is calculated from a weighted average of the 

computed energies. In convenient numerical units the approximate electron injection 

lifetime can be illustrated as 

                                   𝛕 = 𝟔𝟓𝟖/ ћҐ                                              (2.39) 

 

   by using this method in DSSC the electron transfer process of the dye/TiO2 

interface could accurately simulated.  

 

 

2.4.4. Open circuit photovoltage  (Voc) 
 

The difference of voltage between the electrolyte redox potential (Eredox/q) and the 

quasi-Fermi potential of electrons (EF,n/q) in the TiO2 semiconductor are defined by open 

circuit photovoltage (Voc). In the DSSC, Voc can be represented by the following 

equation34  
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         𝑽𝑶𝑪 =
𝑬𝑪𝑩+𝜟𝑪𝑩

𝒒
+

𝑲𝑩𝑻

𝒒
 𝒍𝒏 (

𝒏𝒄

𝑵𝑪𝑩
) −

𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒐𝒙

𝒒
                    (2.40) 

 

      in the above equation KB is the Boltzmann constant, ECB signifies conduction band 

edge of the semiconductor, q represents unit charge, Eredox stands for the electrolyte Fermi 

level, T is the absolute temperature, the number of electron in the conduction band is 

represented by nc, and NCB signifies accessible density of conduction band states. ΔCB 

represents shift of ECB after adsorbtion of the dyes on the semiconductor and can be 

expressed as26 

               𝚫𝐂𝐁 = −
𝒒𝝁𝐧𝐨𝐫𝐦𝐚𝐥𝜸

𝜺𝟎𝜺
                                                    (2.41) 

 

     here electron charge is represented by q, μnormal signifies the dipole moment 

component of the sensitizer perpendicular to the semiconductor surface, surface 

concentration of dye  is represented by γ, ε0 signifies permittivity of vacuum and ε 

represents permittivity of the dipole layer. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The role of electron donating and electron withdrawing groups in tuning the 

optoelectronic properties of difluoroboron-napthyridine analogs 

Abstract 

Five napthyridine based fluorine-boron (BF2-napthyridine) conjugated compounds have 

been theoretically designed, and subsequently, their photophysical properties are 

investigated. The influence of electron donating and electron withdrawing groups 

attached with the N^C^O moiety of BF2-napthyridine molecule has been interpreted. The 

optoelectronic properties, including absorption spectra and emission spectra of the BF2-

napthyridine derivatives are studied using density functional theory (DFT) and time-

dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) based methods. Different characteristics, 

such as, HOMO-LUMO gap, molecular orbital density, ionization potential, electron 

affinity, reorganization energy for hole and electron are calculated. All these molecules 

show excellent π-electron delocalization. TD-DFT results illustrate that amine substituted 

BF2-napthyridine derivative has highest absorption and emission maxima, it also shows 

maximum Stoke shift. These results are well correlated with the structural parameters and 

calculated HOMO-LUMO gap. Moreover, it is found that, introduction of electron 

donating group into the BF2-napthyridine complex improves the hole transport properties 

and provides useful clues in designing new materials for organic light emitting diode 

(OLED). As a whole, this work demonstrates that electron donating and electron 

withdrawing groups in BF2 derivatives can extend their effectiveness towards designing 

of OLED materials, vitro cellular studies, ex vivo assays, and in vivo imaging agents.  
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3.1. Introduction 

Boron containing complexes are known to exhibit extraordinary optical 

properties.1,2 Their astonishing characteristics have attracted considerable interest among 

researchers due to their prevalent application in various fields.3 Optical properties of 

fluorescent boron difluoride (BF2) are tuneable through structural modification which 

enhances their properties towards new applications. The π-conjugation skeleton of BF2 

complexes as in O, O- ; N, O- ; N, N- chelating  ligands  (Scheme 3.1) are very important 

for implementation in organic electronics with high electron affinities and mobilities.4-9 

 

 

Scheme 3.1.  Basic types of difluoroboranyl complexes. 

One of the easiest methods for adjusting spectral properties is to modify the 

substituents which persuade the electronic distribution.10,11 Delocalization of electron 

over the π-conjugation skeleton made boron complexes highly fluorescent and thermally 

stable.12,13 Therefore, fluorescence property can be enhanced by increasing π-conjugation 

in molecules.14,15 It is reported that π-conjugated polymers have high charge carrying 

properties which make them significant materials for evolution of new opto and/or 

electronic devices like photovoltaic cell,16 organic light emitting diode (OLED)17 etc. 

One of the most common examples of BF2 complex is boron dipyromethane (BODIPY) 

which holds remarkable photo-physical and photochemical properties. These types of 

molecules can be used as sensing and imaging agents due to their high fluorescence 

quantum yields in the visible region.18,19 Furthermore, difluoroboron complexes can be 
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used in optoelectronic device20-22 and potential photosensitizers in dye-sensitized solar 

cell.14,23,24 A recent report demonstrates that boron complex bearing a pyrene ligand 

shows potential application in OLED.25 Light emitting materials prepared by controlled 

synthetic method are much beneficial for biological imaging and sensing. It is known that 

optical properties of difluoroboron dibenzoylmethane poly (lactic acid) can be used in 

live cell imaging for cellular uptake and trafficking studies.26  

 Napthyridine derivatives can be used as ligand for BF2 complexes because of 

their good fluorescence properties and biocompatibility.27-29 This class of compounds 

have been reported to be  used in chemotherapy.30 Different types of 1, 8-napthyridine 

derivatives also show potential antibacterial activities.31,32 These molecules possess 

heterocyclic moiety which is an attractive tool for identification of novel potential 

antitumor agents and also have high medicinal values.33 Roma et al.  synthesized novel 1, 

8-napthyridine-3-carboxamide derivatives, [1,2,4] triazole [4,3-a] [1,8] napthyrin 

derivatives which reveal high anti-inflammatory activities along with substantial anti-

aggressive properties.34  Some novel compounds of napthyridine derivatives also hold 

high fluorescence quantum yield. Through H-bonding, N atom in this compound can 

efficiently bind with nitrogenous base of DNA. Teramae and co-workers demonstrated 

that, 2-amino-5, 6, 7-trimethyl-1, 8-napthyridine (ATMND) exhibits drastic quenching in 

fluorescence intensity upon pseudo base pairing with a cytosine residue in an 

oligonucleotide duplex.35,36 A previous report confirmed that 1, 8-naphthyridine 

derivative with pyrrole moieties can be used to sense sugars through changes in 

absorption and fluorescence. These compounds also show low toxicity.37,29 A newly 

synthesised bis(5,7-dimethyl-1,8-naphthyridin-2-yl)amine, has been reported to show 

fluorescence property.38 Recently, Li et al. have synthesized 1,2-bis(5,7-dimethyl-1,8-

naphthyridin-2-yl)hydrazine complex which is highly fluorescent and exhibits yellow-

green emission with high quantum yield.39  

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no report about the influence of 

electron donating or withdrawing groups into difluoroboron napthyridine (BF2-

napthyridine) fragment. The search of alternative fluorescent compound encourages us to 

envisage changes in the nature of BF2 chelating moiety. In the present work, we design 
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some novel organic fluorine-boron compounds containing amine substituted 1, 8-

naphthyridine complex and compute the absorption and emission spectra both in vacuum 

and in dichloromethane (DCM) solvent using the TD-DFT method. Fig. 3.1 depicts novel 

difluoroboron napthyridine compounds (A to E) and their numbering scheme. Position 4 

of 1,8-napthyridine moiety is substituted with amino group because it is known that the 

presence of auxochromes can shift the colour of a dye and influence the solubility.40 We 

choose DCM as an example of polar solvent for the purpose of comparison. The main 

idea is to obtain the structure with an electron donating or electron withdrawing group 

attached with the N^C^O moiety of BF2 and to check how the binding of electron 

donating and electron withdrawing groups on BF2 influence the spectral properties of the 

molecule. To achieve more information, ionization potential (IP), electron affinity (EA) 

and reorganization energy of holes and electrons are calculated to explain the transport 

phenomenon. Thus, the development of red-shifted BF2 derivatives can extend their 

effectiveness towards designing of OLED materials, vitro cellular studies, ex vivo assays, 

and in vivo imaging agents. 

 

 

                

Fig. 3.1. Proposed structure of napthyridine fused difluoroboron compounds. Blue colour 

denotes N^C^O moiety. 
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3.2. Computational Details 

All computations were performed using Gaussian 09 programme package41 at 

B3LYP/6-311+G(d) level of theory42 otherwise stated elsewhere. Geometry optimization 

was carried out in the gas phase and in solution phase by applying polarizable continuum 

model (PCM) without symmetry constraints. Tolerance limit during optimization has 

been set as 10-8 a.u. The vibrational frequencies of the optimized structures were 

computed by using same functional and basis set to characterize the nature of stationary 

states. The absorption and emission spectra were characterized by time-dependent (TD) 

density functional theory (DFT), specifically TD-B3LYP, in a more flexible basis, 6-

311+G (d). The absorption band (i.e., S0 → S1 transition) and emission band (i.e., S1 → S0 

transition) were calculated in the gas phase and in DCM. The vertical excitation energies 

and oscillator strengths were obtained for the lowest 6 singlet – singlet transitions of the 

optimized ground state by using the TD-DFT at the same level of theory. The low-lying 

first singlet excited states (S1) of these five compounds were relaxed using the TD-DFT 

to get their minimum energy geometries.  

 

The vertical emissions were obtained by using this optimized relaxed singlet first 

excited state geometry. All the computations in gas phase and in solvent were carried out 

using the Self-Consistent Reaction Field (SCRF) incorporated in the Polarizable 

Continuum Model (PCM).43,44 The absorption spectra, including wavelengths, oscillator 

strengths, and main configuration assignment, were systematically investigated using 

TD-DFT on the basis of the optimized structures. To understand the electronic transitions 

occurring in the molecule, isodensity plots of the frontier molecular orbitals were 

generated with GaussView 5.0.  

 

3.3. Results and Discussions 

 

3.3.1. Structural parameters 

 

The difluoroboron-napthyridine analogs having a central difluoroboron core is 

coordinated to the end of N and O atoms of the N^C^O chelating group is shown in Fig. 
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3.1. The optimized geometries of proposed BF2-napthyridine compounds are given in 

Fig. S1 (Supporting information). The structural differences of the compounds between 

the ground state and excited state geometry by the S0→ S1 transition can be illustrated by 

scrutinizing the extent of bond length variation (Supporting information, Fig. S2 and 

Table S2 to S6). In complex A to E, the C-O bond length in the boron containing ring are 

between typical C-O (ca. 1.43Å) and C=O (ca. 1.23Å) bond lengths. For all complexes 

the B-N and B-O bond lengths are in the range 1.556 - 1.639 Å and 1.476 - 1.573 Å in 

ground and excited state for both phases. The B-O bond lengths are considerably smaller 

than the B-N bond length. These results indicate that the BF2 containing six membered 

rings have delocalized iminoenolate structure. Those values are comparable to the  

reported difluoro(amidopyrazinato O,N) boron derivatives.45  Further it has to be noticed 

that a major increment in bond length parameter (>0.05 Å) observed in the following 

cases: a) B-O bond length for compound A, D and E and b) non-fused C-C bond length in 

boron containing ring for compound A and D, NH2 substituted napthyridine moiety in 

compound B and E. The increase in B-O and C-C bond lengths can be rationalized by 

consideration of the nodal structures of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals in Fig 3.6 and 

Fig. S3, S4 and S6 in supporting information. The lowest energy S0 → S1 transition is 

mainly HOMO → LUMO in character. There are nodes across the C-C bonds in the 

LUMO orbitals, while the HOMO orbital has bonding character and as a result the 

elongation of these bond lengths occurs. In compound C, decrease in 14C-25C bond 

length found which suggests that partial double bond character grows in excited state 

geometry. All the compounds in ground state and in excited states are very nearly planar 

(Fig. S2 and Table S3 to S11, shown in supporting information). When the geometries of 

compounds in gas phase and in DCM are compared, it has been found that solvated 

systems show more planarity than gas phase. N atom of amino group is lying on the plane 

of the napthyridine ring to which the amino group is attached. Some selected bond 

parameters obtained from the optimized geometries of BF2–napthyridine derivatives are 

depicted in Fig. 3.2 and in Supporting information, Fig. S2. We notice that bond angles 

which are mentioned in Fig. 3.2 moves to more planar region in excited state compared to 

the ground state in case of electron donating substituents D and E. All the dihedral angles 

(φ 1, φ 2, φ 3, φ 4 and φ 5) in Fig. 3.2 are nearly planar, in ground state as well as in excited 
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state. All these calculated parameters indicate that these five molecules have an excellent 

π-electron delocalization throughout the molecule. It is important to remember that 

delocalization is one of the main features to get excellent optoelectronic properties. The 

ground state dipole moment of all the molecules in the vacuum are in the range of 8.9194 

D to 13.8684 D and in the DCM are in the range of 9.5606 D to 15.8249 D, which 

indicate that in the solvent phase molecules get stabilized by the medium (Supporting 

information, Table S12). So, these results conclude that the dipole moment is increased in 

the polar medium approximately by 10%. The enhancement of dipole moments in polar 

solvent compare to gas phase is a natural consequence of the stabilization by the medium. 

The unsymmetrical charge distribution in DCM is more than that in the gas phase. The 

calculated molecular energies of BF2 co-ordinated N^C^O functional group of compound 

A-E in gas phase and in DCM are given in Table S13.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2. Selected bond parameters obtained from the optimized geometries of BF2–

napthyridine derivatives. Note: φ indicates dihedral angles (φ1 = C11–C10–C13–C14; φ2 

= C11–C10–C15–C16; φ3 = C11–C10–C13–C14, φ4 = C10–C11–C16–C17; φ5 = C7–

C8–C13–C14); and θ indicates bond angles (θ1 = C13–C14–H, θ2 = C15–C16–F, θ3 = 

C13–C14–CHO, θ4 = C16–C17-CH3, θ5 = C13–C14–NH2). Brown colour denotes 

parameters of the ground state and black colour depicts parameters of the excited state. 

All data provided in the figure are in gas phase.  
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3.3.2. Effect of solvent polarity in the dipole moment  

 

For the difluoroboron-napthyridine complexes it is found that the ratio of ground 

state to excited state dipole moment is greater than one. For difluoroboron napthyridine 

molecules, the dipole moment values range from 9.5606 D to 15.8249 D for ground state 

and 11.8784 D to 20.4670 D for excited state in DCM (Table S14, provided in supporting 

information). This clearly suggests that compounds are more polar in excited state and 

stabilized by the polar solvent environment which is also reflected in structural 

parameters. Dipole moment values demonstrate that compound C has better push-pull 

ability both in the ground and in the excited states compared to A. For all the compounds 

push-pull ability is stronger in the excited state than in the ground state. We can further 

predict that, the electronic properties of compounds can be easily influenced by the 

solvent environment.  

 

3.3.3. Absorption properties   

 

To understand the electronic properties of napthyridine based compounds, the 

vertical excitation energies were recorded with TD-DFT method and labelled in Table 

3.1. It has been found from Table 3.1 that all electronic transitions are π → π* type 

among the calculated singlet-singlet transition and oscillator strength for S0 → S1 

transition is attributed to HOMO → LUMO transition for all compounds with maximum 

absorption whereas HOMO−2 → LUMO transitions are obtained with weak oscillator 

strength. In the case of compound D, it has been observed that by substitution of electron 

donating methyl group into the difluoroboron chelating moiety, the absorption 

wavelength increases by only 4 nm.  Moreover, the presence of a lone pair of electrons in 

the Nitrogen atom of NH2 substituted compound in E influences the absorption energy 

more, subsequently the absorption wavelength increases by 12 nm. Therefore, as the 

conjugation is strengthen the wavelength of absorption maxima increases. For all the 

molecules, the dominant absorption band observed to be associated with the difference of 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
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(LUMO). The above results reveal that substitution of electron donating groups to the 

BF2-napthyridine core shifts the absorption spectrum towards the higher wavelength 

region. The UV-Visible absorption spectra (Fig. 3.3.a) of compounds in gas phase show 

maxima in two separated regions (Table 3.1). In general, the shape of the absorption 

spectrum, the position of its maxima and intensity can be modified with increasing π–

conjugation between the difluoroboranyl unit and the electron donating group.   

The UV-Visible spectra of A-E complexes in gas phase show strong band at 364 

nm, 356 nm, 373nm,  368 nm and 376 nm with a shoulder in between 306 nm - 323 nm. 

Absorption band at 356 -376 nm is assigned to the π-π* transition due to the presence of 

the conjugated napthyridine moiety in the architecture (Table 3.1). It is worth to mention 

that the absorption bands display a moderate red shift on moving from B, A, D, C and E 

and chronologically. This is due to the increasing donor strength on the molecule.46 

Exception in case of compound C found in vacuum, which may be due to the extending 

conjugation of –C=O group with the rest of the conjugated molecule more rather than –F 

substituted and methyl substituted BF2-napthyridine compounds. The computed vertical 

excitation values of all complexes show red shift in DCM compared to gas phase (Fig. 

3.3.b). This can be attributed to the lowering the energy of HOMO-LUMO gap in the 

polar solvent, as polar solvent stabilized the LUMO orbital more than the HOMO orbital 

which explained the solvatochromic behaviour of the compounds which is discussed 

more precisely in the Frontier molecular orbitals section. For all compounds in solution 

phase absorptions are mostly attributed to HOMO-LUMO transition. For each complex 

HOMO-LUMO orbitals are nearly delocalized. The observed red shift is in accordance 

with the theoretical studies which may be due to the smaller HOMO-LUMO energy gap 

in more polar solvent. Excited states for all molecules show a dominant π → π* transition 

from HOMO to LUMO. The optical properties of these compounds were studied in DCM 

because these condition do not result boron-ligand dissociation47 or photochemical 

reaction.48,49  
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Fig. 3.3. Computed absorption spectra (a) in gas phase and (b) in DCM recorded with 

TD-B3LYP/6-311 + G (d). 

 

 b 

a 
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Table 3.1. Calculated maximum absorption wavelengths (in nm), the oscillator strength 

(f), orbital contribution, and excitation energies (in eV) with TD-B3LYP/6-311+G (d) for 

difluoroboron napthyridine molecule in gas phase and in dichloromethane solvent. 

Compou 

nds 

Vertical 

excitation (nm) 

(TD-DFT) 

Excitati-

on 

Energy 

(Cm-1) 

Oscillator 

strength 

(f) 

Orbital 

Contribution 

(HOMO-LUMO) 

 

 

A(Gas) 

 

 

364 (3.4091 eV) 

318 (3.9029 eV) 

 

 

27,496 

 

0.216 

0.001 

 

   H→L          0.6888 

   H−2→L      0.6945 

 

 

A(DCM) 

 

372 (3.3735 eV) 

 

 

26,925 

 

 0.366 

 

 

   H→L          0.6551 

 

B(Gas) 

 

356 (3.4845 eV) 

310 (3.9934 eV) 

 

 

28,104 

 

0.219 

0.001 

 

   H→L          0.6427 

   H−2→L     0.6845 

 

B(DCM) 

 

 

365 (3.3989 eV) 

 

27,395 

 

0.358 

 

   H→L          0.6952 

 

C(Gas) 373(3.3229 eV) 

323(3.8372 eV) 

 

26,801      0.303 

     0.003 

   H→L          0.6283 

   H−2→L      0.5104 

C(DCM) 374(3.3119 eV) 26,713     0.501    H→L          0.6982 

 

D(Gas) 

 

 

368 (3.3735 eV) 

316 (3.9282 eV) 

 

 

27,209 

 

    0.252 

     0.001 

 

   H→L          0.6900 

   H−2→L      0.6940 

 

D(DCM) 

 

376 (3.2745 eV) 

 

26,411 

 

    0.418 

 

   H→L          0.6566 

  

 

 

E(Gas) 

 

376 (3.2759 eV) 

307 (4.0441 eV) 

 

26,466 

 

  0.238 

  0.001 

 

 

  H→L           0.6871 

  H−2→L       0.6925 

 

E(DCM) 

 

379 (3.2329 eV) 

 

 

26,023 

 

  0.415    

 

  H→L           0.6533 
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3.3.4. Emission spectra   

  

Based on the excited state optimized geometries, the emission energy was 

computed using time-dependent (TD) density functional theory (DFT) method.  The 

corresponding oscillator strength, orbital contributions are summarized in Table 3.2 and 

the computed emission spectra are shown in Fig. 3.4. Like absorption spectrum, the 

emission band is found to be associated with the electronic transition between HOMO 

and LUMO exception found in case of –F substituted complex in DCM. An analysis of 

the TD-DFT wave function shows that in case of –F substituted complex, S1 state 

corresponds to the HOMO-1 →LUMO transition with large oscillator strength. In this 

complex, S1 state has ππ* character in gas phase and nπ* character in solution phase. In 

DCM, HOMO-1is an n-type orbital, where electron density mainly located adjacent to the 

F atom of the molecule.(shown in supporting information, Fig. S7) The emission band of 

A, B, C, D and E compounds in gas phase are observed at 400 nm, 420 nm, 416 nm, 421 

nm and 455 nm respectively. Increase in emission wavelength occurs due to the increase 

in π-conjugation with the BF2 chelating moiety, electron density delocalization on the 

frontier molecular orbital and the influence of electron donating substituents, methyl and 

amino groups. Compound E was found to have a higher λmax in emission.  

The studied napthyridine based difluoroboron compound exhibit bathochromic 

shift in polar DCM solvent ranging from 2.0249 eV to 2.9422 eV. From Table 3.2 

(Emission), it has been found that bathochromic shift in the studied molecules is in the 

increasing order from decreasing electron accepting strength to electron donating ability 

as A <C <B < D < E in vacuum as well as in DCM. The largest bathochromic shift was 

found for E in polar solvent about 3.2329 eV and 2.0249 eV in absorption and emission 

spectra.  

It has been observed that the oscillator strength (f) increases with the substitution 

of donor and acceptor groups. NH2 substituted complex (compound E) show S0 → S1 

transition with a large Stokes shift suggests that there is a considerable charge transfer 

character of the excited state. Theoretically large Stokes shift is found mainly for the 

intramolecular charge transfer in the molecule11 although the solvent effect is highly 
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significant. Marcus theory is used to account for the charge transfer integral. The lower 

the reorganization energy, higher the charge transfer rate and mobility. We have 

calculated reorganization energy which is discussed latter in the reorganization energy 

section. It has been found that –NH2 substituted complex shows lowest reorganization 

energy value among all the systems thus showing highest charge transfer integral. 

Remarkable red shift in both absorption and fluorescence maxima suggest charge transfer 

character in compound E. However, it is worth noting that, the effect of solvent on the 

shape of emission spectra (Fig. 3.4) is quite significant. From Fig. 3.4 it is clear that in 

the gas phase, emission spectrum is sharp in nature while in DCM, the spectra get 

broadened. So, a significant solvatochromic shift is observed. Spectral broadening is 

dominated by interactions with the solvent molecules and lines are much wider compared 

to gas phase spectra. Polar solvent perturb the electronic state of a molecule. In the 

solvent phase, for every molecule, the lifetime is reduced (Table 3.2) due to the increase 

in the number of collisions. Shorter the lifetime of the states involved in a transition, 

large uncertainty in the energy occurs, which leads to broadening of the consequent 

spectral line. In polar environment, as HOMO-LUMO gap decreased, transitions occur 

with much low energy. Therefore, broadening of the half band width occur. More 

importantly, the Stokes Shift, the difference between 𝜆max
emission

 and  𝜆max
absorption

 for 

compounds A, B, C, D and E in gas phase are 36 nm, 64 nm, 43 nm, 53 nm and 79 nm 

and in DCM are 49 nm, 94 nm, 65 nm, 87 nm and 98  nm, respectively. With increasing π 

conjugation and π donation ability, Stokes shift increases.  
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Fig. 3.4 Computed emission spectra with TD-B3LYP/6-311+ G (d) (a) in gas phase and 

(b) in dichloromethane solvent (DCM) of difluoroboron napthyridine molecule.  

 

In optoelectronics, it is important to know about the radiative life time. The 

shorter the radiative life time (𝜏), the better is the light emitting efficiency. The radiative 

life time can be calculated using the following formula.50  

 

                          𝝉 = 𝟏. 𝟒𝟗𝟗/(𝒇𝟎 𝑬𝟐)                                                      (3.1) 

             

  where E is the excitation energy in cm-1 and f0 is the oscillator strength of the 

excited state. Using Eq. (3.1) we have calculated radiative life time of all the five 

compounds which are listed in the Table 3.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a b 
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Table 3.2. Calculated emission wavelength (in nm) (electronic transition S1 → S0), the 

oscillator strength (f), orbital contribution, and emission energies (in eV) of difluoroboron 

napthyridine molecule at the TD-B3LYP/6-311+G (d) level of theory. 

 

 

Molecules 

 

Emission 

wavelength 

(nm) 

Oscillator 

strength    

(f) 

Orbital 

contribution 

(HOMO-LUMO) 

Stokes 

Shift 

(nm) 

τ 
(ns) 

A(Gas) 400 (3.0974 eV) 

324 (3.8304 eV) 

 

0.199 

0.001 

H→L        0.6916 

H-2→L     0.6907 

36 

6 

9.18 

A(DCM) 421(2.9422 eV) 0.406 H→L        0.6472      

 

49   3.15 

B(Gas) 420 (2.9429 eV) 

319 (3.8943 eV) 

0.271 

0.004 

H→L        0.6942 

H-2→L     0.6621 

 

  64 

    9 

  8.65 

B(DCM) 459 (2.5496 eV) 

 

0.354 H-1→L     0.6450 

 

94 5.57 

C(Gas) 416(2.9827 eV) 0.298 H→L        0.7011 43 6.87 

 

C(DCM) 

 

 

439(2.8249eV) 

 

 0.459 

 

H→L        0.7034 

 

65 

 

4.19 

D(Gas)  421 (2.9421 eV) 

 323 (3.8328 eV) 

 0.202 

 0.002 

H→L        0.6414 

H-2→L     0.6734 

53 

7 

8.02 

 

D(DCM) 

 

 463 (2.5476 eV) 

 

0.418 

 

H→L        0.6887 

 

 

87 

 

5.15 

 E(Gas) 

 

 

E((DCM) 

 455 (2.7231 eV) 

 321 (3.8584 eV) 

 

477 (2.0249 eV) 

0.169 

0.004 

 

0.305 

H→L        0.6942 

H-2→L     0.6252 

 

H→L        0.6916 

79 

14 

 

98 

8.99 

 

 

5.33 

 

      

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

3.3.5. Frontier molecular orbitals   

 

Effect of spectroscopic properties with the change in solvent behavior in the 

difluoroboron napthyridine can be explained by scrutinizing the difference between 

HOMO and LUMO. Frontier molecular orbital (FMO) is very useful to get information 

about excitation properties of organic molecules.51,52 The FMO energy levels along with 
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the HOMO–LUMO gaps are depicted in Fig. 3.5. Among these five molecules, 

compound B has highest HOMO-LUMO gap 3.90 eV whereas the compound E has 

lowest HOMO-LUMO gap which reveal that with the introduction of π-donating group 

such as methyl and amino into the difluoroboron napthyridine moiety the HOMO-LUMO 

gap decreases. As π conjugation increases from B to C in electron withdrawing 

substituents, the HOMO-LUMO gap decreases from 3.90 eV to 3.83 eV in vacuum. 

Compound D which has positive inductive effect shows HOMO-LUMO gap 3.77 eV, 

which is further reduced to 3.69 eV in compound E having strong resonance effect. Also 

from absorption and emission spectral values we find that compound E has interesting 

photo-physical properties. This indicates that those molecules which have small HOMO-

LUMO gap, show higher absorption and emission wavelengths which is important for 

optoelectronic applications. FMO energy level diagrams of the molecules show that 

LUMO orbitals in polar solvent are more stabilized than HOMO orbitals. The energy 

difference between HOMO and LUMO in DCM, i.e., in polar solvent is low compared to 

that in the gas phase. It demonstrates that the LUMO orbital is more stabilized in polar 

environment than non-polar environment. This justifies the red shift which we observe in 

polar solvent. The plots of HOMO and LUMO of compound E is shown in Fig. 3.6 and 

other plots are in supporting information (Fig. S3 to S6) have isovalue 0.02. In case of 

compound E, it is clearly found from the HOMO-LUMO plot that both HOMO and 

LUMO orbitals (Fig. 3.6) are more diffused and electrons are more spread out among 

degenerate orbitals in solvent phase than in gas phase. For all the molecules napthyridine 

unit is mainly involved in the stabilization of HOMO -1 orbital in both phases.  
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Fig. 3.5. Frontier Molecular Orbital (FMO) energy level diagram of the difluoroboron 

napthyridine molecules in gas phase and in dichloromethane solvent (DCM).  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.6.   Frontier molecular orbitals of the molecule BF2 - napthyridine derivative (E) in 

gas phase (left panel) and in DCM (right panel). 
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3.3.6. Ionization potential and electron affinity  

 

Ionization potentials (IPs) and electron affinities (EAs) of organic molecules are 

important properties which give information about the charge-injection and charge-

transport character of a molecule. The adiabatic IP and EA are calculated at B3LYP/6-

311+G (d) as well as with CAM-B3LYP53 functional with 6-311+G (d) basis set to 

include long range correction for improving the charge transport that the B3LYP 

functional underrate enormously.54 For understanding charge transfer characteristics 

better, range separated hybrid functional like CAM-B3LYP needs to be used rather than 

the B3LYP. In following discussion the results have been considered using CAM-B3LYP 

functional. Charge transport estimates the energy barrier for the injection of both 

electrons and holes into the compound. High EA of conjugated molecule for improving 

the electron injection/transport and low IP of conjugated molecules for better hole 

injection/transport is main key for the achievement of OLED. The calculated results are 

listed in Table 3.3, where we observed that for compound E, the energy required to create 

a hole is around 7.22 eV, which is lower than the other molecules.  The result suggests 

that the hole injection and transportation of amino substituted group is easier than others. 

The order of IP is C > B > A > D > E, ionization potential decreases from electron 

withdrawing group to electron donating group. The presence of amino group in the BF2-

napthyridine moiety makes energy of HOMO higher which is similar from the result 

obtained from Lin et al.55 Results found using B3LYP and CAM- B3LYP functionals 

follow the same trend.  

 On the other hand, the compound C has highest EA value (1.79 eV). We can say 

that it is easier to transport electron from C than other compounds. It is clear from Table 

3.3 that compound E hold lower EA value and was found to exhibit higher hole transport 

property and poor electron transport ability. This is also reflected in λhole value which is 

discussed later. Whereas compound C hold highest EA and IP value and reveal good 

electron transport ability. It is interesting to mention that the lower HOMO-LUMO gap in 

compound E show minimum IP value, this indicates compound E can be used as hole 

transport material. Thus, this study shows that the introduction of electron donating group 
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make  BF2-napthyridine complex as more hole transporting  material and electron 

withdrawing group make  BF2-napthyridine complex as more electron transporting  

material. 

 

Table 3.3. Calculated ionization potentials (IPs in eV), electron affinities (EAs in eV), 

reorganization energies (eV) for hole (λhole) and electron (λelectron) of the BF2-napthyridine 

molecules (A to E). Calculations are done by applying adiabatic condition. 

 

  IP EA λhole λelectron 

 

System 

  

B3 

LYP  

 

CAM-

B3LYP 

 

B3LYP 

 

CAM-

B3LYP 

 

B3LYP 

 

CAM-

B3LYP 

 

B3LYP 

 

CAM-

B3LYP 

A 7.78 7.89 1.17 1.14 0.452 0.544 0.381 0.489 

B 7.91 8.01 1.26 1.24 0.489 0.598 0.440 0.544 

C 8.11 8.21 1.89 1.79 0.465 0.571 0.489 0.652 

D 7.58 7.67 1.09 1.06 0.448 0.543 0.386 0.491 

E 7.14 7.22 0.86 0.83 0.444 0.462 0.544 0.653 

 

3.3.7. Reorganization energy 

 

In organic molecules charge mobility is described by hopping model. Marcus 

theory56-58 is used for the account of inter-molecular charge transfer of hole and electron 

given in the following equation:  

                             𝑲𝒆𝒕 = 𝑨 𝐞𝐱𝐩 [
 − 𝝀 

𝟒𝑲𝒃𝑻
]                              (3.2) 

   where T is temperature, A is a prefactor related to the electron coupling between 

adjacent molecules, 𝜆 is the reorganization energies, and kb is the Boltzmann constant. 

For an efficient charge transport, the reorganization energy (λhole or λelectron) need to be 

small. It is important to remember that the lower the hole transport reorganization energy 

(λhole), the molecule act as better hole transport material (HTM). Likewise, the lower the 

electron transport reorganization energy (λelectron) the molecule show faster electron 

transport property. λhole is sum of two contribution λ1 + λ2 are defined as:  
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λhole = λ1 + λ2 = [ E0(M+)  ̶  E0 (M*)] + [E1(M*)  ̶  E1 (M+)]               (3.3) 

 

Where E0(M
+) and E0 (M

*) represent the energies of neutral molecule at cation geometry 

and ground state energy of neutral molecule. Similarly, the reorganization energy for 

electron transfer, λelectron can be expressed by the sum of two contributions λ3 + λ4 as 

follows: 

                 

    λelectron= λ3 + λ4 = [ E0(M ̶ )  ̶  E0 (M*)] + [E1(M*)  ̶  E1 (M ̶ )]     (3.4) 

 

Where E0 (M ̶ ) and E0 (M*) represent energy of the neutral molecule at the anion 

geometry and  ground state energy of neutral molecule. The calculated reorganization 

energy for hole and electron are listed in Table 3.3 which exhibits that compound E is the 

best hole transport material and A is the best electron transport material. The difference 

between λhole and λelectron of all the compounds in  B3LYP functional are less than 0.15 

eV, suggest that they can act as emitter with moderately high light–emitting 

efficiencies.59 The λelectron for compound A is smaller than its λhole , this indicate that the 

electron transfer rate is higher than the hole transfer rate. This case is just the contrary in 

compound E due to smaller λhole than λelectron. By comparing reorganization energy values, 

we observed that with the introduction of electron donating groups, hole transport 

property increases. Overall, these molecules are good hole and electron transport material 

and can be adjusted upon suitable substitution. 

 

3. 4. Conclusions  

In this work, we report a theoretical study to gain more information on the 

optoelectronic properties of five difluoroboron-napthyridine analogs through DFT and 

TD-DFT study. All compounds were subjected to UV–Vis absorption and fluorescence 

studies in gas phase and in dichloromethane and the results have been interpreted. The 

photophysical properties of the five compounds are successfully assessed using 

absorption and emission spectroscopy. It is found that absorption profile is slightly 

changed by the solvent whereas fluorescence profile is greatly affected by solvent. As 

expected, red shift is found in absorption and emission spectra with increasing electron 
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delocalization. It is evident from this study that amine substituted BF2 napthyridine 

complex has lowest HOMO-LUMO energy gap and largest Stokes shift in gas phase as 

well as in solution phase. For emission spectra of A to E compounds, decreasing electron 

accepting strength and with increasing electron donating ability outcomes red shifted 

emission. The emission property of amine substituted BF2-napthyridine established high 

photoluminescence property compared to other molecules. The FMO analysis shows that 

HOMO and LUMO orbitals are more stabilized in polar environment.  Napthyridine ring 

also play a vital role in electron density delocalization and to enhance optical phenomena. 

The calculated reorganization energy suggest that compound E and A can be used as 

HTM and ETM. In conclusion, the results reveal that difluoroboron complexes show 

significant photoluminescence behavior with the change of substitution in the ketoiminate 

position. This outcome provides a practical direction towards fluorescent difluoroboron 

napthyridine complexes for application in organic luminescence materials, biological 

sensing, and self illuminating fluorescence for in vivo studies.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Enhancement of nonlinear optical properties of indole based dyes through 

electron acceptor and π-linker for dye-sensitized solar cell applications  

Abstract 

Six indole based thiazole substituted donor-π-acceptor molecules are designed 

and their nonlinear optical properties (NLO) are evaluated theoretically. Different 

electron withdrawing groups and π-linkers are used to understand their role in tuning the 

NLO properties. The NLO properties of the molecules are analyzed in gas phase and in 

different solvent medium through the dipole moment, static polarizability, first and 

second hyperpolarizabilities. Efficiency of the molecules are studied through HOMO-

LUMO gap, frontier molecular orbitals, light harvesting efficiency, ionization potential, 

electron affinity and reorganization energy for hole and electron. All the dyes show 

maximum absorption wavelength in the visible region. The computed absorption spectra 

are well correlated with the HOMO-LUMO gaps of the molecules. The HOMO-LUMO 

gaps of all the dyes are found to be small, which lead to large NLO response.  Results 

indicate that hyperpolarizability increases with increasing strength of the electron 

withdrawing group.  In addition to the study of nonlinear optical property, we also 

calculate relevant parameters related to photovoltaic cells for two designed dyes which 

emerge suitable for this purpose. Photovoltaic parameters such as electron injection 

efficiency, exciton binding energy, and open circuit photovoltage are evaluated for dye 

sensitized solar cells (DSSC) applications. This study shows that alkyne π-linkers are 

better than the alkene π-linkers for desired applications. Overall, this study highlights the 

optical and photovoltaic nature of the dyes and reveals the influence of different π-linkers 

and electron acceptors in designing new materials for NLO and DSSC applications. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Organic compounds exhibiting strong nonlinear optical (NLO) response have 

become focus of applied research during recent years due to their potential applications in 

the field of optical storage, optical telecommunications, 1-4 high density optical 

materials,5-7 integrated laser medicine,8 fluorescence imaging9 etc. Compared with 

inorganic materials, NLO materials based on organic skeleton are highly preferred,10 

because of their possible advantages such as lower cost, ease of processing, high electro-

optic coefficients and so on.11, 12 Chromophores with large hyperpolarizability together 

with the enhancement of other properties like high yield, robust thermal stability and 

excellent chemical as well as photo stability are of utmost importance in the development 

of efficient NLO materials.13, 14 Such an organic NLO material is usually composed of 

pushpull chromophores. These types of chromophores contain π-conjugated bridge 

which is end-capped by donor (D) and acceptor (A) groups. The role of π-conjugated 

bridge is to provide a route for the ultrafast rearrangement of electric charges under an 

external electric field.15 It is well known that large hyperpolarizability can be achieved by 

modifying the strength of donor and acceptor groups and also with the change in the 

nature and length of π-conjugated bridge.16,17 It is reported that with  increasing strength 

of the electron withdrawing group (EWG)18 and introduction of an additional electron-

rich hetero atom into the donor moiety could effectively enhance the nonlinear optical 

properties.19 The NLO chromophores crafted with thiophene,20 locked phenyltetraene,13 

azo21 and phenyltetraene-based22 bridges are well known. It has been shown that five 

membered heteroatomic rings such as thiophene, pyrrole are superior as bridging groups 

compared to the aryl analogues,23-25 as they significantly increase the electron density of 

the π-conjugated bridge. Logically, connection of a strong donor to an electron rich 

heterocycle and a strong electron acceptor to an electron deficient heterocycle will 

improve NLO response.26 This influences us to design the investigated molecules in the 

present study where we choose thiazole unit as auxiliary π-conjugator. It is well known 

that the presence of thiazole unit in organic system enhances the coplanarity of the 

structure and its imine (–C=N–) group increases the electron accepting tendency.27, 28 

Previous studies have shown that when thiazole is substituted at the acceptor end, 

hyperpolarizability increases in comparison to oxazole and imidazole.25, 29, 30   
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Due to the excitation of photoelectron in a D-π-A system, an extensive charge 

transfer occurs and electron affluent donor unit experiences an intramolecular charge 

transfer to the electron deficient acceptor unit. The charge transfer phenomena in D-π-A 

system on semiconductor surface facilitates the electron injection properties of the 

sensitized dye.31 This type of extensive charge transfer (CT) in such push-pull systems 

enhanced by the conjugation of π-bridge and the degree of non-centrosymmetric charge 

distribution leads to large NLO properties which has direct impact on the DSSC 

efficiency.32  Some studies have revealed that thiazole based π-conjugated chromophores 

can be fabricated for small molecular organic solar cell which shows good power 

conversion efficiency.33,34 So, inclusion of the thiazole unit into the molecule can 

improve the solar cell performance. Therefore, in addition to the study of nonlinear 

optical property, we also calculate some parameters related to photovoltaic cell for dye 

sensitized solar cells (DSSC) applications. 

   In the present work we choose indole as an electron donating group in the D-π-A 

system because of its good electronic and photonic properties.35 There are several reports 

that reveal indole based chromophores possess high NLO 36-38 and photovoltaic  

properties. 39-42 Carboxylic acid is used in the anchoring part for DSSC application 

because of its stability and easy synthesis.43 As hydrogen atom of indole is active, we 

also calculated NLO property of N-methyl indole as donor which can be synthesized 

easily44, 45 and this is compared with the indole donor systems. In this investigation, 

thiazole ring with alkene or alkyne groups is used as π-linker whereas cyanide or 

carboxyl group attached with acrylonitrile is used as electron acceptor (Scheme 4.1). 

There are only a few reports in the literature where alkyne group have been used as π-

conjugated linker which demonstrates high nonlinear response as well as high efficiency 

in organic DSSC.46, 47 In this work, optoelectronic properties of the six newly designed 

molecules are investigated using density functional theory based method. The NLO 

properties of the molecules are analyzed in gas phase and in different solvent medium 

through the dipole moment, static polarizability, first and second hyperpolarizabilities. In 

addition to this, photovoltaic parameters for DSSC application such as electron injection 

efficiency, exciton binding energy and different chemical parameters such as softness, 

hardness, and chemical potential have been explored. Efficiency of the molecules are 
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studied through frontier molecular orbitals (FMO), absorption spectra, light harvesting 

efficiency (LHE), ionization potential (IP), electron affinity (EA) and reorganization 

energy. This work also reports, systematic study of the effect of solvent polarity on 

(hyper) polarizability. The object of the work is to reveal the photophysical and 

photovoltaic nature of the dyes and understand the influence of different π-linkers and 

electron acceptors.  

 

 

Scheme 4.1. Chemical structures of the indole-based dyes. 

 

4.2. Theoretical Background  

 

4.2.1. Nonlinear optical properties (NLO) 

 

A good nonlinear optical (NLO) material has high polarizability and 

hyperpolarizability values. We have calculated static dipole moment (µ), mean 

polarizability (α), first-order hyperpolarizability (β) and second-order hyperpolarizability 

(γ) at the ground state geometry of the designed molecules. Dipole moment and mean 

polarizability was calculated using the following equations:48 

                                                       µ𝐭𝐨𝐭 = √µ𝐱
𝟐 + µ𝐲

𝟐 + µ𝐳
𝟐                 (4.1) 

                                                       𝛂 =
𝟏

𝟑
 (𝛂𝐱𝐱 + 𝛂𝐲𝐲 + 𝛂 𝐳𝐳)                           (4.2) 

             αxx , αyy, αzz are the polarizability tensor components.  

The total first-order hyperpolarizability,48 βtotal can be expressed as: 
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𝛃𝐭𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 = [(𝜷𝒙𝒙𝒙  +  𝜷𝒙𝒚𝒚 +  𝜷𝒛𝒙𝒙)
𝟐

+  (𝜷𝒚𝒚𝒚    +  𝜷𝒚𝒛𝒛 +   𝜷𝒚𝒙𝒙 )
𝟐

+ (𝜷𝒛𝒛𝒛    +  𝜷𝒛𝒙𝒙 +

  𝜷𝒛𝒚𝒚 )
𝟐

 ]𝟏/𝟐                              (4.3) 

  βxxx, βxyy, βzxx, βyyy, βyzz, βyxx, βzzz, βzxx and βyyy  are hyperpolarizability tensors along x, 

y and z direction.  

The second-order hyperpolarizability, γtotal
49

  is calculated using equation 4.4. 

𝛄𝐭𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 =
𝟏

𝟓
[( 𝛄𝐱𝐱𝐱𝐱 +  𝛄𝐲𝐲𝐲𝐲 +  𝛄𝐳𝐳𝐳𝐳) +  𝟐( 𝛄𝐱𝐱𝐲𝐲 + 𝛄𝐲𝐲𝐳𝐳 +  𝛄𝐳𝐳𝐱𝐱)                 (4.4) 

 

Ionization Potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) signifies the energy changes of     

removing electron or adding holes and adding electron or removing hole from / to the 

neutral molecule. This can be expressed as:50 

                     𝑰𝑷 =  𝑬𝑪𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 − 𝑬𝑵𝒆𝒖𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒍 and  𝑬𝑨 =  𝑬𝑵𝒆𝒖𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒍 − 𝑬𝑨𝒏𝒊𝒐𝒏 (4.5) 

E denotes energy of the respective molecules. Hole transport reorganization energy (λhole) 

and electron transport reorganization energy (λelectron) are calculated as:51 

 

λhole = λ1 + λ2 = (𝑬𝟎
∗ − 𝑬𝟎) +  (𝑬+

∗ − 𝑬+) 

                                  λelectron= λ3 + λ4 =(𝑬𝟎
∗ − 𝑬𝟎) +  (𝑬−

∗ − 𝑬−)      (4.6) 

Here, E0, E+ and E̶   represent the energy of neutral, cation and anion species in their 

optimized geometries.  E0
 ∗ and 𝐸+/ ̶  

∗ represent energy of neutral and cation / anion species 

with the geometries of the  cation / anion and neutral species. . 

4.2.2. Photovoltaic properties of dye sensitized Solar cell (DSSC) 

 

The efficiency of electron injection process to the surface of conduction band of 

semiconductor and electron accumulation efficiency at the transparent conductive oxide 

electrode regulate the short-circuit current density (Jsc) of DSSC. The efficiency (ɳ) of 

DSSC can be expressed using the following equation:52  

                                                               ɳ =
𝑱𝑺𝑪  𝐅𝐅 𝑽𝑶𝑪

𝐏𝐈𝐍
                                         (4.7) 

    where VOC is the open-circuit photovoltage, which is the potential difference between 

the Fermi level of the electrons in the semiconductor and redox potential of the 

electrolyte. FF is the fill factor and PIN is the input power of incident solar light. The 

short-circuit density (JSC) in DSSC is determined as:53  
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                                     𝑱𝑺𝑪 = ∫
𝛌

 𝐋𝐇𝐄(𝛌) ф
𝐢𝐧𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭

 ɳ𝐜𝐨𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐜𝐭  dλ                    (4.8)                         

LHE (λ) is light harvesting efficiency, фinject is the electron injection efficiency 

and ɳcollect is the charge collection efficiency. Equation 4.8 describe that, large LHE and 

фinject of the sensitizer, assist to achieve high  JSC  value.  The LHE is described by:54  

                                  𝑳𝑯𝑬 = 𝟏 − 𝟏𝟎−𝑨 = 𝟏 − 𝟏𝟎−𝒇                             (4.9) 

Where A (f) is the absorption (oscillator strength) of the dye. So, larger f value imparts 

higher light harvesting efficiency.  

 фinject is correlated with the free energy change (ΔG), which is linked to the 

electron injection process from the photoinduced excited state of the dye into the TiO2 

surface.54, 55  

 

                                      ф
𝐢𝐧𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭 

∝ 𝒇 (− ∆𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕)                                     (4.10) 

                          ∆𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒋𝒆𝒄𝒕 =  𝑬𝒅𝒚𝒆∗ −  𝑬𝑪𝑩 =  𝑬𝒅𝒚𝒆 − 𝑬𝟎−𝟎 − 𝑬𝑪𝑩          (4.11) 

Edye* and Edye are the excited state and ground state oxidation potential energy of the dye. 

ECB
 is reduction potential of TiO2 conduction band. Herein we use, –4.0 eV for TiO2. E0-0 

represents electronic vertical transition energy.56 To achieve high energy-conversion 

efficiency, dye molecules should overcome the binding energy barrier, i.e., dye should 

hold low exciton binding energy (Eb). Eb is determined as:57, 58 

                                           𝑬𝒃 =  𝑬𝒈 −  𝑬𝒙 =  𝑬𝑯−𝑳 − 𝝀𝒎𝒂𝒙                  (4.12) 

Eg is band gap of dye molecule and estimated as the difference of HOMO–LUMO energy 

and EX is the optical band gap and defined as electronic vertical transition energy.  

 

 4.3. Computational Details  

 

All the calculations are performed using Gaussian 09 programme package59 at 

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)60 level of theory otherwise stated elsewhere. The ground state 

geometry optimization of the designed molecules are carried out in gas phase and in 

different solvents such as toluene, dichloromethane (DCM), acetonitrile (MeCN), 

dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Optimization in the solvent 

phase has been done by applying the self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) incorporated in 

the polarizable continuum model (PCM).61, 62 The vibrational frequency analysis of the 
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optimized structure is carried out at the same level of theory. No imaginary frequency 

was found which verify local minima of the optimized structures. To get vertical 

excitation energy at the ground state optimized geometry for the singlet-singlet 

excitation, time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculations are 

performed. For the account of long range correction (LC) in TDDFT calculation the 

hybrid exchange-correlation functional CAM-B3LYP is used.63 Multiwfn 3.3.6 program 

was used to analyze molecular orbital (MO) contributions from the groups of atoms.64  

 

4.4. Results and Discussions  

4.4.1. Geometrical structures 

 

Here, Scheme 4.1 represents indole based molecules with different acceptor 

groups and π-linkers. The optimized geometries of the investigated molecules are given 

in Fig. S1 (Supporting information) and bond parameters are shown in Scheme S1 and 

Tables S1-S7 in the supporting information. Geometrical structure of a molecule is an 

important parameter in regulating its properties. The degree of delocalization influences 

the optical properties of the dye.65 It is anticipated that an efficient dye should have 

coplanarity between the anchoring groups to the bridging unit and donor moiety which 

makes the electron transfer process smooth. With the introduction of alkyne π-linker in 

2b and 2c, the planarity of the compound increases. For all the compounds the dihedral 

angle ф1 which is formed between acceptor group and additional π- linker are nearly 

close to 180o which indicates the planarity of the molecules. The dihedral angle ф4 shown 

in Table S7 found between donor moieties and π-linkers are calculated to be 160.2o, –

163.7o, –162.8o, –10.8o, –2.48o and 179.8o respectively. Compared to other molecules 2b 

and 2c show more planarity which suggests that introduction of the alkyne π-linker 

enhances planarity. Therefore, the calculated geometrical parameters impart that, 

planarity and delocalization of a molecule can be adjusted by varying the π-linkers and 

electron withdrawing groups which are of crucial importance in optoelectronic properties.  

 

4.4.2. Frontier molecular orbitals  
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To gain more information about the molecular structure and electronic 

distribution of these molecules, frontier molecular orbital (FMO) analysis has been 

carried out. Molecular energy level diagram of the dyes are shown in 4.1. FMO theory is 

used to obtain information about the optical property of the organic molecules66-68 and to 

predict the chemical stability of the dye.69 Smaller energy gap (ΔE) between the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 

influences the molecules to absorb light in the higher wave length region.70   Also, 

HOMO-LUMO energy gap is an important parameter for prediction of chemical hardness 

and softness of a molecule.71 High ΔE value reveals chemically hard molecules with high 

stability and low ΔE value indicates less stability, i.e., chemically soft molecule. 

Polarizability increases with the increase of the softness in a molecule which facilitates 

the NLO response.72  Chromophores 1b, 1c and 2c show lower HOMO-LUMO gap 

compared to the other compounds, which indicate that they should exhibit better NLO 

properties. We analyze the frontier molecular orbitals of the investigated dyes, 

represented in Fig. S8 (supporting information) where it is observed that, HOMOs for all 

the dyes are delocalized throughout the molecular framework and LUMOs are more 

concentrated in the acceptor and π-spacer region. Calculated energy values of HOMOs 

and LUMOs in different solvent phases are represented in Table S8 (supporting 

information) which demonstrates positive solvatochromism. From Fig. 4.1 it is seen that 

compound 1a, 2a and 2b have approximately similar energy gaps, which suggest that π-

conjugated linkers involved in this dyes have similar impact in the HOMO and LUMO 

energy levels. Although it has been found that substitution of alkene π-linkers (compound 

1a) by alkyne π-linker (compound 2a) the HOMO-LUMO energy gap increases which is 

also reflected in the geometry of the molecules. The least band gap found for compound 

1c (2.5 eV). The calculated HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of all the dyes are in the range of 

2.5 eV to 2.99 eV. It may be noted that the competitive electron dragging nature of cyano 

group results π-electron delocalization throughout the molecular framework which is 

reflected in the energy level diagram (Fig. 4.1). With the variation of the strength of 

electron withdrawing groups, stabilization of LUMOs become more prominent than that 
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by the HOMOs. Overall, all the investigated dyes have smaller energy gaps. So, the 

studied dyes would exhibit excellent NLO properties.  

 To know more about the electronic property of the molecules, we calculate the 

composition of FMOs, which are presented in Fig. 4.2. Dye molecules have been 

segmented into 4 units- as acceptor, TH (thiazole), π-bridge and donor (indole). From the 

figure it can be found that donor unit stabilizes the HOMO whereas acceptor unit 

stabilizes the LUMO as the composition of the HOMO is dominated by the donor 

fragment. In all dye molecules, TH unit largely stabilizes the LUMO. It is interesting to 

note that in case of alkene substituted dyes, HOMO is more stabilized by π-bridge than 

thiazole ring whereas in case of alkyne substituted dyes reverse order is found. This may 

be due to more planarity achieved between the thiazole unit and π-bridge in case of 

alkyne substituted compounds which are in accordance with the geometrical parameters. 

The N atom of thiazole ring significantly enhances the π-conjugation of these molecules. 

This information helps us in designing molecule with suitable band gap for NLO and 

solar cell applications. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1. Schematic energy level diagrams of the dyes in gas phase, the CB of TiO2, and 

the electrolyte  (I ̶ / I ̶ 3). 
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Fig. 4.2. Composition of frontier molecular orbitals (FMO) of various fragments of the 

indole based dyes (A) Different fragments involved in the calculation of percentage 

contribution to FMOs. (B) FMO composition (%). 

4.4.3. Electron transfer process          

        

             For the desired photovoltaic performance, an appropriate energy band is 

necessary. Efficiency of the dye molecules in DSSC, hence, the electron injection process 

are determined by the electronic energy level of dye molecules which are related to the 

conduction band of the semiconductor surface. For this purpose, we take indole as 

electron donating group, cyanoacrylic acid as electron acceptor group and thiazole as 

additional π-conjugated linker. It is to be noted that for DSSC application, dye molecule 

must hold appropriate anchoring group to adsorb onto the semiconductor surface, 

therefore among the studied molecules, 1b and 2b where carboxylic acid groups are 

present are considered for further study in this direction. In DSSC, a sensitizer dye should 

hold several important properties like; (i) broad absorption spectrum, (ii) high molar 

extinction coefficient, (iii) strong anchoring group for the interaction with semiconductor 

electrode, (iv) appropriate redox potential to match electron injection, (v) HOMO of the 

dye must have low energy than the redox potential of the electrolyte and LUMO of the 
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dye must lie above the conduction band of semiconductor.73-76 For thermodynamically 

spontaneous electron transfer process, LUMO of the dyes should be above the conduction 

band of TiO2 (–4.0 eV) and HOMO of the dye should be below reduction potential of the 

electrolyte I ̶ / I ̶ 
3 (–4.8 eV). The HOMO and LUMO energy of compound 1b and 2b are 

–3.02 eV, –3.21 eV and –5.94 eV, –5.80 eV respectively (Fig. 4.1), which suggest that 

these dyes should give positive response. So, the dyes are capable to inject electron to the 

conduction band and easily restore electrons from the electrolyte in the photo-oxidation 

process. Fig. 4.1 exhibits the relative energy level of the investigated dye, along with 

conduction band of the TiO2   and I ̶ / I ̶ 3 as redox couple.  

 

4.4.4. Absorption properties   

 

Based on the optimized geometries of the compounds, the vertical excitation 

energy of the studied dyes in gas phase and in different solvent phases are calculated 

using CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level of theory. The vertical excitation energy, 

oscillator strength (f), maximum absorption wavelength (λmax), light harvesting energy 

(LHE) were obtained for the lowest six singlet-singlet transition and are tabulated in 

Table 4.1 and Table S9 (supporting information), it has been found that when the π-

bridge of compound 1a is replaced with alkyne π-bridge in compound 2a the absorption 

spectra of the dye molecules in gas phase are blue shifted by 15 nm. This is due to less 

planar structure and high HOMO-LUMO gap of 2a compared to 1a which is discussed 

earlier. The absorption maxima of the designed molecules are red shifted with increasing 

strength of EWG from a→ b → c for both alkene (by 42 nm and 10 nm) and alkyne π-

linker series (by 10 nm and 36 nm). In polar solvent, expected red shift of the absorption 

wavelength is found for all the dyes. This may be ascribed to the lowering the energy of 

HOMOLUMO gap (Table S8) in the polar environment. The highest absorption maxima 

found for compound 1c compare to other studied molecules. Among all the dyes 2a has 

highest excitation energy (3.32 eV) and 1c has lowest excitation energy (2.82 eV) in gas 

phase. All the dyes absorb light in the visible region of the spectrum. For all the cases, the 

absorption band is associated with HOMO → LUMO transition.  
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Light harvesting energy (LHE) is determined by the oscillator strength (f) of 

vertical excitation of the dye which is correlated with the intensity of the absorption 

spectra.54 High oscillator strength gives high LHE which elevates the short circuit current 

density of the molecule.  Calculated results of oscillator strength and light harvesting 

energy of the studied molecules are reported in the Table 4.1 and Table S9. Oscillator 

strength as well as LHE increases with the increase in bond character of the conjugated π-

linker. Alkyne substituted π-linker exhibits highest value of oscillator strength and LHE 

among all the dyes. The order of LHE and f is as follows:   2c > 2b > 2a > 1c > 1b > 1a.  

Table 4.1.   Main electronic transitions, oscillator strength and light harvesting efficiency 

of indole-based dyes in gas phase at CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.  

Dye Excited 

energy (eV) 

λmax 

(nm) 

f Assignment LHE 

1a 3.19 389 0.9746  H – L  67.18%  0.894 

1b 2.88 430 0.9961 H – L   67.37% 0.899 

1c 2.82 440 1.0021 H – L  67.65% 0.901 

2a 3.32 373 1.1300 H – L  66.63% 0.926 

2b 3.24 383 1.1433 H – L  66.65% 0.928 

2c 2.96 419 1.1570   H - L  67.12% 0.930 

 

4.4.5. Dipole moment  

 

         Dipole moment (μ) of the organic molecule is one of the useful parameters which 

gives information about the charge distribution in the molecule, thereby assists to design 

molecule for optoelectronic applications. Dipole moment of the studied dyes are 

calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level of theory in gas phase as well as in 

different polar solvents represented in Fig. S9 and Table S10 (supporting information). 

From Fig. S9, it can be found that strong EWG substituted π-acceptor (1c and 2c) 

demonstrates maximum dipole moment of 13.09 Debye and 12.78 D in gas phase. As 

expected the dipole moment successively increases with increasing solvent polarity. In 

DMSO, the dipole moment of 1c is 20.09 Debye.  
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4.4.6. Nonlinear optical properties  

 

Hence, for the assessment of NLO properties of the investigated dyes, linear 

response, i.e., polarizability (α) and nonlinear response, i.e., hyperpolarizability (β and γ) 

need to be evaluated. To investigate the influence of π-conjugated linker and EWG at the 

π-acceptor position α, β and γ values are calculated and results are tabulated in Table 4.2. 

These are graphically represented in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. S10 (supporting information). The 

average polarizability (Δα) (Fig. S10, panel A) of the investigated dyes are found in the 

following order: 2a < 1a < 1b < 2b < 2c < 1c. In most of the cases static polarizability is 

proportional to the dipole moment of the dyes.77 It has been found that with increasing 

the strength of EWG at the π-acceptor region, push-pull effect increases hence Δα 

increases from a → b → c.  

 The second-order hyperpolarizability is connected with intramolecular charge 

transfer (ICT). Charge transfer occurs due to the flow of electron density from D to A 

moieties via π-bridge. When the external electric field interacts with the electron density 

of the molecule, dipole moments alter which influence NLO response.78 It is reported 

that, 1st hyperpolarizability (β) depends on various factors such as, HOMO-LUMO gap, 

intra-molecular charge transfer, π-conjugation length, different substitution etc.24, 79 

Energy gap between HOMO and LUMO has a prominent effect on the 

hyperpolarizability of the molecule. For both alkene and alkyne substituted π-linker series 

with the decrease of HOMO-LUMO gap NLO response enhances. From Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 

S10 (panel B), it has been observed that, β values are inversely proportional to the 

HOMO-LUMO gap. Compound 2c which has perfect planar geometry has highest βtotal 

and γtotal values of 217× 10–30 esu and 540.2 ×10–36 esu. With the substitution of alkene π-

linker by alkyne π-linker, βtotal increases by 16.5× 10–30 esu in gas phase. The least value 

of 121×10–30 esu of βtotal found for compound 1a. From Table 4.2, we found the order of 

the βtotal and γtotal is 1a < 2a < 2b < 1b < 1c < 2c. The higher hyperpolarizability values are 

responsible for electron delocalization of π-electrons. All the calculated results 

demonstrate that NLO property enhances with increasing power of EWG in electron 

acceptor region (a < b < c) and alkyne substituted π-linker is favoured over alkene 

substituted π-linker.  
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 α, β and γ values show an increasing trend with the increase in solvent polarity 

presented in Fig. S10 and Table S10 (supporting information). βtotal values of the studied 

dyes are in the range of 121 × 10–30  esu to 201 × 10–30 esu in gas phase which reaches in 

the range of 495 × 10–30 esu to 999 × 10–30 esu in DMSO. The increment of the 

polarizability and hyperpolarizability values can be assigned to the increase of dipole 

moment in the polar solvent. Polar solvent affects the environment of the NLO 

chromophores. Firstly, the electronic distributions of the incorporated dye molecules are 

changed compared to the gas phase, which is called static reaction field. Secondly, the 

external field is perturbed by the dielectric medium of solvent and local field is 

experienced by the chromophore.80 From Table S10, it has been found that all the 

calculated Δα, β and γ values are much higher. The maximum value of µβ obtained for 

compound 2c of 2782×10–48 esu. µβ value ranges from 1208 ×10–48 esu to 2782 ×10–48 

esu in gas phase and 6528×10–48 esu to 17, 104 ×10–48 esu in solvent phase. Computed 

βtotal value of 1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b and 2c dyes are 326, 522, 541, 370, 423 and 587 times 

greater than the value of urea. Therefore, the results indicate that among all the dyes 2c is 

the most promising candidate for NLO application. 

For comparison between indole and N-methyl indole (Scheme S1, supporting 

information) as donor in the push-pull systems, we have performed the NLO calculation 

at the B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level of theory in gas phase. The results indicate that 

methylation of indole ring enhances planarity of the system as the conjugation length 

increases. The energy difference between HOMO and LUMO of N-methyl indole is 

small compare to the indole based donor system which is shown in supporting 

information (Fig. S12). Computed Δα, β and γ value of N-methyl indole dyes are 

tabulated in S11 and presented in Fig. S13 (supporting information). The maximum value 

of βtotal of 257 × 10–30 esu and γ value of 614 × 10–30 esu found for N-methyl indole donor 

systems. So, it can be concluded that suitable substitution at indole moiety can improve 

the NLO property of the system and this also opens up possibilities for future studies.  
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Fig. 4.3. First order hyperpolarizability of indole based dyes studied at the B3LYP/6-

311++G (d,p) level of theory in gas phase.     

 

Table 4.2.  The dipole moment, static polarizability, first and second order 

hyperpolarizability of dyes studied at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory in gas 

phase.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.7. Photovoltaic properties  

 

For the DSSC, dye molecule must hold appropriate anchoring group to adsorb 

onto the semiconductor surface, therefore among the studied molecules, 1b and 2b hold 

the criteria of photovoltaic process. An efficient dye should possess high photo-electric 

conversion efficiency, rapid electron injection efficiency from the excited state of the dye 

to the conduction band of the semiconductor and regeneration of the oxidized dye by the 

electrolyte. For fast electron transfer, low reorganization energy (ΔGreg) is necessary. The 

Molecule µ 

Debye 

Δα 

10-24 esu 

βtotal 

10-30 esu 

         γ 

10-36 esu 

µβ 

10-48 esu 

1a 9.99 46.95 121.00 399.45 1208.79 

1b 9.24 52.73 193.94 501.70 1792.01 

1c 13.09 53.27 200.84 501.78 2628.99 

2a 9.93 46.01 137.49 433.31 1365.28 

2b 10.92 49.63 157.13 470.82 1715.86 

2c 12.78 52.21 217.70 540.2 2782.20 
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ΔGreg can be calculated by the following eqation:  ΔGreg = E(I− I3
−⁄ ) − Edye . For the 

efficient electron injection process from the dye molecule to TiO2 surface   ∆𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 

should be negative. Electron injection free enthalpy (ΔGinject), Edye, Edye*, E0-0 and ΔGreg 

are summarized in Table 4.3. Both the compounds show negative value of ΔGinject and 

low reorganization energy. Therefore, the electron injection process is spontaneous and 

there is potential to get higher power conversion efficiency. Results indicate that, dye 2b 

has higher electron injection efficiency than 1b. The exciton binding energy of 1b and 2b 

molecules are very close (0.21 eV and 0.20 eV). The overall efficiency (ɳ) of DSSC 

depends on the open circuit voltage (VOC) as expressed in the equation no. 4.7. The values 

of short-circuit current density (Jsc), fill factor (FF), intensity of the incident solar light 

(PIN) can be obtained from the current – voltage characteristics in the irradiated condition. 

VOC can be expressed by the following expression  e𝑉𝑂𝐶 = ELUMO − ECB .77 This 

expression indicates that, higher value of LUMO energy results higher value of VOC. 

Generally organic dyes experience low value of open circuit voltage due to the electron / 

dye cation recombination.31 In this study we find high open circuit voltage. The 

computed values of eVOC are given in Table 4.3. Results indicate that, dye 2b shows 

higher electron injection efficiency and open circuit voltage. So, we infer that among the 

studied dyes, 2b will show best performance in DSSC applications.  

 

Table 4.3.  Edye* and Edye is  excited state and ground state oxidation potentials, E0-0 

represents electronic vertical transition energy, ΔGinject is electron injection free enthalpy, 

Eb denotes excitation binding energy  and eVOC represents open circuit voltage of the 

studied dyes at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory in gas phase. 

 

 

 

Dye Edye 

(eV) 

E0-0 

(eV) 

 Edye* 

(eV) 

ΔGinject 

(eV) 

ΔGreg 

(eV) 

Eb 

(eV) 

eVOC 

(eV) 

1b 5.80 2.39 3.41 -0.59 1.00 0.20 0.79 

2b 5.94 2.71 3.23 -0.77 1.14 0.21 0.98 
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4.4.8. Ionization potential, electron affinity and reorganization energy 

  

IP and EA of organic molecules are important tools which provide relevant 

information about the charge transport property and charge injection character of a 

molecule.81
 Adiabatic IP and EA of these six molecules are calculated at B3LYP/6-

311++G(d,p) functional and represented in Table 4.4. The IP and EA of studied dyes are 

in the range of 6.81 eV to 7.29 eV and 1.54 eV to 2.23 eV respectively. It is known that 

molecule with higher EA value shows higher electron transport ability and molecule with 

lower IP value shows higher hole transport ability. Compound 1a has lowest IP value of 

6.81 eV and 2c has highest EA value of 2.23 eV. So 1a and 2c molecules will transport 

hole and electron better than the other molecules. It is interesting to note that with the 

decrease of HOMO-LUMO gap both in alkene and alkyne π-linker substituted systems IP 

values and EA values increase.  

 

Table 4.4. Calculated ionization potentials (IP) , electron affinities (EA), reorganization 

energies (λhole and λelectron), chemical potential (μc.p), chemical hardness (ɳ) and softess (s) 

of the dyes in gas phase at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reorganization energy of organic molecule gives idea about the rate of charge 

transport for DSSC application. Smaller the hole transport reorganization energy (λhole) 

better the hole transport material (HTM) and smaller the electron transport reorganization 

energy (λelectron) better the electron transport material (ETM). Calculated values of λhole 

Molecule IP 

(eV) 

EA 

(eV

) 

λhole 

(eV) 

λelectro

n 

(eV) 

μc.p 

(eV) 

ɳ 

(eV) 

s 

(eV) 

1a 6.81 1.54 0.37 0.35 4.23 1.45 0.68 

1b 6.91 2.03 0.32 0.37 4.51 1.29 0.77 

1c 7.06 2.17 0.28 0.30 4.65 1.25 0.8 

2a 7.04 1.58 0.27 0.32 4.35 1.49 0.67 

2b 7.11 2.05 0.26 0.35 4.48 1.46 0.68 

2c 7.29 2.23 0.21 0.28 4.79 1.31 0.76 
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and λelectron are given in Table 4.4 from which we find some significant results, such as 

with the increase in the strength of EWG, λhole values starts decreasing; substitution of 

alkene π-linker by alkyne π-linker, both hole and electron transport properties increases 

and in most of the cases except compound 1a hole transport rate is higher than the 

electron transport rate. Also if we look on the alkene and alkyne π-linker series we find 

chemical hardness decreases whereas chemical potential and softness increase from weak 

EWG to strong EWG. Thus, the present results demonstrate that compound 2c has lowest 

λhole and λelectron values of 0.214 eV and 0.28 eV respectively. This indicates that, 

compound 2c can act as HTM as well as ETM. Compared to 1b and 2b dyes, 2b shows 

low reorganization energy for both hole and electron than 1b dye. So, dye 2b should 

transport charge better for DSSC applications. 

 

4.5. Conclusion 

 

 Extensive theoretical studies on the six newly designed molecules have been 

carried out in search of better NLO materials. We choose different D-π-A systems 

containing –CN and –COOH as electron acceptor group, indole as electron donor and 

thiazole ring with alkene or alkyne as π-conjugator. Our results show that all the studied 

dyes have narrow HOMO-LUMO gap in gas and solvent phases. Dye 2c shows better 

planarity compare to other molecules. With increasing the strength of EWG at electron 

acceptor position, HOMO-LUMO gap decreases for both alkene and alkyne systems. 

From FMO analysis we find that donor unit stabilizes the HOMO, whereas acceptor unit 

stabilizes the LUMO.  Thiazole ring also provides additional stabilization to the LUMO. 

In case of alkene substituted dyes the HOMO is more stabilized by π-bridge than thiazole 

ring and in case of alkyne substituted dyes reverse order is found. Photophysical 

properties of the six compounds are evaluated examining the excited states. TDDFT 

results show that all the dye exhibit λmax in the visible region possessing low transition 

energy, high oscillator strength and LHE value. Maximum absorption wave length is 

found for 1c which is well correlated with the HOMO-LUMO gap. All the investigated 

dyes show large NLO property. Among the studied dyes, 1c has maximum Δα in gas and 
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in DMSO which is proportional to their dipole moments. It has been found that first and 

second-order hyperpolarizabilities are more favoured in alkyne substituted π-linker 

system. Compound 2c shows highest βtotal and γtotal value. Polarizability and 

hyperpolarizability increases with the solvent polarity. The computed βtotal values are 

326-587 times greater than the values of urea. Furthermore, hyperpolarizability increases 

with the increase of strength of EWG. Photo-voltaic property has been calculated for 

compound 1b and 2b. Substitution of alkene π-linker in 1b by alkyne π-linker in 2b, all 

relevant properties for DSSC application like electron injection free enthalpy, LHE, 

dipole moment, open circuit voltage, charge transport character are favoured. This 

improvement assists to obtain high JSC as well as high power conversion efficiency. We 

also find that compound 2c demonstrates lowest λhole and λelectron values. This indicates, 

compound 2c can act both as HTM and ETM. If we look on the series we can see, 

chemical hardness decreases whereas chemical potential and softness increases from 

weak EWG to strong EWG. In all the cases alkyne systems prove better than the alkene 

systems for NLO and DSSC applications. Therefore, as a whole one can conclude that 

these six designed dyes can function as NLO material, among them compound 2c shows 

highest NLO efficiency and 2b demonstrates good photovoltaic property for DSSC 

application. This type of dye can be adsorbed on the surface of the titanium dioxide 

semiconductor and may be considered for future work. These results should be useful to 

design efficient NLO material and organic sensitizer in DSSC application.   
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CHAPTER 5 

The role of π-linkers and electron acceptors in tuning the nonlinear 

optical properties of BODIPY based zwitterionic molecules 

 

Abstract 

             

       Intramolecular charge transfer process can play a key role to develop strong 

nonlinear optical (NLO) response in a molecule for technological application. Herein, 

two series of boron dipyromethane (BODIPY) based push-pull systems have been 

designed with zwitterionic donor-acceptor groups and their NLO properties have been 

evaluated using density functional theory based approach. Different π-conjugated linkers 

and electron acceptor groups are taken to understand their role in tuning the NLO 

properties. The molecules are analyzed through HOMO-LUMO gap, frontier molecular 

orbitals, polarizability, hyperpolarizability, Δr index, transition dipole moment density, 

ionization potential, electron affinity and reorganization energy for hole and electron. It is 

found that with the introduction of different π-linkers in the molecule, planarity is 

maintained and HOMO-LUMO gap is systematically decreased which leads to large 

NLO response.  It is noted that the electronic absorption wavelength maxima found in the 

near-infrared region. The results show that compared to pyridinium acceptor group, 

imidazolium acceptor group in the BODIPY systems amplifies NLO response to a larger 

extent. It is also observed that BODIPY based dye having imidazolium acceptor and 

thienothiophene π-linker shows the highest first hyperpolarizability value. Furthermore, 

the charge transfer occurs in the z-direction as the z-component of the first 

hyperpolarizability is the dominant factor in this system. Here the designed molecules 

show characteristics reorganization energy value which is a deciding factor for rate of 

hole/electron transport property for favorable intermolecular coupling. As a whole, this 

theoretical work highlights that π-conjugated linkers and electron acceptor groups can be 

used judiciously to design new molecular systems for optoelectronic application.   
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5.1. Introduction  

 

Materials with high nonlinear optical (NLO) properties have gained much 

attention in recent years, as they offer potential application in optoelectronic and photonic 

devices in regulation of optical switching, micro fabrication and imaging, 

telecommunication, laser technology, data storage etc.1-9
 Different types of materials of 

both inorganic10 and organic11-13 origin have been investigated for their interesting 

nonlinear optical properties. However among them, organic materials with high NLO 

response are proven to be the optimum choice due to their tunability.7, 14 Most of the 

organic NLO materials are push-pull molecules having π-conjugated system linking an 

electron donor (D) to an electron acceptor (A) group.15 The NLO properties in these 

compounds are developed due to high polarization of π electrons along the conjugated 

backbone. The first hyperpolarizability (β) is associated with the intramolecular charge 

transfer (ICT) from donor group to electron acceptor group. Several studies confirmed 

that by optimizing the donor and acceptor groups, π-linker and ring twisting in the push-

pull system, the ICT process can be amplified and hence the NLO response.16-18 The main 

strategies for designing efficient NLO material are based on the choice of suitable donor 

and acceptor groups and π conjugated bridge.19, 20 Albert et al. suggested an approach that 

by introducing zwitterionic behaviour in a conjugated molecule one can enhance the 

NLO property by providing low energy charge transfer.21, 22 Some researchers also 

revealed that zwitterionic D and A groups positioned at opposite end of conjugated 

system of the chromophores can  ameliorate the NLO response.12, 23 Xiong et al. 

synthesized thermally stable zwitterionic picolinium(dicyano) esterquinodimethane 

chromophore having β value of 1800 × 10-30 esu.24 All these facts prompt us to design 

and investigate zwitterionic systems crafted by different donors and acceptors with high 

NLO response.  

Boron dipyromethane (BODIPY) based push-pull chromophore is an area of 

recent interest which has been taken for the present investigation. BODIPY dyes are well 

known for their desirable photophysical properties as they posses strong absorption band 

in UV-Vis region, high fluorescence quantum yield,
25, 26

 two photon absorption properties 

etc.27 BODIPY dyes are widely used in photodynamic therapy,28 as chemosensor,29
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fluorosensor30
  etc. Extensive researches have been done on the molecular structure and 

optical property of BODIPY dye but very few have reported about the BODIPY based 

push-pull zwitterionic systems. In this work the main strategy is introduction of donor 

and acceptor groups to the opposite ends of BODIPY core at 2, 6 positions. Imidazolium 

compounds are known for significant absorption in the entire UV region and for its 

fluorescence property.31, 32 It is reported that imidazolium cation provides remarkable 

contribution to enhance NLO response.33, 34
 To investigate the effect of different electron 

acceptors and π-conjugated linkers on the NLO property of BODIPY system, 10 new 

BODIPY based D-π-A dyes are designed (Fig. 5.1). Pyridinium and imidazolium ions are 

taken for positively charged acceptor group and phenoxide group is taken for negatively 

charged donor group. Four π-spacers such as ethylene, cis-thiophene with respect to 

BODIPY, trans-thiophene with respect to BODIPY and thienothiophene are used as 1st 

and 3rd π-linker and BODIPY is used as 2nd π-linker.  

This paper deals primarily with the theoretical calculation of optoelectronic 

properties of newly designed molecules using density functional theory (DFT) based 

methods. We focus our work to find the influence of different π-conjugated linkers and π-

acceptors on the NLO properties of molecules. DFT and TDDFT calculations have been 

carried out to evaluate the molecular properties including frontier molecular orbitals, 

absorption spectra, polarizability and hyperpolarizability, ionization potential (IP), 

electron affinity (EA) and reorganization energy of hole and electron. It is exhibited that 

with increasing π-electron delocalization and substitution of pyridinium cation by 

imidazolium cation in the BODIPY based systems, NLO response is amplified. The 

present work will provide a direction to the researchers for the synthesis of novel NLO 

materials of BODIPY based dyes for technological application.  
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Fig. 5.1. Chemical structures of the BODIPY-based dyes under investigation.  

5.2. Theoretical Background and Computational Details  

Geometry optimization of the designed molecules are performed in the gas phase 

using Gaussian 09 program at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.35 The molecules 

are optimized at minimum energy level and no imaginary frequency is found which 

signifies the stationary point of minima. All the restricted B3LYP solutions obtained are 

stable. Prakasam et al. investigated second order hyperpolarizability and absorption 

property of triphenylamine based organic sensitizers with the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 

method.36 Very recently Avramopoulos and co-workers designed photochromic material 

with switchable nonlinear optical properties by employing density functional method 

with CAM-B3LYP functional.37 DFT based B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP are good 

functionals for explanation of the NLO behaviour of the studied system. Hence, in order 

to analyze the NLO behaviour of the designed D-π-A system, dipole moment (μtotal), 

average polarizability (α) and  first hyperpolarizability (β) are evaluated using B3LYP 

functional as well as with CAM-B3LYP38
 functional with 6-311++G(d,p) basis set to 
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include long range correction for improving the charge transfer characteristics in the 

Gaussian 09 software.39  

Dipole moment was calculated using the following equations,  

                                                       µ𝐭𝐨𝐭 = √µ𝐱
𝟐 + µ𝐲

𝟐 + µ𝐳
𝟐                           (5.1) 

        where, μx, μy, and μz are components of the dipole moments in the x, y, and z 

directions, respectively.  

           Average polarizability ( < 𝛼 > ) was calculated using the following equation 40 

                                     < 𝛼 > =
𝟏

𝟑
 (𝜶𝒙𝒙 + 𝜶𝒚𝒚 + 𝜶𝒛𝒛)  (5.2) 

αxx, αyy and αzz are the polarizability tensor components. 

            The first hyperpolarizability (βtotal) can be expressed as 40
 

𝛃𝐭𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 = (𝜷𝒙
𝟐 + 𝜷𝒚

𝟐 + 𝜷𝒛
𝟐)

𝟏

𝟐 = [(𝜷𝒙𝒙𝒙  +  𝜷𝒙𝒚𝒚 +   𝜷𝒛𝒛𝒙)
𝟐

+ (𝜷𝒚𝒚𝒚    + 𝜷𝒚𝒛𝒛 +

   𝜷𝒚𝒙𝒙 )
𝟐

+      (𝜷𝒛𝒛𝒛    + 𝜷𝒛𝒙𝒙 +   𝜷𝒛𝒚𝒚 )
𝟐

 ]𝟏/𝟐                                  (5.3) 

βxxx, βxyy, βzzx, βyyy, βyzz, βyxx, βzzz, βzxx and βyyy  are hyperpolarizability tensors along x, y 

and z direction respectively. 

The transition dipole moment (TDM) density has been evaluated on the basis of 

dipole moment integral between the occupied and virtual molecular orbitals. The TDM 

density can be calculated and visualized using the Multiwfn wave function analyzer.41 

The charge transfer length during electron excitation in D-π-A system is defined as Δr 

index. This is defined by the following equation 42  

                                 𝜟𝒓 =
∑ (𝑲𝒊

𝒍)𝟐|⟨𝝋𝒍|𝒓|𝝋𝒍⟩−⟨𝝋𝒊|𝒓|𝝋𝒊⟩|𝒊,𝒍

  ∑ (𝒌𝒊
𝒍)𝟐

𝒊,𝒍
                      (5.4) 

where i and l indices run over all occupied and vertical MOs, Φ is orbital wave function, 

                                              𝑲𝒊
𝒍 =  𝑿𝒊

𝒍 + 𝒀𝒊
𝒍                                         (5.5) 

𝑋𝑖
𝑙 and 𝑌𝑖

𝑙 denotes the configuration coefficient corresponding to i→l excitation and l→i 

de-excitation. The Δr index is calculated using Multiwfn software.  
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Ionization Potential (IP) defines the energy changes due to removing of electrons 

or adding holes from/to the neutral molecule. On the other hand, electron affinity (EA) 

quantifies the energy changes for adding electrons or removing holes in the same. This 

can be expressed as:43  

𝑰𝑷 =  𝑬𝑪𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 − 𝑬𝑵𝒆𝒖𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒍        and           𝑬𝑨 =  𝑬𝑵𝒆𝒖𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒍 − 𝑬𝑨𝒏𝒊𝒐𝒏    (5.6)     

                      

E denotes energy of the respective systems. Hole transport reorganization energy (λhole) 

and electron transport reorganization energy (λelectron) are calculated as:44  

                             λhole = λ1 + λ2 = (𝑬𝟎
+ − 𝑬+) +  (𝑬+

𝟎 − 𝑬𝟎)                  (5.7) 

                             λelectron= λ3 + λ4 =(𝑬𝟎
− − 𝑬−) +  (𝑬−

𝟎 − 𝑬𝟎)      (5.8) 

 

Here, E0, E+ and E̶   represent the energy of neutral, cation and anion species respectively 

in their optimized geometries.  𝐸0
+/ ̶  

and 𝐸+/ ̶  
0 represent energy of cation/anion with the 

optimized structure of neutral species and  energy of neutral species with the optimized 

structure of  cation /anion geometry.  

5.3. Results and Discussions  

5.3.1. Electronic structure  

Electronic structure of molecules play a key role in regulating nonlinear optical 

properties as it depends on the geometry of the molecular systems. Here Fig. 5.1 

represents BODIPY molecules with different π-linkers and acceptors with phenoxide 

donor. The optimized structures of the molecules, dihedral angles and bond angles are 

given in electronic supplementary information (Fig. S1-S10 and Table S1-S10). For 

smooth electron transfer process from donor unit to acceptor unit, dye must have co-

planarity between the donor unit-bridging unit-acceptor unit (D-π-A).45 It is found that 

most of the dyes maintain co-planarity as the dihedral angles are close to 0o and 180o and 

bond angles are close to 120o. It is also to be noted that dye 2d has perfect planar 

geometry as the geometrical parameters are very close to ideal. Thus we can say that 

inclusion of different π-linkers favour planarity in the investigated systems. It is reported 

that attaching an unsubstituted phenyl ring to the BODIPY core, fluorescence quantum 

yield (φf) decreases compared to BODIPY alone. Whereas, incorporation of two methyl 
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groups in the BODIPY system restricts the motion of phenyl ring and increases φf of the 

molecule.46 So we can expect incorporation of proper π-linkers should increase the NLO 

response.   

The charge transfer process is highly dependent on the energy difference between 

HOMO and LUMO (ΔE). The frontier molecular orbital (FMO) theory helps to predict 

the chemical stability of the molecule.47, 48 Usually LUMO defines the capacity of 

acceptance of electron and HOMO classifies electron donating ability.49 Low ΔE value 

indicates chemically soft molecule whereas high ΔE value signifies chemically hard 

molecule. Polarizability can be enhanced with the increase of the softness in a molecule 

which facilitates the NLO response. 

 

Fig. 5.2. Energy level diagrams of the dyes in gas phase at B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level 

of theory. 

The FMO energy levels along with the HOMO-LUMO gaps are represented in 

Fig. 5.2. Proper inclusion of acceptor and donor units at 2 and 6 positions of BODIPY 

make the molecule zwitterionic and the HOMO-LUMO energy gap is found to reduce. 

Now, the compounds which are studied can be categorized into two sets such as BODIPY 

based pyridinium acceptor (Series 1) and imidazolium acceptor (Series 2). Upon 

introduction of different π-linkers in BODIPY framework in series 1 and 2, ΔE starts 
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diminishing from the values 0.88 eV and 1.08 eV in a very systematic way. Upon 

insertion of   ̶ CH=CH ̶  (1a and 2a), cis-thiophene (1b and 2b) and trans thiophene (1c 

and 2c) groups in the BODIPY system, ΔE reduces successively. However, when 

thioenothiophene groups are inserted (dye 1d and 2d), least ΔE of 0.45 eV and 0.50 eV 

are found. This clearly reveals that thioenothiophene π-linkers reduce the HOMO-LUMO 

gap more in the imidazolium system compared to pyridinium acceptor system. It is 

expected that by maintaining planarity, extended conjugation and low ΔE gap, molecules 

should achieve high NLO response. In many cases differences in the energy difference 

between HOMO-LUMO of the designed dyes are very small. It may be due to the 

limitation of the method used.  Zhang et al. synthesized and performed DFT based 

B3LYP calculation on a series of highly polarizable bis(N,N-diethyl) aniline based 

chromophore. Where the differences of reported energy differences of the compounds are 

also very low.50 So, these values can be taken for explanation of the NLO behaviour of 

the investigated compound. The order of HOMO-LUMO energy gap of series 1 and 2 are 

1d < 1c < 1b < 1a < 1 and 2d < 2c < 2b < 2a < 2. Therefore it can be predicted that all 

these molecules will show higher absorption wavelength and would be excellent 

candidate for NLO material for various photoelectronic application. The modification of 

π-conjugated linker by tailoring the structure would be a strategy to obtain high NLO 

activity. In order to understand the distribution pattern of HOMO and LUMO, we analyze 

frontier molecular orbitals of the investigated dyes which are given in Fig. 5.3. From 

FMO diagram it is evident that for Series 1, HOMO and LUMO of all the chromophores 

are delocalized throughout the molecule. Whereas for Series 2, the HOMO is localized on 

the phenoxide donor part and π-conjugated part; and LUMO is localized mainly on the 

imidazolium acceptor part of the molecule. This fact signifies the electron donating 

ability of phenoxide ion and electron acceptance nature of imidazolium cation. Overall, 

the calculated geometrical parameters indicate that planarity and delocalization in a 

molecule can be adjusted by varying the π-linkers which are significant characteristics for 

tuning optoelectronic properties.   
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Fig. 5.3. Frontier molecular orbitals of the dyes in the gas phase at B3LYP/6-311++G 

(d,p) level of theory. 

5.3.2. NLO properties 

For the evaluation of NLO properties of the dyes the magnitude of static dipole 

moment, linear response (polarizability) and nonlinear response (1st hyperpolarizability) 

need to be assessed. Benchmarking of the computational model for the NLO calculation 

has been done with some well known push–pull systems given in electronic 

supplementary information51 (Table S14). Comparison between theoretically calculated 

results and experimental results of hyperpolarizability show good agreement. 

Benchmarking exercise demonstrates that hyperpolarizability value for B3LYP functional 

is closer to experimental value compared to CAM-B3LYP functional. Here our main 

objective is to find the effect of zwitterionic donor-acceptor group and π-linkers on the 

hyperpolarizability value. So for the explanation of changes of hyperpolarizability values 

with the structural modification in the framework of donor-acceptor molecule in the gas 

phase we keep other tuning parameters unchanged. Hence to find out the influence of π-

conjugated linkers and electron acceptor groups on NLO properties of Series 1 and Series 

2 compounds, these parameters are calculated with B3LYP and range-separated CAM-

B3LYP functionals with a standard basis set, 6–311++G(d,p) and the results are tabulated 

in Table 5.1 and Table S12 (Electronic supplementary information). In the following 

discussion results have been illustrated using B3LYP functional. The average 
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polarizability (Δα) of the dyes increases in the following order a < b < c < d for both the 

series and the results found using B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP functionals follow the same 

trend. Looking at Table 5.1 one can find the average polarizability of dye 1 and 2 are 

103.37 ×10-24 esu and 83.72 ×10-24 esu respectively. With the addition of ethylene π-

linkers as 1st and 3rd conjugator in 1 and 2 dye, Δα increases by 61 ×10-24 esu and 65 ×10-

24 esu respectively. The polarizability further increases with the addition of thiophene π-

linker at cis and trans position of BODIPY. It is found that average polarizability reaches 

at maxima and values increased by 242 ×10-24 esu and 238×10-24 esu when 

thioenothiophene groups are incorporated in the parent compounds (Table 5.1). 

Therefore, Table 5.1 and Table S12 indicate that with the modification by different π-

conjugated linkers, polarizability enhances systematically. The highest polarizability is 

found for dye 1d of 345.52 ×10-24 esu with smallest ΔE (Table 5.1). It is known that small 

energy gap between HOMO and LUMO influence the polarizability of the molecule and 

the results are in accordance with the calculated HOMO-LUMO gap. 

 

Table 5.1. Dipole moment (µ), static polarizability (Δα) and µβ of the studied dyes at the 

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Molecul

es 

µ 

Debye 

Δα 

10-24 esu 

µβ 

10-48 esu 

 

1 27.24 103.37 9359  

1a 31.50 163.64 19561  

1b 34.19 230.47 23968  

1c 35.34 234.66 26900  

1d 41.22 345.52 36058  

2 33.63 83.72 30308  

2a 42.40 147.55 80177  

2b 46.53 208.24 102970  

2c 48.16 211.91 107734  

2d 57.28 320.46 182951  
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Fig. 5.4. First hyperpolarizability of BODIPY based dyes studied at B3LYP/6-311++G 

(d,p)  level of theory. 

First hyperpolarizability is connected with the ICT process. This is due to the flow 

of electron density from D to A via π-conjugated bridge, which is discussed in more 

details latter. Among the investigated molecules, dipole moment has been found highest 

for dye 2d while lowest value is found for dye 1. It is reported that large dipole moment 

and hyperpolarizability play significant role for poled polymer.52 So, high dipole moment 

of these molecules is likely to enhance the NLO response. First hyperpolarizability is 

graphically represented in Fig. 5.4. Calculation of βtotal value using B3LYP and CAM-

B3LYP functionals follow the same trend of increasing order. An increase in βtotal value 

of 557 ×10-30 esu  is observed in case of imidazolium acceptor group (dye 2) compared to 

pyridinium acceptor (dye 1), which proves better electron acceptance power of 

imidazolium cation.34 This is also found in the frontier molecular orbital. Changes in the 

π-conjugation length due to inclusion of 1st and 3rd π-linkers affect NLO property of the 

studied systems. For Series 1 and Series 2 with the incorporation of ethylene π-linker, 

βtotal values are almost doubled. It is found that with the addition of thio-linkers in both 

series 1st hyperpolarizability increases systematically. Compared to cis-thiophene π-

linkers, trans-thiophene π-linkers improve βtotal value by 60 ×10-30 esu in dye 1c and 24 

×10-30 esu in dye 2c. When thienothiophene molecules are added to dye 1 and 2, βtotal 

value increases by 531 ×10-30 esu and 2293 ×10-30 esu respectively. This can be 

correlated with the HOMO-LUMO gap of the molecule as shown in Fig 5.2. It is known 

that 1st order hyperpolarizability increases with the decrease of ΔE.53, 54 If we compare 
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Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.4 and Table 5.1, it can be found that for all cases ΔE gap is inversely 

proportional to the dipole moment, linear polarizability and 1st order hyperpolarizability.  

The βtotal values of the two series decreases in the following order 1d > 1c >1b >1a > 1 

and 2d > 2c > 2b > 2a >2 for B3LYP as well as CAM-B3LYP functional. It is observed 

that BODIPY based dyes having imidazolium acceptor and thienothiophene π-linker in 

dye 2d shows the highest βtotal and µβ value of 3194×10-30 esu and 18.29 ×10-44 esu 

respectively. This NLO response can be attributed to the effective charge transfer from D 

to A moiety. The computed βtotal value of 2d is 4110 times higher than the 1st 

hyperpolarizability value of urea, which is used as the reference in organic systems. It is 

also to be noted that in both series, the order of βtotal value is in conformity with the 

average polarizability. For a better insight, we have reported the components of 1st 

hyperpolarizability in Table 5.2 and Table S13 (Electronic supplementary information). 

Yu et al. argued that  βy  controls the βtotal of  2,3-naptho-15-crown-5 ether for some metal 

cation complexes.55 They conclude that during the polarization process the charge flows 

in the y direction. Results in Table 5.2 and Table S13 indicate that for the investigated 

systems βtotal is dominated by βz component. The contribution of βx is negligible. 

Therefore, we can surmise that during the polarization process maximum charge is 

expected to transfer along the z direction.56  
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Table 5.2. βx, βy, and βz components (10-30 esu) of studied molecules (1 to 2d) obtained 

from DFT calculation (B3LYP functional), employing the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. 

 

Molecules βx βy βz 

1 -9.84 83.69 333.09 

1a 11.0 146.99 603.38 

1b -4.45 83.37 696.03 

1c -0.296 72.43 757.71 

1d -12.7 155.17 860.81 

2 -6.39 102.47 895.35 

2a 15.4 -243.53 1875.16 

2b 6.38 70.57 2212.42 

2c 48.2 -309.23 2215.48 

2d -16.4 -417.39 3166.54 

 

To explain the origin and variation of NLO response major transition energy, Δr 

index, integral overlap of hole electron distribution (s) and distance between centroid of 

hole and electron (D) are tabulated (Table 5.3).  From Table 5.3 we can find that, for all 

the cases Δr indices is larger than 2.0 hence they may be regarded as charge transfer (CT) 

mode.42 If we compare Fig. 5.4 and Table 5.3, we can find that both βtotal and Δr indices 

increase with the π-conjugated linkers showing same trend of increment. 2d compound 

shows highest Δr indices and found to show highest βtotal value. If we compare these two 

series, it is exhibited that for both series thienothiophene π-conjugated linkers show 

highest Δr indices and imidazolium acceptor system proves better for charge transfer. 

This can be well correlated with the 1st hyperpolarizability of the molecules. The integral 

overlap of hole electron distribution (s) is a tool to measure the spatial separation of hole 

and electron and the distance between the centroids of hole and electron (D), define the 

charge transfer length. Higher the value of D, more will be the charge transfer length. For 

CT transition mode, D should be large and s should be small. Smallest s value of 0.015 

and highest D value of 21.04 Å are found for dye 2d which helps to understand the 

genesis of highest NLO response. The transition dipole moment densities are plotted in 

Fig. 5.5  
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Table 5.3. Major transition energy, Δr index, integral overlap of hole electron 

distribution (s) and distance between centroid of hole and electron (D) calculated at 

CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 

Compound State Transition  

energy (eV) 

Δr  

(Å) 

s D 

(Å) 

1 S5 2.915 12.332 0.042 11.33 

1a S3 2.714 12.261 0.162 7.51 

1b S5 2.566 14.107 0.146 9.63 

1c S5 2.742 17.394 0.136 16.29 

1d S5 2.436 17.801 0.135 13.47 

2 S3 2.449 12.117 0.024 10.73 

2a S4 2.129 15.228 0.018 13.89 

2b S4 1.953 17.563 0.017 16.42 

2c S4 1.889 17.846 0.017 16.76 

2d S4 1.734 21.805 0.015 21.04 

 

 

Fig. 5.5. The transition dipole moment density of the studied molecules (1 to 2d). 

Isovalue is 2 × 10-4. The green colour implies charge increase upon excitation and the 

blue colour implies charge depletion.  
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5.3.3. UV-VIS spectra of dyes 

Time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) is used to calculate vertical 

excitation energy of the designed dyes. TDDFT computations are carried out using 

B3LYP and CAMB3LYP functionals with 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. TDDFT method is 

very popular choice for the calculation of vertical excitation energy. But there are some 

limitations while predicting the transition energy for charge transfer based molecules.57 

Jacquemin and co-workers performed computational analysis of the spectral properties of 

BODIPY derived systems with different functionals using TDDFT methodology58 and 

compared results with experimental data. In this paper they also designed new aza-

BODIPY molecules for near-infra red (NIR) application with the same methodology. So, 

here we take TDDFT to calculate absorption spectra of the designed dyes absorbing light 

in the NIR region.  Long range correlated functional like CAM-B3LYP is better choice to 

calculate the vertical excitation energy to understand the charge transfer characteristics in 

molecules.59, 60 Benchmarking of the TDDFT methodology has been done with some 

common BODIPY systems which are represented in Table 5.4.25 The correlation of 

computed and experimental results induced us to choose CAM-B3LYP functional for the 

estimation of vertical excitation energy of our designed systems. The vertical excitation 

energy, maximum absorption wave length, oscillator strength and nature of transitions 

have been reported in Table 5.5 and Table S11 (Electronic supplementary information). 

When we compare Fig. 5.2, Table 5.5 and Table S11, we can found that the excitation 

energies in case of CAM-B3LYP functional are in consonance with the HOMO-LUMO 

gap of the molecules. In the following discussions results are illustrated by taking CAM-

B3LYP functional. In all cases S0→S1 electronic transitions are dominated with high 

oscillator strength and for dyes 1b, 1c and 1d S0→S2 electronic transitions found with 

moderate oscillator strength. The excitation energies of dye 1 and dye 2 are 1.173 eV and 

1.327 eV respectively. From these results, it has been found that substitutions of 

pyridinium acceptor by imidazolium acceptor in the BODIPY system, the absorption 

wavelength are blue shifted due to its high HOMO-LUMO gap compared to pyridinium 

acceptor. Table 5.5 indicates that when ethylene group is included in the D-π-A system in 

dye 1 and 2, the absorption maxima are red shifted by 29 nm and 88 nm respectively. 

This is due to the increases of π-conjugation length of the system. The excitation energy 
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systematically decreases with addition of thiophene π-linkers. Compared to cis-

thiophene, trans-thiophene systems (1c and 2c) are red shifted by 128 nm and 143 nm. 

Maximum absorption wavelength found for dye 1d (1650 nm) and 2d (1471 nm) when 

thienothiophene groups are added as 1st and 3rd π-linker in BODIPY donor-acceptor 

system. The structural modification in the BODIPY system pushes the chromophore to 

absorb light in the NIR region (933 nm – 1471 nm). In both series the absorption 

wavelength are red shifted with the addition of π-linkers in the parent compounds. The 

increasing order of λmax is as follows: 1< 1a <1b < 1c < 1d and 2 < 2a < 2b < 2c < 2d. 

Highest oscillator strength found for dye 1d which is 1.4957. Overall, it can be concluded 

that with the addition of different π-linkers in D-π-A system, λmax, oscillator strength, ICT 

character can be systematically modified.  

Table 5.4. TDDFT benchmarking of theoretical and experimental maximum absorption 

wavelength (λmax), f represents oscillator strength.  

Molecule Solvent Experiment 

λmax 

(nm) 

Theoretical λmax (nm) 

6-311++G(d, p) 

B3LYP          CAM-B3LYP 

 

 

Methanol 

 

497 

 

415.4 

f = 0.5047   

 

 

418.1 

f = 0.5979   

 

 

Ethanol 

 

507 

 

431.3 

f = 0.5986 

 

435.6 

f = 0.6579 

 

 

Ethanol 

 

528 

 

446.15 

f = 0.5978 

 

445.65 

f = 0.7163 
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Table 5.5. Main electronic transitions, maximum absorption wavelength (λmax), oscillator 

strength (f) and transition nature of BODIPY based dyes in gas phase at CAM-B3LYP/6-

311++G(d,p) level of theory. 

Dye Excited 

energy 

(eV) 

λmax 

(nm) 

f Assignment 

1 1.173 1056.93 0.7333 H → L 0.667 

1a 1.142 

 

1085.95 

 

1.3417 

 

H → L 0.706 

1b 0.932 

1.281 

 

1329.79 

968.15 

1.3891 

0.2467 

H → L 

H → L +1 

0.737 

0.689 

1c 0.819 

1.218 

 

1512.20 

1017.71 

1.4008 

0.6243 

H → L 

H → L +1 

0.712 

0.657 

1d 0.751 

1.128 

 

1649.98 

1099.48 

1.4957 

0.5036 

H → L 

H → L +1 

0.759 

0.683 

2 1.327 933.96 0.4988 H → L 

 

0.651 

2a 1.214 1021.53 0.9052 H → L 

 

0.539 

2b 1.075 1153.25 1.1855 H → L 

 

0.680 

 

2c 0.957 

 

1296.38 

 

1.0327 

 

H → L 

 

0.655 

 

2d 0.843 

 

1471.35 

 

1.052 

 

H → L 

 

 0.775  

 

5.3.4. Ionization potential, electron affinity and reorganization energy 

  

Isolated molecule with low reorganization energy is associated with the high solid 

state charge carrier mobility.61, 62 It is also found that some N-containing conjugated 

organic compounds found to be promising n-type or p-type materials for the fabrication 

of optical light emitting diode (OLED).63, 64 This is arises due to their excellent 

optoelectronic properties, thermal stabilities and high electron mobilities etc. As 

hyperpolarizability is associated with the charge transfer from donor group to acceptor 

group, so determination of Ionization Potential (IP), Electron Affinity (EA) and 
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reorganization energy of organic molecules confer relevant information about the charge 

transport property and charge injection character of a molecule. Adiabatic IP, EA and 

reorganization energy of these ten molecules are calculated at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 

level and represented in Table 5.6. For all the molecules, the potential energy of the 

cationic state are higher than the potential energy of the neutral state, this provides a 

positive ionization potential. In case of anion, potential energy is lower than the potential 

energy of the neutral state, which gives a negative EA. The IP and EA of studied dyes are 

in the range of 5.37 eV to 4.47 eV and 2.04 eV to 3.05 eV respectively. It is known that 

molecule with higher EA value shows higher electron transport ability and molecule with 

lower IP value shows higher hole transport ability.65 Compound 2d has lowest IP value of 

4.47 eV and 1d has highest EA value of 3.05 eV. So 1d and 2d molecules will transport 

electron and hole better than the other molecules. It is interesting to note that with the 

decrease of HOMO-LUMO gap in both systems IP values gradually decreases and EA 

values increase.  

Table 5.6. Calculated ionization potentials (IP), electron affinities (EA), reorganization 

energies (λhole and λelectron) of the dyes in gas phase at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of 

theory (in eV). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Molecule IP EA λhole λelectron 

1 5.37 2.45 0.39 1.35 

1a 5.20 2.67 0.12 0.19 

1b 5.01 2.88 0.09 0.20 

1c 4.96 2.90 0.09 0.19 

1d 4.85 3.05 0.08 0.17 

2 5.13 2.04 0.14 1.12 

2a 4.83 2.11 0.13 0.27 

2b 4.65 2.34 0.17 0.18 

2c 4.59 2.37 0.11 0.23 

2d 4.47 2.81 0.06 0.21 
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To examine the effect of various substitution on the reorganization energy for 

hole/electron transport (λhole /electron), λhole and λelectron are tabulated in Table 5.6. To obtain 

high efficiency optical light-emitting diode, it is exigent to optimize the charge carrier 

(electron/hole) injection process and electron-hole recombination process.66 Also the 

charge injection and charge transport are crucial to ascertain the luminescence efficiency 

of OLED and it can be attained using separate electron transport material and hole 

transport material.67 According to the Marcus theory reorganization energy is the 

deciding factor for the rate of charge transfer and this energy is required for structural 

changes associated with the charge transfer process.68 It is well known that smaller the 

hole transport reorganization energy (λhole) better the hole transport property and smaller 

the electron transport reorganization energy (λelectron) better the electron transport 

property. As expected with the increase of π-conjugation length λhole and λelectron values 

decreases for most of the cases. This implies that the hole/electron transport property 

increases along the series. The smallest λhole and λelectron found for thioenothiophene 

substituted linker in both the series which is in accordance with the NLO property of the 

molecule. This can be explained by the increase of rigidity and planarity of the molecule. 

Smallest λhole and λelectron found for dye 2d and dye 1d which can be correlated with the 

obtained IP and EA of the studied molecules. Most interestingly it is found that for all the 

cases λhole is smaller than λelectron which indicate that molecules are better hole transporters 

than electron transporters. The difference between λhole and λelectron of the compounds with 

π-spacers are less than 0.15 eV suggests that they can act as emitter with moderately high 

light–emitting efficiencies.69
 Thus the studied molecules are promising candidates as hole 

transport materials. 

5.4. Conclusions 

In the present computational study, two series of novel zwitterionic BODIPY 

based molecules with pyridinium and imidazolium electron acceptors, phenoxide unit as 

electron donor and various π-linkers are designed and their nonlinear optical properties 

are investigated. DFT based methods are employed to explore their electronic structure, 

dipole moment, polarizability, hyperpolarizability, absorption property, IP, EA and 

reorganization energy of these molecules. Our results reveal that with the introduction of 
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different π-linkers in the D-π-A systems, planarity is maintained and HOMO-LUMO gap 

is systematically decreased. It is observed that thienothiophene groups reduce ΔE more 

than the other π-linkers. This observation is also supported by the excitation energy 

calculated with the TDDFT approach. Small HOMO-LUMO gaps of the molecules 

prompt the systems to absorb light in the NIR region. The FMO analysis depicts that for 

Series 1 dyes, the electrons are delocalized throughout the molecules whereas for Series 2 

dyes, the donor unit largely stabilizes the HOMO along with π-linker and LUMO is 

localized on the acceptor unit. The intramolecular charge transfer from phenoxide unit to 

imidazolium unit through the π-conjugated backbone plays a significant role to obtain 

large NLO response in Series 2 dyes. Computed βtot values of the dyes are found to be 

442 (for 1 dye) - 4110 (for 2d dye) times greater than the value of urea molecule. Among 

the studied molecules 2d exhibits highest βtot value. Imidazolium acceptor shows better 

NLO response than pyridinium acceptor. It is also to be noted that dipole moment, 

polarizability and hyperpolarizability are consistent with the HOMO-LUMO gap of the 

molecules. Lowest electron transport reorganization energy (0.17eV) and highest EA 

found for dye 1d and smallest hole transport reorganization energy (0.06eV) and least IP 

found for dye 2d. Consequently 1d and 2d seems to be high efficient emitters with 

promising hole transport characteristics. Overall, all these investigated dyes show high 

NLO response. First hyperpolarizability of the molecules is found to respond dominantly 

in the z direction which indicates the course of charge transfer.  A good correlation has 

been found between Δr index, TDM density, hyperpolarizability value and hole/electron 

transport property. As a whole, this work demonstrates that the structural modification of 

π-linkers and electron acceptors in designing D-π-A system is a significant approach to 

obtain of high performance NLO material. 
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 CHAPTER 6 

A theoretical study on the nonlinear optical property of boron nitride 

nanoclusters functionalized by electron donating and electron accepting groups 

 

Abstract 

 

The influence of donor-acceptor (D-A) groups on the nonlinear optical property of B12N12 

functionalized nanocluster has been investigated by density functional theory. We study 

the effect of bonding of three electron acceptor ligands (CN, COOH and NO2) and three 

donor ligands (NH2, N(CH3)2 and PhNH2) positioned at opposite end of B12N12 

nanocluster in gas phase. The result reveals that the complexation of D-A groups on the 

B12N12 nanocluster is energetically favourable and significantly narrowed the HOMO-

LUMO gaps. The functionalization of D-A groups lead to an extremely large 1st 

hyperpolarizability value. Our survey reports strongest NLO responses found in PhNH2-

B12N12-PhCN cluster (1882.47 × 10-30 esu), whereas centrosymmetric B12N12 cluster yield 

zero hyperpolarizability value. Designed systems are analyzed through HOMO-LUMO 

gap, frontier molecular orbital, hyperpolarizability, Δr index, transition dipole moment 

density and molecular electrostatic potential. The obtained results are well correlated with 

the computed absorption spectra of the molecule. The results demonstrate that phenyl 

ring incorporated D-A groups amplifies NLO response to a larger extent.  The significant 

1st hyperpolarizability arises due to charge transfer from D to A moiety.  As a whole this 

theoretical work provides a direction to the researchers that the right choice of 

substitution can considerably impact the nonlinear optical property of the BN 

nanoclusters. 
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6.1.  Introduction   

 

In the recent years processing and storage of huge amount of data and information 

are enormously demanding because of today’s social needs. To meet these demands 

photonics material is one of the optimum choice. Thereby design and synthesis of novel 

nonlinear optical material have achieved much attention due to their outspread 

applications associated with optoelectronics1-4  photonics5,6  such as optical signals, data 

storage, optical computing, optical sensing, telecommunications and other devices. 

Scientists have constantly proposed different strategies for enhancing nonlinear optical 

(NLO) property of molecules, among these compounds having donor-acceptor groups 

either directly or indirectly connected via π-conjugated linkers are one of the popular 

options.7-11 In donor-π-acceptor framework NLO response emerges from an optically 

intense charge transfer state where electron density is transmitted from electron donor to 

electron acceptor moiety. This design improves polarization abilities and diminishes the 

optical gap of NLO compounds.  

In the modern period, nanotechnology is an emerging field and most significant 

forefront which cover a broad range of discipline such as molecular engineering, optics, 

information storage, microfabrication, medicine, energy conversion, sensors, 

environmental protection, electronics and more. Out of several inorganic nanomaterials, 

boron nitride and analogues of carbon nanocages have achieved research interest owing 

to their unique properties like wide band gap, high thermal stability, excellent thermal 

conductivity, and high mechanical stiffness suggest many possible applications in various 

fields. 12-14  Oku et al. first synthesized B12N12 nanocluster through laser desorption laser 

desorption time-of-flight mass spectrometry. They demonstrated that B12N12 fullerene 

like nanocluster contains six 4-membered and eight 6-membered boron-nitrogen ring.15 

This structure has been theoretically established by Fowler et  al.14 They also showed that 

B12N12 cluster is most stable cluster among different types of BN cluster. Recently a 

broad variety of investigations have been done on the electrical and structural property of 

BN nanocluster. In some reports interaction of BN nanocluster with different functional 
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groups of amino acid have been explored theoretically.16, 17,18 The interaction of non-

covalent functionalization of BN nanostructure with various aromatic molecule has also 

been investigated by Zhao and Ding.19 There are numerous examples where B12N12 

nanoclusters are used as a nanosensor for detection of different molecules.20,21 Some 

studies revealed that by modification of the surface of B12N12 nanocluster it can be 

effectively used as drug carrier, cell imaging, immunosensing etc.22,23 In some reports 

surface of nanoclusters have been modified with chemical functional groups to enhance 

various properties. In addition to this boron nitride can be used as field effect transistor 

(FET) device or innovative optoelectronic devices for its tunable band gap and electron 

conductivity.24,25
 Different reports specifically enhancement of NLO response of 

nanocluster doped with alkali metal atoms are also part of valuable literature.26,27,28 

Shakerzadeh studied the nonlinear optical features of BN and AlN nanocluster with III, 

IV, V group dopants.29 In this report they demonstrated that replacement of Al atom by C 

in Al12N12 cluster hyperpolarizability can be enhanced upto 37.65 ×10-30 esu, whereas Si 

doped B12N12 cluster results only 7.07 ×10-30 esu β value. In another work, this group 

studied the NLO property and electronic characteristics of boron nitride nanocluster by 

complexation via Li atom and reported maximum β value of 1130×10-30 esu.30 Maria et 

al. reported that among the Li, Na and K alkali metal K doped boron nitride nanocage 

demonstrated 112.31×10-30 esu β value.27 Deng et al. synthesized high performance 

donor-linker-acceptor hybrids using Schiff base for the construction of versatile 

fluorescent chemo/biosensor, where cysteamine (Cys) and N-acetyl-L-cysteine gold 

cluster are used as electron acceptor and pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) used as electron 

donor.31 The structures of group 13-15 inorganic cubane clusters stabilized by donor-

acceptor interactions are explored by Timoshkir.32 As an example second order NLO 

property has been studied theoretically for a series of transition metal trisubstituted 

polyoxometalates (POMs)-diphosphate cluster where POM cluster acts as both 

conjugated bridge and electron donor and transition metal acts as electron acceptor. 

These examples suggest that inclusion of proper electron donating or electron 

withdrawing groups into the nanoclusters could be a significant strategy for tuning the 

optoelectronics property of nanomaterials.33, 34 Inspired by all these works, in the present 
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investigation we propose donor-acceptor (D-A) framework of BN nanocluster, which 

effectively increases the first hyperpolarizability of the nanocluster to a large extent. 

Theoretical investigation has been perused on the structural parameters and NLO 

properties of boron nitrogen modified nanocluster using density functional theory based 

approach. To examine the effect of different electron acceptors and donors on the NLO 

property of B12N12 cluster, 16 new B12N12 based D-A systems are designed (Scheme 1) 

which can be divided into three series. Cyanide, carboxylic acid and nitro groups are 

taken as electron acceptor and amino group is taken as electron donor. To find the 

influence of phenyl ring and methyl group (Me) on the cluster these groups are 

substituted in the D-A system. Here B12N12 acts as bridge between D-A moiety. DFT and 

TDDFT calculations have been carried out to assess the molecular properties including 

adsorption energy, frontier molecular orbitals, HOMO-LUMO gap, absorption spectra 

and hyperpolarizability. As a whole, the present work proposed a new approach towards 

designing electron donating and accepting group functionalized B12N12 nanocluster for 

optoelectronic applications. 

 

Scheme 6.1. Chemical structures of electron donating and accepting group functionalized 

B12N12 nanoclusters. 
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6.2. Theoretical Background and Computational Details 

               Geometry optimization of the studied molecule has been performed using 

density functional theory (DFT) at B3LYP/6-31+g(d) level and nature of stationary 

points are checked by frequency analysis. The adsorption energy (Eads) of the D-A 

functionalized nanocages are calculated using Eq. (6.1) 

         𝑬𝒂𝒅𝒔 =  𝑬𝐃−𝐁𝟏𝟐𝐍𝟏𝟐−𝐀 −  𝑬𝐁𝟏𝟐𝐍𝟏𝟐
− 𝑬𝑫 − 𝑬𝑨                       (6.1) 

Where 𝐸D−B12N12−A  is the total energy of the studied complex, 𝐸B12N12
is the 

energy of pure B12N12 cluster, ED is the energy of the isolated donor group and EA is the 

energy of the isolated acceptor group in gas phase. Dipole moments of the studied 

systems are calculated using equation (6.2),  

                                                       µ𝐭𝐨𝐭 = √µ𝐱
𝟐 + µ𝐲

𝟐 + µ𝐳
𝟐            (6.2)                             

                Static first hyperpolarizability and linear absorption spectra are assessed using 

CAM-B3LYP35 functional with 6-311+G(d) basis set to include long range correction for 

improving the charge transfer characteristics. The first hyperpolarizability (βtotal) can be 

expressed as 36 

𝜷
𝐭𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥=  (𝜷𝒙

𝟐+ 𝜷𝐲
𝟐+ 𝜷𝐳

𝟐) 
𝟏
𝟐

= [(𝜷𝒙𝒙𝒙  +  𝜷𝒙𝒚𝒚 +   𝜷𝒛𝒛𝒙)
𝟐

+  (𝜷𝒚𝒚𝒚    +  𝜷𝒚𝒛𝒛 +  𝜷𝒚𝒙𝒙 )
𝟐

+

 (𝜷𝒛𝒛𝒛    +  𝜷𝒛𝒙𝒙 +   𝜷𝒛𝒚𝒚 )
𝟐

]

𝟏

𝟐
                                                                 (6.3)                                     

             βxxx, βxyy, βzzx, βyyy, βyzz, βyxx, βzzz, βzxx and βyyy  are hyperpolarizability tensors 

along x, y and z direction respectively. All the calculations are done using Gaussian 09 

program.37 

The transition dipole moment (TDM) density is calculated on the basis of dipole 

moment integral between the occupied and virtual molecular orbitals. The TDM density 

can be computed using the Multiwfn wave function analyzer.38 Δr index represents 
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charge transfer length during electron excitation in D-π-A system. This can be expressed 

by the following equation 39  

             𝜟𝒓 =
∑ (𝑲𝒊

𝒍)𝟐|⟨𝝋𝒍|𝒓|𝝋𝒍⟩−⟨𝝋𝒊|𝒓|𝝋𝒊⟩|𝒊,𝒍

  ∑ (𝒌𝒊
𝒍)𝟐

𝒊,𝒍
                       (6.4) 

where i and l indices run over all occupied and vertical MOs, Φ is orbital wave function, 

                                 𝑲𝒊
𝒍 =  𝑿𝒊

𝒍 + 𝒀𝒊
𝒍                                                           (6.5) 

𝑋𝑖
𝑙  and 𝑌𝑖

𝑙  represents the configuration coefficient corresponding to i→l excitation and 

l→i de-excitation.  

6.3. Results and Discussion 

 

6.3.1. Structural parameters 

Nonlinear optical property is highly dependent on the geometry of the molecular 

systems. For the purpose of present study, we investigated different model clusters by 

positioning electron withdrawing groups (EWG) and electron donating groups (EDG) at 

the opposite end of B12N12 nanocluster. Here pure B12N12 cluster acts as a π-linker 

between the EDG and EWG Scheme 6.1 represents B12N12 fullerene like nanocluster 

functionalized with EDG and EWG where first, second and third series represent NH2-

CN, NH2-COOH and NH2-NO2 adsorbed B12N12 nanocluster. The optimized geometries 

of the investigated molecules are given in Fig. 6.1.1 to 6.1.4.  B12N12 cluster is formed 

with the interconnection of tetragon and hexagon. Two types of bonds are present in 

B12N12 nanocluster, one bond is present between tetragonal and hexagonal ring with bond 

length 1.49 Å and another is present between two hexagonal rings of 1.44 Å (Fig. 6.1.2). 

The vertical distances between the EDG and EWG from the cluster are shown in Fig 

6.1.1. Two geometries of series 1 nanocluster with N(CH3)2-CN (1b) and N(CH3)2-PhCN 

(1e) substituted B12N12 nanocluster could not be optimized because initial input 

geometries changed to other geometries. The adsorption energy values are summarized in 

Table 6.2. The adsorption energy of different D-A group substituted B12N12 cluster are in 

the range of   ̶ 23.18 kJ/mol to  ̶ 316 kJ/mol. The large negative value of chemical 
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adsorption energy and interaction distance signifies the energetically stability of the 

system. In the 1a geometry, the distances between NH2 and CN group from B12N12 

complex are 1.52 Å and 1.57 Å with an adsorption energy value of  ̶ 316.64 kJ/mol. In the 

2a and 3a geometry the bond lengths between NH2 group and B12N12 cluster reduced to 

1.49 Å which signifies strengthening of the bond. The adsorption energy of 2a and 3a are 

 ̶ 96.97 kJ/mol and  ̶ 30.72 kJ/mol. The obtained results indicate that the complexation of 

B12N12 nanocluster with different donor-acceptor groups are more favourable than 

monosubstituted nanocluster and exothermic in nature. The adsorption energy found for 

the NH2-NO2 (2a), NMe2-NO2 (2b), NH2-COOH (3a) and NMe2-COOH (3b) group 

substituted B12N12 nanoclusters are comparatively less than the other systems. This may 

be due to the shape of the geometries. It can be observed from Fig. 6.1.1 that for most of 

the systems the distance between B12N12 nanocluster and R' are closer to 1.44 Å, which 

implies partial double bond character of the bond, i.e., resonance of lone pair electron of 

N atom to the cluster. Generally it is found that if the molecule maintains co-planarity 

between the donor unit-bridging unit-acceptor unit (D-π-A) electron transfer process from 

donor unit to acceptor unit get smoothen.40 From the geometrical parameter tables (Table 

6.1.1 to 6.1.16) we can also find that almost every system except NMe2 donor substituted 

nanocluster maintains planarity. So it is expected that incorporation of D-A groups 

should increase the NLO response of the clusters.   

While studying the effect of optical property of nanomaterial, critical analysis of 

the energy difference between HOMO-LUMO gap (Eg) is an important parameter. Low 

Eg value defines chemically soft molecule while high Eg value defines chemically hard 

molecule.41 Polarizability in a compound can be enhanced with the increase of softness 

which assists to enlarge the NLO response. For better comparison of the HOMO-LUMO 

gaps of the D-A functionalized clusters, we also calculated HOMO-LUMO gaps of 

monosubstituted D/A cluster. The HOMO-LUMO gaps of the studied systems are 

tabulated in Table 6.2. For the pure B12N12 nanocage the Eg found to be at 6.71 eV. The 

HOMO and LUMO orbitals of B12N12 are found at  ̶ 7.95 eV and  ̶ 1.24 eV. This clearly 

indicates its semiconductor nature. When different donor and acceptor groups are 

attached with the B12N12 nanocluster framework remarkable changes in the HOMO-

LUMO gaps are observed. Eg for D-A functionalised B12N12 nanocluster is six times 
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reduced  than the monosubstituted D-A cluster, which implies significant interactions of 

D-A group with B12N12 nanocluster. It is found that for complexed B12N12 systems the 

HOMO energies found to be increased, i.e., destabilization of HOMO while LUMO 

energies decreased, i.e., stabilization of LUMO occurred. It is to be noted that in the 

designed D-A functionalised B12N12 nanocluster LUMOs are highly stabilized than the 

monosubstituted clusters which drastically influence to enhanc optical property of the 

semiconductor. For 1a, 2a and 3a nanoclusters the HOMO energies are  ̶ 7.58 eV, ̶  7.11 

eV and  ̶ 7.59 eV and LUMO energies are  ̶ 5.64 eV, ̶ 6.34 eV and  ̶ 6.68 eV. This clearly 

indicates the favourable interaction of donor-acceptor group with the B12N12 cluster. The 

HOMO-LUMO gap is directly related to the conductivity of the material by the following 

equation42  

  𝑵 = 𝑨 𝑻𝟑 𝟐⁄  𝒆𝒙𝒑 (−𝑬𝒈 𝟐𝑲𝑻⁄ )                                          (6.6) 

 

The HOMO-LUMO gap decreases to the range of 0.65 eV to 1.95 eV with the 

inclusion of different D-A substituents on the B12N12 nanocluster. This signifies the 

enhancement of conductivity of donor-acceptor decorated nanocages. When NMe2 group 

is attached with the B12N12 nanocluster in 2b, 2e, 3b and 3e the HOMO-LUMO gap 

increases. This may be due to the structure of the cluster. Two methyl groups of the 

system get out of plane and resonance of NMe2 group with the cluster do not take place. 

This can be correlated with the adsorption energy and dihedral angle of the studied 

system. The lowest HOMO-LUMO gap of 0.65 eV found for the PhNH2-PhCN decorated 

B12N12 nanocage (1f).  

In order to provide an appropriate view of the electronic structure of the studied 

clusters frontier molecular orbital (FMO) analysis has been carried out which is given in 

Fig. 6.2. It can be observed that, HOMOs for all the systems except 2b and 3b are 

delocalized throughout the molecular framework which is responsible for the significant 

narrowing of the HOMO-LUMO gap. The increase of the HOMO-LUMO gap and high 

adsorption energy of NMe2 can be correlated with the FMO of 2b and 3b. This clearly 

indicated the non-coplanarity of NMe2 group with rest of the system. 
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Fig. 6.1.1. Bond lengths between the B12N12 cluster and donor-acceptor groups at 

B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory.  
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Fig. 6.1.2. Optimized structure of B12N12, 1a, 1c, 1d and 1f 

 

Table 6.1.1. Bond lengths and bond angles of optimized structure of 1a 

Bond Length(Å)  Bond Angle 

25N-4B 1.516  25N-4B-15N 115.6 

10B-28C 1.571 25N-4B-16N 97.5 

28C-29N 1.628 25N-4B-24N 116.3 

  28C-10B-18N 118.1 

  28C-10B-19N 115.2 

  28C-10B-20N 115.1 

  29N-28C-10B 179.8 
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Table 6.1.2.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 1c. 

Bond 

Length 

 Dihedral angle  Bond Angle 

37N-34C 1.35 16N-4B-27C-29C ̶  ̶ 169.9 330C-34C- 337N 120.1 

27C-4B 1.59 4B-27C-29C-32C ̶ 179.1 27C-4B-16N 117.9 

26N-25C 1.16 29C-32C-34C-37N ̶ 179.8 27C-4B-15N 112.4 

25C-10B 1.58   27C-4B-24N 112.1 

    26N-25C-10B 179.7 

 

Table  6.1.3.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 1d. 

Bond Length(Å)  Bond Angle 

4B-25N 1.49 29C-28C-10B 120.1 

28C-10B 1.59 28C-10B-18N 114.9 

39N-38C 1.17 28C-10B-19N 115.8 

38C-35C 1.43 28C-10B-20N 117.6 

Dihedral angle  39N-38C-35C 179.9 

16N-4B-25N-26H ̶ 171.1 25N-4B-15N 113.4 

10B-28C-29C-31C ̶ 179.6 25N-4B-24N 112.7 

38C-35C-31C-29C ̶ 179.9 25N-4B-16N 116 

 

Table  6.1.4.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 1f. 

Bond Length (Å)  Bond Angle 

48C-45C 1.43 49N-48C-45C 179.9 

38C-10B 1.59 40C-38C-10B 120.3 

49N-48C 1.17 38C-10B-18N 115.3 

4B-25C 1.59 38C-10B-19N 115.4 

32C-35N 1.36 38C-10B-20N 116.9 

Dihedral Angle  25C-4B-16N 118 

20N-10B-38C-40C 178.5 25C-4B-15N 113.5 

40C-43C-45C-48C ̶ 179.9 25C-4B-24N 11.2 

16N-4B-25C-27C ̶ 171.9 35N-32C-28C 120.1 

30C-32C-35N-36H ̶179.9 27C-25C-4B 119.7 
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Fig. 6.1.3. Optimized structure of 2a to 2f. 

Table  6.1.5.  Bond lengths and bond angles of 2a. 

Bond 

Length(Å) 

 Bond Angle 

28C-10B 1.63 28C-10B-19N 112.2 

4B-25N 1.49 28C-10B-20N 114.2 

29O-28C 1.22 28C-10B-18N 116.7 

30O-28C 1.36 25N-4B-15N 112.4 

  25N-4B-16N 115.1 

  25N-4B-24N 114.1 
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Table 6.1.6.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of  2b. 

Bond Length(Å)  Bond Angle 

26C-10B 1.702 26C-10B-18N 108.3 

4B-25N 1.571 26C-10B-19N 116.2 

27O-26C 1.208 26C-10B-20N 116.2 

30C-25N 1.445 25C-4B-15N 113.5 

34C-25N 1.445 25C-4B-16N 113.1 

  25C-4B-24N 107 

Dihedral Angle  26C-10B-19N 116.2 

15N-4B-25N-30C 147.96 26C-10B-20N 109.2 

16N-4B-25N-34C ̶ 144.63 26C-10B-18N 108.2 

 

Table 6.1.7.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of  2c. 

Bond 

Length(Å) 

 Dihedral Angle  Bond Angle 

27O-25C 1.360 34C-36C-39N-40H 179.9 26O-25C-10B 124.8 

26O-25C 1.217 16N-4B-29C-31C 179.9 25C-10B-19N 112.7 

25C-10B 1.633   25C-10B-20N 113.9 

4B-29C 1.597   25C-10B-18N 116.2 

36C-39N 1.357   29C-4B-15N 110.9 

    29C-4B-24N 114.1 

    29C-4B-16N 116.6 

 

Table 6.1.8.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 2d 

Bond 

Length(Å) 

 Dihedral Angle  Bond Angle 

4B-25N 1.49 10B-28C-30C-33C ̶ 179.7 28C-10B-20N 117.9 

40O-38C 1.36 26H-25N-4B-16N ̶ 172.4 28C-10B-19N 115.8 

39O-38C 1.22   28C-10B-18N 114.8 

38C-35C 1.49   25N-4B-24N 112.9 

28C-10B 1.59   25N-4B-15N 113.3 

    25N-4B-16N 115.8 
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Table 6.1.9.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 2e 

Bond Length(Å)  Bond Angle 

46O-44C 1.362 46O-44C-41C 113.3 

45O-44C 1.218 35C-34C-10B 122.3 

44C-41C 1.483 34C-10B-20N 117.0 

34C-10B 1.598 34C-10B-19N 116.1 

4B-25N 1.530 34C-10B-18N 115.2 

  30C-25N-4B 121.8 

Dihedral Angle  25N-4B-15N 117.6 

16N-4B-25N-30C ̶154.3 25N-4B-16N 117.9 

15N-4B-25N-26C 145.4 25N-4B-24N 99.94 

 

Table 6.1.10.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 2f 

Bond Length(Å)  Bond Angle 

35N-32C 1.357 35N-32C-28C 120.3 

25C-4B 1.602 26C-25C-4B 121.4 

10B-38C 1.611 25C-4B-24N 105.5 

45C-48C 1.485 25C-4B-16N 118.0 

48C-49O 1.218 25C-4B-15N 118.0 

48C-50O 1.361 49O-48C-45C 125.2 

  40C-38C-10B 121.0 

Dihedral Angle  38C-10B-19N 119.4 

30C-27C-25C-4B ̶ 179.2 38C-10B-20N 119.5 

10B-38C-40C-43C ̶ 178.9 38C-10B-18N 106.5 
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Fig. 6.1.4. Optimized structure of 3a to 3f. 

 

Table 6.1.11.  Bond lengths and bond angles of  3a 

Bond 

Length(Å) 

 Bond Angle 

25N-4B 1.495 25N-4B-15N 115.9 

10B-28N 1.591 25N-4B-24N 113.2 

28N-30O 1.239 25N-4B-16N 113.1 

28N-29O 1.232 30O-28N-10B 117.7 

  29O-28N-10B 118.9 

  28N-10B-20N 112.2 

  28N-10B-19N 112.8 

  28N-10B-18N 114.2 
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Table 6.1.12.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of  3b 

Bond Length(Å)  Bond Angle 

28O-26N 1.22 26N-10B-20N 117.2 

27O-26N 1.261 26N-10B-19N 117.2 

26N-10B 1.594 26N-10B-18N 102.3 

4B-25N 1.572 28O-26N-27O 121.5 

25N-29C 1.446 28O-26N-10B 125.6 

25N-33C 1.445 27O-26N-10B 112.9 

  25N-4B-24N 107.7 

Dihedral Angle  25N-4B-15N 112.7 

15N-4B-25N-33C 139.9 25N-4B-16N 113.5 

16N-4B-25N-29C ̶ 151.6 29C-25N-4B 120.5 

  33C-25N-4B 121.9 

 

Table 6.1.l3.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 3c 

Bond Length(Å)  Bond Angle 

38N-35C 1.355 38N-35C-31C 120.1 

28C-4B 1.595 29C-28C-4B 123.3 

10B-25N 1.594 30C-28C-4B 119.7 

25N-26O 1.234 28C-4B-16N 113.2 

25N-27O 1.239 28C-4B-15N 117.9 

  28C-4B-24N 111.6 

Dihedral Angle  26O-25N-27O 123.0 

4B-28C-29C-31C ̶ 178.9 26O-25N-10B 118.6 

39C-31C-35C-38N ̶ 179.9 25N-10B-18N 113.7 

  25N-10B-19N 112.3 

  25N-10B-20N 112.7 

 

Table 6.1.14.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 3d 

Bond Length(Å)  Bond Angle 

38N-35C 1.472 40O-38N-39O 124.3 

25N-4B 1.495 40O-38N-35C 117.9 

10B-28C 1.596 39O-38N-35C 117.9 

35C-38N 1.472 29C-28C-10B 122.2 

38N-40O 1.233 28C-10B-19N 117.5 

38N-39O 1.233 28C-10B-20N 116.1 

Dihedral Angle  28C-10B-18N 115.6 

26H-25N-4B-15N 174.5 25N-4B-24N 112.8 

19N-10B-28C-30C ̶ 177.6 25N-4B-16N 113.1 
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Table 6.1.15.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 3e. 

 

Bond Length(Å)   Bond Angle 

30C-25 N 1.443 30C-25N-26C 116.2 

26C-25N 1.443 25N-4B-24N 104.1 

25N-4B 1.524 25N-4B-16N 116.7 

10B-34C 1.603 25N-4B-15N 116.7 

41C-44N 1.469 34C-10B-19N 116.5 

44N-46O 1.234 34C-10B-20N 115.9 

44N-45O 1.234 34C-10B-18N 115.0 

Dihedral Angle  46O-44N-41C 118.0 

30C-25N-4B-15N 143.2   

26C-25N-4B-16N ̶ 143.4 35C-34C-10B 122.0 

 

Table 6.1.16.  Bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond angles of 3f. 

 

Bond Length(Å)  Bond Angle 

49O-48N 1.234 49O-48N-50O 124.0 

50O-48N 1.234 49O-48N-45C 118.0 

48N-45C 1.469 40C-38C-10B 120.4 

38C-10B 1.599 30C-10B-18N 115.7 

35N-32C 1.356 30C-10B-20N 115.7 

25C-4B 1.594 30C-10B-19N 116.9 

Dihedral Angle  35N-32C-28C 120.1 

30C-27C-25C-4B 178.9 26C-25C-4B 132.3 

35N-32C-30C-27C 179.9 25C-4B-15N 118.1 

19N-10B-38C-40C 179.1 25C-4B-16N 113.5 

43C-45C-48N-50C -179.8 25C-4B-24N 111.0 
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Table 6.2. Dipole moment (μ), adsorption energy (Eads), HOMO-LUMO gap (Eg) of the 

studied systems at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory.  

 

System μ (D) Eads  

(kJ/mol) 

EHOMO 

(eV) 

ELUMO 

(eV) 

Eg  

(eV) 

B12N12 0 - ̶ 7.95 ̶ 1.24 6.71 

NH2-B12N12 4.77 ̶ 128.99 ̶ 7.26 ̶ 0.89 6.37 

B12N12-CN 5.59 ̶ 186.02 ̶ 7.99 ̶ 1.63 6.36 

B12N12-COOH 3.09 ̶ 29.90 ̶ 7.58 ̶ 1.29 6.29 

B12N12-NO2 4.84 ̶ 43.63 ̶ 8.02 ̶ 2.44 5.58 

1a 10.59 ̶ 316.64 ̶ 7.59 ̶ 5.64 1.95 

1c 21.99 ̶ 272.74 ̶ 7.20 ̶ 6.42 0.78 

1d 8.09  ̶ 136.99 ̶ 6.83  ̶ 6.11 0.72 

1f 20.81 ̶ 153.83 ̶ 6.61 ̶ 5.96 0.65 

2a 4.07 ̶  23.18 ̶ 7.19 ̶ 6.34 0.85 

2b 7.34 ̶ 66.22 ̶  6.80 ̶ 5.40 1.40 

2c 15.14 ̶ 112.14 ̶ 7.12 ̶ 6.30 0.82 

2d 4.71 ̶ 132.87 ̶  6.70 ̶ 6.01 0.69 

2e 11.74 ̶ 122.31 ̶ 6.47 ̶ 5.11 1.36 

2f 15.55 ̶ 193.88 ̶ 6.48 ̶ 5.83 0.65 

3a 8.95 ̶ 30.72 ̶ 7.59 ̶ 6.68 0.91 

3b 12.51 ̶ 52.69 ̶ 7.12 ̶ 5.49 1.63 

3c 21.14 ̶ 100.92 ̶ 7.44 ̶ 6.53 0.91 

3d 10.01 ̶ 136.52 ̶ 6.78 ̶ 6.09 0.68 

3e 15.83 ̶ 138.83 ̶ 7.11 ̶ 5.95 1.16 

3f 22.74 ̶ 155.09 ̶ 6.73 ̶̶ 6.02 0.71 
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Fig. 6.2. Frontier molecular orbitals of the donor-acceptor decorated B12N12 cluster at 

B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory. 

 

6.3.2. Dipole moment 

 

 Dipole moment is another useful parameter to explore the electronic change 

distribution in the system. Upon adsorption of different donor-acceptor group on the 

B12N12 cluster electronic nature of the clusters are highly influenced. Pure B12N12 cluster 

contain equal no of electropositive and electronegative atoms. Therefore, the dipole 

moment of the cluster becomes zero. The dipole moment of 1a, 2a and 3a are 10.59 D, 
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4.07 D and 8.95 D respectively. The high dipole moment values suggest that adsorption 

of D-A group considerably affects the charge separation in the designed cluster rather 

than monosubstituted nanocluster. It is observed that 1f, 2f and 3f clusters exhibit highest 

dipole moment value (20.81 D, 15.55 D and 22.74 D respectively) compared to other 

member of the series. Table 6.2 also suggests that high adsorption energies cause large 

charge separation in the molecule. 

 

6.3.3. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) analysis 

 

 To find the extent of charge separation in the systems molecular electrostatic 

potential (MEP) analysis has been carried out at the B3LYP/6-31G (d) level of DFT. Fig. 

6.3 describes the charge separation in the B12N12, 1f, 2f and 3f clusters. Here blue, 

yellow/red and green area indicates the electropositive, electronegative and neutral site of 

the system. From the plot we can find that the negative charges are localized on the EWG 

side and B12N12 cluster partially whereas the positive charge of the cluster shifted on the 

EDG part. The result indicates that charge transfer occur from the EDG to the EWG 

through the B12N12 nanocluster. 

 

 

Fig. 6.3. MEP plots of the B12N12, 1f, 2f and 3f nanoclusters. To understanding the 

colours in these figures, the reader must read the web version of this article. The 

isosurface value is 0.0004 e/Å3. 
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6.3.4. Nonlinear optical properties  

 

To investigate the influence of electron donating group and electron withdrawing 

group on the B12N12 nanocluster the nonlinear response, i.e.,1st hyperpolarizability is 

calculated using range-separated CAM-B3LYP functional with a standard basis set, 6–

311+G(d) and the results are tabulated in Table 6.3. Benchmarking of the computational 

model for the NLO calculation has been done with very well known p-nitroaniline 

molecule whose experimental 1st  hyperpolarizability (β) has been found to be 34.5 ×10-

30 esu (in benzene) 43 and we can reproduce the β value of this system 25.56  ×10-30 esu 

(in benzene) with the same functional and with the 6-311+G(d) basis set in the Gaussian 

09 suit of program. It is found that systems with high stability demonstrate significant 1st 

hyperpolarizability (β) value.26 As pure B12N12 is centrosymmetric molecule with zero 

dipole moment therefore it shows zero 1st hyperpolarizability. To find the effect of D-A 

group on B12N12 nanocluster we first calculate hyperpolarizability of EDG-B12N12 and 

B12N12-EWG complex separately. The monosubstituted clusters demonstrates very small 

1st hyperpolarizability of (4.29 - 76.17) ×10-30 esu. For NH2-B12N12 cluster the βtot value 

is 49.23 ×10-30 esu and for the EWG adsorbed clusters such as B12N12-CN, B12N12-COOH 

and B12N12-NO2 the 1st hyperpolarizability values are 4.29×10-30 esu, 70.12 ×10-30 esu 

and 76.17×10-30 esu respectively. When EDG and EWG are simultaneously connected 

with the B12N12 cluster it leads to appreciably large hyperpolarizability value. D-A 

functionalised BN nanoclusters exceed the added 1st hyperpolarizability values for 

monosubstituted D-B12N12 and B12N12-A clusters. Here the positive mesomeric effect of 

NH2 group and negative mesomeric effect of NO2, COOH and CN group create a push-

pull effect in the designed nanocluster system where B12N12 cluster act as bridge between 

the donor-acceptor groups. It is found that with incorporation of phenyl ring in the donor-

acceptor group the β values are largely enhanced. Although addition of CH3 group in 

NH2 (donor) i.e., in 2b and 3b does not influence the 1st hyperpolarizability. This is due to 

the non planarity of the structure. In earlier discussion we found that 2b and 3b also have 

low adsorption energy values and high HOMO-LUMO gaps compare to other members 

of the systems. βtot value of 2b and 3b are 51.02 ×10-30 esu and 80.79 ×10-30 esu 
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respectively which are less than its parent compounds. Addition of phenyl group in the 

donor-acceptor moiety βtot value increases by (102.665 - 1882.47) ×10-30 esu. It is 

observed that B12N12 nanocluster having PhNH2 acceptor and PhCN donor (1f) 

demonstrates highest βtot value of 1882.47 ×10-30 esu. This response is attributed to the 

significant charge transfer from donor to acceptor moiety via B12N12 nanocluster. The 

computed βtot value of 1d is 33 times higher than the NH2-B12N12-CN nanocluster. 1st 

series of substituents lead to 1st hyperpolarizability of approximately (56.13 – 1882.47) 

×10-30 esu. For series 2, βtot values are in the range of 51-1163 ×10-30 esu.  The other set 

of substituents (series 3) yields static 1st hyperpolarizability of approximately (80.79 - 

721.36) ×10-30 esu. In the entire series phenyl ring substituted in both D-A moiety results 

high βtot values compare to other member. This can be correlated with the lowest HOMO-

LUMO gap of the molecule. (Table 6.2) Generally it is found that low ΔE value augment 

nonlinear optical property in a molecule. The βtot values of the series are in the following 

orders 1a< 1c < 1d <1f; 2b < 2a < 2c < 2d < 2e < 2f and 3b < 3a <3c < 3e < 3d <3f. 

Exception in 3e found due to high HOMO-LUMO gap and non planarity of the methyl 

group. 

 

Table 6.3. Hyperpolarizability values (×10-30 esu) of studied molecules obtained from 

DFT calculation (CAMB3LYP functional), employing the 6-311+G(d) basis set. 

 

System βtotal 

 

System βtotal 

 

System βtotal 

 

System βtotal 

 

B12N12-NH2 49.23 1a 56.13 2a 135.69 3a 157.74 

B12N12-CN 4.29 - - 2b 51.02 3b 80.79 

B12N12-COOH 70.12 1c 102.67 2c 296.92 3c 349.40 

B12N12-NO2 76.17 1d 1209.51 2d 1008.82 3d 571.93 

- - - - 2e 1162.91 3e 543.92 

- - 1f 1882.47 2f 1219.53 3f 721.36 
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Table 6.4. Major transition energy, Δr index, integral overlap of hole electron 

distribution (s) and distance between centroid of hole and electron (D) calculated at 

CAM-B3LYP/6-311+G(d) level of theory. 

System State Transition  

energy (eV) 

Δr  

(Å) 

s D 

(Å) 

1a S3 0.782 0.983 0.201 1.048 

1c S3 0.815 2.209 0.293 2.127 

1d S2 0.634 3.329 0.429 2.633 

1f S2 0.590 6.121 0.153 5.29 

2a S2 0.589 0.799 0.449 1.501 

2b S3 0.845 1.089 0.178 1.013 

2c S2 0.457 2.174 0.409 2.189 

2d S4 0.858 4.791 0.173 4.746 

2e S4 0.902 3.477 0.357 2.835 

2f S3 0.790 6.979 0.196 5.161 

3a S2 0.727 2.276 0.404 2.556 

3b S3 0.958 2.058 0.229 1.274 

3c S2 0.622 3.615 0.394 3.067 

3d S3 0.837 3.669 0.392 2.886 

3e S2 0.768 2.993 0.410 3.165 

3f S3 0.804 4.999 0.220 5.063 

 

In order to understand the NLO response found in the D-A functionalized B12N12 

nanoclusters, major transition energy, Δr index, integral overlap of hole-electron 

distribution (s) and distance between centroid of hole and electron (D) are calculated 

(Table 6.4).  From this table it can be observed that, for maximum cases Δr indices are 

larger than 2.0 hence this could be considered as charge transfer (CT) mode.39 If we 

compare Table 6.3 and Table 6.4, we can find that both βtotal and Δr indices increase with 

inclusion of phenyl ring in the D-A moiety. Fixing NMe2 group in the systems doesn’t 

bring significant charge transfer (Δr indices) which is in consonance with the calculated 

1st hyperpolarizability value. If we carefully look into the three series, it is exhibited that 

for entire series phenyl ring containing D-A moiety show highest Δr index which proves 

better for charge transfer. This can be well correlated with the 1st hyperpolarizability of 

the molecules. It is found that 1f results highest Δr indices. The integral overlap of hole 

electron distribution (s) is an important parameter to determine the spatial separation of 

hole and electron and the distance between the centroids of hole and electron (D), 

file:///C:/Users/User/Desktop/Manuscript.docx%23_ENREF_39
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classifies the charge transfer length. High D value signifies large charge transfer length. 

Small s value and large D value in a molecule indicates CT transition mode. As expected 

1f demonstrates highest D value of 5.29 Å and smallest s value of 0.153 which help to 

assess the origin of highest NLO response. The transition dipole moment densities are 

plotted in Fig. 6.4 which clearly suggests the charge transfer from electron donor group to 

acceptor group. 

 

Fig. 6.4. The transition dipole moment density of the designed clusters. Isovalue is 2 × 

10-4. The green and blue isosurface indicates positive and negative contributions. 
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6.3.5. Absorption properties   

 

To understand the electronic properties of designed nanoclusters, the vertical 

excitation energies were recorded with TDDFT method and listed in Table 6.5. It has 

been found that the optical absorption spectra of the designed clusters show a shift toward 

lower energy with inclusion of D-A group. According to the Table 6.5, main electronic 

transitions are attributed to HOMO → LUMO and HOMO −1 → LUMO. Consequences 

with the HOMO-LUMO gap in the case of 2b and 3b, it has been observed that by 

substitution of electron donating methyl group into the donor moiety, the absorption 

wavelength are blue shifted compared to 2a and 3a clusters. When phenyl ring is attached 

with the D-A group the excitation energy is highly influenced to the lower excitation 

energy value. For the PhNH2-PhCN nanocluster (1f) the absorption peak at 3893.84 nm 

found highest among the studied systems which also reveal lowest HOMO-LUMO gap. 

Hence, as the conjugation is strengthen in the D-A moiety the wavelength of absorption 

maxima increases. Evidently, such small transition energy is a crucial factor which leads 

the designed B12N12 cluster to absorb light in the near infrared (NIR) region and 

significantly enhance the optical property (hyperpolarizability).  

 

Table 6.5. Main electronic transitions, maximum absorption wavelength (λmax) ,oscillator 

strength (f) and transition nature of donor-acceptor decorated B12N12 cluster in gas phase 

at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 

Dye Excited 

energy 

(eV) 

λmax 

(nm) 

f Assignment  

1a 0.3565 

0.7824 

0.8298 

3478.14 

1584.67 

1494.19 

0.0006 

0.0011 

0.0096 

H → L  

H ̶ 1→ L 

H ̶  4→ L 

0.7539 

0.6249 

0.4600 

1c 0.3444 

0.6438 

0.8154 

0.9345 

3599.68 

1925.86 

1520.61 

1326.75 

0.0048 

0.0097 

0.0275 

0.1635 

H ̶ 1→ L 

H ̶ 2→ L 

H ̶ 3→ L 

H →L 

0.5712 

0.6347 

0.6382 

0.5459 

1d 0.3384 

0.6336 

3663.76 

1956.93 

0.0001 

0.0402 

H ̶ 3→ L 

H → L  

0.4745 

0.5722 
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1f 0.3184 

0.5899 

0.6681 

3893.84 

2101.61 

1855.91 

0.0020 

0.0051 

0.1439 

H ̶ 1→ L 

H ̶ 4→ L 

H → L 

0.4396 

0.4781 

0.6687 

2a 0.4218 

0.5980 

0.8620 

2939.50 

2073.33 

1438.29 

0.0010 

0.0266 

0.0053 

H ̶ 1→ L 

H → L  

H ̶ 3→ L  

0.6429 

0.5459 

0.6283 

2b 0.8448 

1.0147 

1467.66 

1221.91 

0.0013 

0.0132 

H ̶ 1→ L 

H → L 

0.6101 

0.7516 

2c 0.3919 

0.4570 

0.7996 

3163.39 

2713.21 

1550.67 

0.0101 

0.0103 

0.1146 

H ̶ 2→ L 

H ̶ 1→ L 

H → L 

0.5868 

0.6433 

0.5036 

2d 0.3422 

0.6313 

0.8514 

3623.21 

1964.05 

1444.32 

0.0001 

0.0325 

0.0023 

H ̶ 2→ L  

H → L 

H ̶ 1→ L 

0.5435 

0.5102 

0.6023 

2e 0.6223 

0.8192 

0.9022 

1992.26 

1513.40 

1374.31 

0.0424 

0.0221 

0.0012 

H → L 

H ̶ 2→ L 

H ̶ 1→ L 

0.6905 

0.6111 

0.6373 

2f 0.3222 

0.5032 

0.7904 

3848.50 

2463.76 

1568.64 

0.0792 

0.0324 

0.1266 

H → L  

H ̶ 1→ L 

H ̶ 2→ L 

0.7323 

0.6905 

0.4503 

3a 0.4280 

0.7269 

0.8595 

1.0133 

2897.10 

1705.74 

1442.57 

1223.53 

0.0011 

0.0130 

0.0030 

0.0590 

H ̶ 2→ L 

H ̶ 1→ L 

H ̶ 4→ L 

H → L 

0.5588 

0.5209 

0.5145 

0.4608 

3b 0.6215 

0.8301 

0.9022 

1995.02 

1493.58 

1374.17 

0.0114 

0.0458 

0.1638 

H ̶1→ L 

H ̶ 4→ L 

H → L 

0.6013 

0.5726 

0.5372 

3c 0.3763 

0.8190 

      0.9581 

3295.00 

1513.94 

1294.06 

0.0001 

0.0970 

0.0037 

H ̶ 1→ L 

H → L 

H ̶ 3→ L 

0.6743 

0.7887 

0.5978 

3d 0.3619 

0.7316 

0.8372 

3425.81 

1694.76 

1480.95 

0.0002 

0.0056 

0.0755 

H ̶ 2→ L 

H ̶ 3→ L 

H → L 

0.5525 

0.4042 

0.6185 

3e 0.7687 

0.8213 

0.9274 

1612.81 

1509.68 

1336.92 

0.0441 

0.0170 

0.0042 

H → L 

H ̶ 2→ L 

H ̶ 4→ L 

0.6490 

0.5536 

0.5289 

3f 0.3305 

0.6058 

0.8043 

3750.98 

2046.67 

1541.43 

0.0037 

0.0154 

0.1513 

H ̶ 1→ L 

H ̶ 4→ L 

H → L 

0.4511 

0.4839 

0.5507 
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6.4. Conclusions 

In summary, we propose donor-acceptor functionalized nanocluster as a valuable 

strategy to persuade significant NLO effect in the centerosymmetric B12N12 nanocluster. 

Different series of BN nanoclusters are considered here with different D-A group at their 

opposite ends. DFT based methods are used to investigate electronic structure, adsorption 

energy, dipole moment, hyperpolarizability and absorption property of the designed 

nanocluster. The result indicates complexations of B12N12 nanoclusters are remarkably 

sensitive to the electro-optical features. Good correlation was found with the HOMO-

LUMO gap of the designed systems. Complexation of D-A group significantly narrows 

the HOMO-LUMO gap whereas enlarges the β value in several order. This result is also 

supported by the excitation energy calculation with the TDDFT approach. The negative 

adsorption energy values reveal that the complexations are energetically favourable and 

exothermic in nature. The lowest HOMO-LUMO gap found for the PhNH2-PhCN 

decorated B12N12 nanocage. FMO analysis reveals the distribution pattern of HOMO and 

LUMO orbitals of the designed systems. Doubly substituted D-A functionalised 

nanoclusters result large hyperpolarizability value compare to monosubstituted clusters 

which indicate the charge transfer from donor unit to acceptor unit. As per our 

knowledge, the computed 1st hyperpolarizability presented here are larger than other 

published BN nanocluster reports so far. MEP plot and TDM density analysis also 

confirm the charge transfer from donor to acceptor moiety. The intramolecular charge 

transfer from donor unit to acceptor unit through the B12N12 cluster plays a significant 

role to obtain large NLO response in 1f, 2f and 3f systems. Highest hyperpolarizability of 

1882.47 ×10-30 esu is calculated for PhNH2-B12N12-PhCN system (1f) with lowest 

excitation energy. A good correlation has been established among the Δr index, TDM 

density and hyperpolarizability. TDDFT results illustrate that such small transition 

energy leads to absorption of light in the near infrared (NIR) region. It can be concluded 

that complexation of D-A with the BN nanocluster could be a significant strategy to 

design novel electro-optical BN-based material.  
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CHAPTER 7 

 

Conclusion 

 

Abstract 

 

This chapter represents general and comprehensive conclusions of all the previous 

chapters. 
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          This final chapter deals with the general concluding remarks of all the previous 

chapters. In the first chapter, a brief introduction to the origin and advancement of 

research in the field of luminescence property, nonlinear optical property, and 

photovoltaic property of dye sensitized solar cell (DSSC) are extensively presented. 

Theoretical formulations also been given to comprehend the structure property 

relationship for designing efficient optoelectronic materials. It can be concluded that for 

the use of optical devices both conjugated organic systems and nanoclusters based 

systems possessing push-pull character are of enormous important.  

 

The second chapter provides a brief theoretical framework related to fluorescence 

property, nonlinear optical property and photovoltaic property of dye sensitized solar cell 

(DSSC). Theoretical backgrounds of different spectroscopic property associated to 

fluorescence are also discussed here. Different models on the basis of quantum chemical 

approaches are discussed for theoretical determination of first hyperpolarizability (β). 

Few-states model, Sum over states (SOS) method, which are used in this thesis to 

quantify optical properties are also given in details. Various theoretical indices including 

working phenomena for DSSC applications are also explained in details. 

Chapter Three presents theoretical study to gain information on the optoelectronic 

properties of five difluoroboron-napthyridine analogs through DFT and TD-DFT study. 

All compounds were subjected to UV–Vis absorption and fluorescence studies in gas 

phase and in dichloromethane. Red shift is found in absorption and emission spectra with 

increasing electron delocalization. It is evident from this study that amine substituted BF2 

napthyridine complex has lowest HOMO-LUMO energy gap and largest Stokes shift in 

gas phase as well as in solution phase. The emission property of amine substituted BF2-

napthyridine established high photoluminescence property compared to other molecules. 

The FMO analysis shows that HOMO and LUMO orbitals are more stabilized in polar 

environment.  Napthyridine ring also play a vital role in electron density delocalization 

and to enhance optical phenomena. In conclusion, this chapter reveals that difluoroboron 

complexes show significant photoluminescence behavior with the change of substitution 
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in the ketoiminate position. This outcome provides a practical direction towards 

fluorescent difluoroboron napthyridine complexes for application in organic 

luminescence materials, biological sensing, and self illuminating fluorescence for in vivo 

studies.  

 

 Chapter Four provides theoretical studies on the newly designed molecules in 

search of better NLO materials which also show photovoltaic effect for dye sensitized 

solar cell (DSSC) application. We choose different D-π-A systems containing –CN and –

COOH as electron acceptor group, indole as electron donor and thiazole ring with alkene 

or alkyne as π-conjugator. Our results illustrate that with increasing the strength of EWG 

at electron acceptor position, HOMO-LUMO gap decreases for both alkene and alkyne 

substituted systems. From FMO analysis we find that donor unit stabilizes the HOMO, 

whereas acceptor unit stabilizes the LUMO.  Thiazole ring also provides additional 

stabilization to the LUMO. In case of alkene substituted dyes the HOMO is more 

stabilized by π-bridge than thiazole ring and in case of alkyne substituted dyes reverse 

order is found. Photophysical properties of the six compounds are evaluated examining 

the excited states. TDDFT results show that all the dye exhibit λmax in the visible region 

possessing low transition energy, high oscillator strength and LHE value. It has been 

found that first and second-order hyperpolarizabilities are more favoured in alkyne 

substituted π-linker systems and increases with the increase of strength of EWG. 

Polarizability and hyperpolarizability increases with the solvent polarity. Substitution of 

alkene π-linker by alkyne π-linker, all relevant properties for DSSC application like 

electron injection free enthalpy, LHE, dipole moment, open circuit voltage, charge 

transport character are favoured. This improvement assists to obtain high JSC as well as 

high power conversion efficiency. In all the cases alkyne systems prove better than the 

alkene systems for NLO and DSSC applications. In summary we propose if these design 

molecules are synthesized, these should be efficient NLO material and organic sensitizer 

in DSSC application.   

 

In the fifth chapter, photophysical properties are computed for novel zwitterionic 

BODIPY based molecules with pyridinium and imidazolium electron acceptors, 
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phenoxide unit as electron donor and various π-linkers for nonlinear optical application. 

DFT based methods are employed to explore their electronic structure, dipole moment, 

polarizability, hyperpolarizability, absorption property, IP, EA and reorganization energy 

of these molecules. Results reveal that with the introduction of different π-linkers in the 

D-π-A systems, planarity is maintained and HOMO-LUMO gap is systematically 

decreased. It is observed that thienothiophene groups reduce ΔE more than the other π-

linkers. This observation is also supported by the excitation energy calculated with the 

TDDFT approach. Small HOMO-LUMO gaps of the molecules prompt the systems to 

absorb light in the NIR region. The intramolecular charge transfer from phenoxide unit to 

imidazolium unit through the π-conjugated backbone plays a significant role to obtain 

large NLO response. Imidazolium acceptor shows better NLO response than pyridinium 

acceptor. It is also to be noted that dipole moment, polarizability and hyperpolarizability 

are consistent with the HOMO-LUMO gap of the molecules. First hyperpolarizability of 

the molecules is found to respond dominantly in the z direction which indicates the 

course of charge transfer.  A good correlation has been found between Δr index, TDM 

density, hyperpolarizability value and hole/electron transport property. As a whole, this 

chapter demonstrates that the structural modification of π-linkers and electron acceptors 

in designing D-π-A system is a significant approach to obtain of high performance NLO 

material. 

Chapter Six propose donor-acceptor functionalized nanocluster as a valuable 

strategy to persuade significant NLO effect in the centerosymmetric B12N12 nanocluster. 

Different series of BN nanoclusters are considered here with different D-A group at their 

opposite ends. DFT based methods are used to investigate electronic structure, adsorption 

energy, dipole moment, hyperpolarizability and absorption property of the designed 

nanocluster. The result indicates complexations of B12N12 nanoclusters are remarkably 

sensitive to the electro-optical features. Good correlation was found with the HOMO-

LUMO gap of the designed systems. Complexation of D-A group significantly narrows 

the HOMO-LUMO gap whereas enlarges the β value in several order. This result is also 

supported by the excitation energy calculation with the TDDFT approach. The negative 

adsorption energy values reveal that the complexations are energetically favourable and 

exothermic in nature. The lowest HOMO-LUMO gap found for the PhNH2-PhCN 
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decorated B12N12 nanocage. Doubly substituted D-A functionalized nanoclusters result 

large hyperpolarizability value compare to monosubstituted clusters which indicate the 

charge transfer from donor unit to acceptor unit. The intramolecular charge transfer from 

donor unit to acceptor unit through the B12N12 cluster plays a significant role to obtain 

large NLO response. Highest hyperpolarizability is obtained for PhNH2-B12N12-PhCN 

system with lowest excitation energy. A good correlation has been established among the 

Δr index, TDM density and hyperpolarizability. So, this chapter concluded that 

complexation of D-A with the BN nanocluster could be a significant strategy to design 

novel electro-optical BN-based material.  
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ABSTRACT: Five napthyridine-based fluorine−boron (BF2−napthyridine) conjugated
compounds have been theoretically designed, and subsequently, their photophysical
properties are investigated. The influence of electron-donating and electron-withdrawing
groups attached with the N∧C∧O moiety of BF2−napthyridine molecule has been
interpreted. The optoelectronic properties, including absorption spectra and emission
spectra of the BF2−napthyridine derivatives are studied using density functional theory
(DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) based methods. Different
characteristics, such as HOMO−LUMO gap, molecular orbital density, ionization potential,
electron affinity, and reorganization energy for hole and electron, are calculated. All these
molecules show excellent π-electron delocalization. TD-DFT results illustrate that the amine-
substituted BF2−napthyridine derivative has the highest absorption and emission maxima; it
also shows a maximum Stoke shift. These results are well-correlated with the structural
parameters and calculated HOMO−LUMO gap. Moreover, it is found that introduction of an electron-donating group into the
BF2−napthyridine complex improves the hole transport properties and provides useful clues in designing new materials for
organic light emitting diodes (OLED). As a whole, this work demonstrates that electron-donating and electron-withdrawing
groups in BF2 derivatives can extend their effectiveness toward designing of OLED materials, vitro cellular studies, ex vivo assays,
and in vivo imaging agents.

1. INTRODUCTION
Boron-containing complexes are known to exhibit extraordinary
optical properties.1,2 Their astonishing characteristics have
attracted considerable interest among researchers due to their
prevalent application in various fields.3 Optical properties of
fluorescent boron difluoride (BF2) are tunable through
structural modification which enhances their properties toward
new applications. The π-conjugation skeleton of BF2 complexes
as in O,O-; N,O-; and N,N- chelating ligands (Scheme 1) are
very important for implementation in organic electronics with
high electron affinities and mobilities.4−9

One of the easiest methods for adjusting spectral properties
is to modify the substituents which persuade the electronic
distribution.10,11 Delocalization of electron over the π-
conjugation skeleton made boron complexes highly fluorescent
and thermally stable.12,13 Therefore, fluorescence property can
be enhanced by increasing π-conjugation in molecules.14,15 It is
reported that π-conjugated polymers have high charge carrying
properties, which make them significant materials for evolution
of new opto and/or electronic devices like photovoltaic cell,16

organic light emitting diode (OLED),17 etc. One of the most
common examples of BF2 complex is boron dipyromethane
(BODIPY) which holds remarkable photophysical and photo-
chemical properties. These types of molecules can be used as
sensing and imaging agents due to their high fluorescence
quantum yields in the visible region.18,19 Furthermore,
difluoroboron complexes can be used in optoelectronic

device20−22 and potential photosensitizers in dye-sensitized
solar cell.14,23,24 A recent report demonstrates that boron
complex bearing a pyrene ligand shows potential application in
OLED.25 Light-emitting materials prepared by a controlled
synthetic method are very beneficial for biological imaging and
sensing. It is known that optical properties of difluoroboron
dibenzoylmethane poly(lactic acid) can be used in live cell
imaging for cellular uptake and trafficking studies.26

Napthyridine derivatives can be used as ligand for BF2
complexes because of their good fluorescence properties and
biocompatibility.27−29 This class of compounds have been
reported to be used in chemotherapy.30 Different types of 1,8-
napthyridine derivatives also show potential antibacterial
activities.31,32 These molecules possess heterocyclic moiety
which is an attractive tool for identification of novel potential
antitumor agents and also have high medicinal values.33 Roma
et al. synthesized novel 1,8-napthyridine-3-carboxamide de-
rivatives, [1,2,4]triazole[4,3-a][1,8]napthyrin derivatives which
reveal high anti-inflammatory activities along with substantial
antiaggressive properties.34 Some novel compounds of
napthyridine derivatives also hold high fluorescence quantum
yield. Through H-bonding, N atom in this compound can
efficiently bind with nitrogenous base of DNA. Teramae and
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co-workers demonstrated that, 2-amino-5,6,7-trimethyl-1,8-
napthyridine (ATMND) exhibits drastic quenching in fluo-
rescence intensity upon pseudo base pairing with a cytosine
residue in an oligonucleotide duplex.35,36 A previous report
confirmed that 1,8-naphthyridine derivative with pyrrole
moieties can be used to sense sugars through changes in
absorption and fluorescence. These compounds also show low
toxicity.37,29 A newly synthesized bis(5,7-dimethyl-1,8-naph-
thyridin-2-yl)amine, has been reported to show fluorescence
property.38 Recently, Li et al. have synthesized 1,2-bis(5,7-
dimethyl-1,8-naphthyridin-2-yl)hydrazine complex which is
highly fluorescent and exhibits yellow-green emission with
high quantum yield.39

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no report
about the influence of electron-donating or withdrawing groups
into difluoroboron napthyridine (BF2−napthyridine) fragment.
The search of alternative fluorescent compound encourages us
to envisage changes in the nature of BF2 chelating moiety. In
the present work, we design some novel organic fluorine−
boron compounds containing amine substituted 1,8-naphthyr-
idine complex and compute the absorption and emission
spectra both in vacuum and in dichloromethane (DCM)
solvent using the TD-DFT method. Figure 1 depicts novel
difluoroboron napthyridine compounds (A to E) and their
numbering scheme. Position 4 of 1,8-napthyridine moiety is
substituted with amino group because it is known that the
presence of auxochromes can shift the color of a dye and
influence the solubility.40 We choose DCM as an example of
polar solvent for the purpose of comparison. The main idea is
to obtain the structure with an electron-donating or electron-
withdrawing group attached with the N∧C∧O moiety of BF2
and to check how the binding of electron-donating and
electron-withdrawing groups on BF2 influence the spectral
properties of the molecule. To achieve more information,
ionization potential (IP), electron affinity (EA) and reorganiza-
tion energy of holes and electrons are calculated to explain the
transport phenomenon. Thus, the development of red-shifted

BF2 derivatives can extend their effectiveness toward designing
of OLED materials, vitro cellular studies, ex vivo assays, and in
vivo imaging agents.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All computations were performed using Gaussian 09 program
package41 at B3LYP/6-311+G(d) level of theory42 otherwise
stated elsewhere. Geometry optimization was carried out in the
gas phase and in the solution phase by applying polarizable
continuum model (PCM) without symmetry constraints.
Tolerance limit during optimization has been set as 10−8 a.u.
The vibrational frequencies of the optimized structures were
computed by using same functional and basis set to characterize
the nature of stationary states. The absorption and emission
spectra were characterized by time-dependent (TD) density
functional theory (DFT), specifically TD-B3LYP, in a more
flexible basis, 6-311+G (d). The absorption band (i.e., S0 → S1
transition) and emission band (i.e., S1 → S0 transition) were
calculated in the gas phase and in DCM. The vertical excitation
energies and oscillator strengths were obtained for the lowest 6
singlet−singlet transitions of the optimized ground state by
using the TD-DFT at the same level of theory. The low-lying
first singlet excited states (S1) of these five compounds were
relaxed using the TD-DFT to get their minimum energy
geometries.
The vertical emissions were obtained by using this optimized

relaxed singlet first excited state geometry. All the computations
in the gas phase and in solvent were carried out using the self-
consistent reaction field (SCRF) incorporated in the polarizable
continuum model (PCM).43,44 The absorption spectra,
including wavelengths, oscillator strengths, and main config-
uration assignment, were systematically investigated using TD-
DFT on the basis of the optimized structures. To understand
the electronic transitions occurring in the molecule, isodensity
plots of the frontier molecular orbitals were generated with
GaussView 5.0.

Scheme 1. Basic Types of Difluoroboranyl Complexes

Figure 1. Proposed structure of napthyridine fused difluoroboron compounds. Blue color denotes the N∧C∧O moiety.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Structural Parameters. The difluoroboron−napthyr-
idine analogues having a central difluoroboron core is
coordinated to the end of N and O atoms of the N^C^O
chelating group is shown in Figure 1. The optimized geometries
of proposed BF2−napthyridine compounds are given in Figure
S1 (Supporting Information). The structural differences of the
compounds between the ground state and excited state
geometry by the S0→ S1 transition can be illustrated by
scrutinizing the extent of bond length variation (Supporting
Information, Figure S2 and Tables S2−S6). In complexes A−E,
the C−O bond length in the boron-containing ring are between
typical C−O (ca. 1.43 Å) and CO (ca. 1.23 Å) bond lengths.
For all complexes the B−N and B−O bond lengths are in the
ranges 1.556−1.639 and 1.476−1.573 Å in ground and excited
states for both phases. The B−O bond lengths are considerably
smaller than the B−N bond length. These results indicate that
the BF2 containing six membered rings have delocalized
iminoenolate structure. Those values are comparable to the
reported difluoro(amidopyrazinato-O,N)boron derivatives.45

Furthermore, it has to be noticed that a major increment in
bond length parameter (>0.05 Å) is observed in the following
cases: (a) B−O bond length for compounds A, D, and E and
(b) nonfused C−C bond length in boron-containing ring for
compounds A and D and the NH2-substituted napthyridine
moiety in compounds B and E. The increase in B−O and C−C
bond lengths can be rationalized by consideration of the nodal
structures of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals in Figure 6 and
Figures S3, S4, and S6 in Supporting Information. The lowest
energy S0 → S1 transition is mainly HOMO → LUMO in
character. There are nodes across the C−C bonds in the
LUMO orbitals, while the HOMO orbital has bonding
character and as a result the elongation of these bond lengths
occurs. In compound C, a decrease in 14C−25C bond length
was found, which suggests that partial double bond character
grows in excited state geometry. All the compounds in ground
state and in excited states are very nearly planar (Figure S2 and
Tables S3−S11, shown in Supporting Information). When the

geometries of compounds in the gas phase and in DCM are
compared, it has been found that solvated systems show more
planarity than gas phase. N atom of amino group is lying on the
plane of the napthyridine ring to which the amino group is
attached. Some selected bond parameters obtained from the
optimized geometries of BF2−napthyridine derivatives are
depicted in Figure 2 and in Supporting Information, Figure
S2. We notice that bond angles which are mentioned in Figure
2 moves to more planar region in excited state compared to the
ground state in the case of electron-donating substituents D
and E. All the dihedral angles (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4, and φ5) in Figure
2 are nearly planar, in ground state as well as in excited state.
All these calculated parameters indicate that these five
molecules have an excellent π-electron delocalization through-
out the molecule. It is important to remember that
delocalization is one of the main features to get excellent
optoelectronic properties. The ground state dipole moment of
all the molecules in the vacuum are in the range of 8.9194 to
13.8684 D and in the DCM are in the range of 9.5606 to
15.8249 D, which indicate that in the solvent phase molecules
get stabilized by the medium (Supporting Information, Table
S12). So, these results conclude that the dipole moment is
increased in the polar medium approximately by 10%. The
enhancement of dipole moments in polar solvent compare to
gas phase is a natural consequence of the stabilization by the
medium. The unsymmetrical charge distribution in DCM is
more than that in the gas phase.
The calculated molecular energies of BF2-coordinated

N∧C∧O functional group of compounds A−E in the gas
phase and in DCM are given in Table S13.

3.2. Effect of Solvent Polarity in the Dipole Moment.
For the difluoroboron−napthyridine complexes, it is found that
the ratio of ground state to excited state dipole moment is
greater than one. For difluoroboron napthyridine molecules,
the dipole moment values range from 9.5606 to 15.8249 D for
the ground state and from 11.8784 to 20.4670 D for the excited
state in DCM (Table S14, provided in the Supporting
Information). This clearly suggests that compounds are more
polar in the excited state and stabilized by the polar solvent

Figure 2. Selected bond parameters obtained from the optimized geometries of BF2−napthyridine derivatives. Note: φ indicates dihedral angles (φ1
= C11−C10−C13−C14; φ2 = C11−C10−C15−C16; φ3 = C11−C10−C13−C14, φ4 = C10−C11−C16−C17; φ5 = C7−C8−C13−C14), and θ
indicates bond angles (θ1 = C13−C14−H, θ2 = C15−C16−F, θ3 = C13−C14−CHO, θ4 = C16−C17-CH3, θ5 = C13−C14−NH2). Brown color
denotes parameters of the ground state and black color depicts parameters of the excited state. All data provided in the figure are for the gas phase.
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environment, which is also reflected in the structural
parameters. Dipole moment values demonstrate that com-
pound C has better push−pull ability both in the ground and in
the excited states compared to A. For all the compounds, the
push−pull ability is stronger in the excited state than in the
ground state. We can further predict that the electronic
properties of compounds can be easily influenced by the
solvent environment.
3.3. Absorption Properties. To understand the electronic

properties of napthyridine based compounds, the vertical
excitation energies were recorded with TD-DFT method and
labeled in Table 1. It has been found from Table 1 that all
electronic transitions are π → π* type among the calculated
singlet−singlet transition and oscillator strength for S0 → S1
transition is attributed to HOMO → LUMO transition for all
compounds with maximum absorption whereas HOMO−2 →
LUMO transitions are obtained with weak oscillator strength.
In the case of compound D, it has been observed that by
substitution of electron-donating methyl group into the
difluoroboron chelating moiety, the absorption wavelength
increases by only 4 nm. Moreover, the presence of a lone pair
of electrons in the nitrogen atom of the NH2-substituted
compound in compound E influences the absorption energy
more; subsequently, the absorption wavelength increases by 12

nm. Therefore, as the conjugation is strengthen the wavelength
of absorption maxima increases. For all the molecules, the
dominant absorption band observed to be associated with the
difference of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The above
results reveal that substitution of electron-donating groups to
the BF2−napthyridine core shifts the absorption spectrum
toward the higher wavelength region. The UV−visible
absorption spectra (Figure 3a) of compounds in the gas
phase show maxima in two separated regions (Table 1). In
general, the shape of the absorption spectrum, the position of
its maxima and intensity can be modified with increasing π−
conjugation between the difluoroboranyl unit and the electron-
donating group.
The UV−visible spectra of A−E complexes in the gas phase

show strong bands at 364, 356, 373, 368, and 376 nm with a
shoulder in between 306 and 323 nm. The absorption band at
356−376 nm is assigned to the π−π* transition due to the
presence of the conjugated napthyridine moiety in the
architecture (Table 1). It is worth to mention that the
absorption bands display a moderate red shift on moving from
B, A, D, C, and E and chronologically. This is due to the
increasing donor strength on the molecule.46 Exception in the
case of compound C found in vacuum, which may be due to the

Table 1. Calculated maximum absorption wavelengths (in nm), the oscillator strength ( f), orbital contribution, and excitation
energies (in eV) with TD-B3LYP/6-311+G (d) for difluoroboron napthyridine molecule in the gas phase and in
dichloromethane solvent (DCM)

orbital contribution (HOMO−
LUMO)

compounds vertical excitation (nm) (TD-DFT) excitation energy (C m‑1) oscillator strength ( f)

A(gas) 364 (3.4091 eV) 27 496 0.216 H → L 0.6888
318 (3.9029 eV) 0.001 H−2 → L 0.6945

A(DCM) 372 (3.3735 eV) 26 925 0.366 H → L 0.6551
B(gas) 356 (3.4845 eV) 28 104 0.219 H → L 0.6427

310 (3.9934 eV) 0.001 H−2 → L 0.6845
B(DCM) 365 (3.3989 eV) 27 395 0.358 H → L 0.6952
C(gas) 373(3.3229 eV) 26 801 0.303 H → L 0.6283

323(3.8372 eV) 0.003 H−2 → L 0.5104
C(DCM) 374(3.3119 eV) 26 713 0.501 H → L 0.6982
D(gas) 368 (3.3735 eV) 27 209 0.252 H → L 0.6900

316 (3.9282 eV) 0.001 H−2 → L 0.6940
D(DCM) 376 (3.2745 eV) 26 411 0.418 H → L 0.6566
E(gas) 376 (3.2759 eV) 26 466 0.238 H → L 0.6871

307 (4.0441 eV) 0.001 H−2 → L 0.6925
E(DCM) 379 (3.2329 eV) 26 023 0.415 H → L 0.6533

Figure 3. Computed absorption spectra (a) in the gas phase and (b) in DCM recorded with TD-B3LYP/6-311 + G (d).
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extending conjugation of the −CO group with the rest of the
conjugated molecule more than the −F-substituted and methyl-
substituted BF2−napthyridine compounds. The computed
vertical excitation values of all complexes show red shift in
DCM compared to gas phase (Figure 3b). This can be
attributed to the lowering the energy of HOMO−LUMO gap
in the polar solvent, as polar solvent stabilized the LUMO
orbital more than the HOMO orbital which explained the
solvatochromic behavior of the compounds which is discussed
more precisely in the Frontier molecular orbitals section. For all
compounds in the solution phase absorptions are mostly
attributed to HOMO−LUMO transition. For each complex
HOMO−LUMO orbitals are nearly delocalized. The observed
red shift is in accordance with the theoretical studies which may
be due to the smaller HOMO−LUMO energy gap in more
polar solvent. Excited states for all molecules show a dominant
π → π* transition from HOMO to LUMO. The optical
properties of these compounds were studied in DCM because
these conditions do not result in boron−ligand dissociation47

or a photochemical reaction.48,49

3.4. Emission Spectra. On the basis of the excited state
optimized geometries, the emission energy was computed using
time-dependent (TD) density functional theory (DFT)
method. The corresponding oscillator strength, orbital

contributions are summarized in Table 2 and the computed
emission spectra are shown in Figure 4. Like absorption
spectrum, the emission band is found to be associated with the
electronic transition between HOMO and LUMO with an
exception found in the case of the −F-substituted complex in
DCM. An analysis of the TD-DFT wave function shows that in
the case of the −F-substituted complex, the S1 state
corresponds to the HOMO−1 → LUMO transition with
large oscillator strength. In this complex, the S1 state has ππ*
character in the gas phase and nπ* character in the solution
phase. In DMF, HOMO−1 is an n-type orbital, where the
electron density was mainly located adjacent to the F atom of
the molecule (shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S7)
The emission band of A, B, C, D, and E compounds in the gas
phase are observed at 400, 420, 416, 421, and 455 nm,
respectively. Increase in emission wavelength occurs due to the
increase in π-conjugation with the BF2 chelating moiety, the
electron density delocalization on the frontier molecular orbital,
and the influence of electron-donating substituents, methyl and
amino groups.
The studied napthyridine based difluoroboron compound

exhibit bathochromic shift in polar DCM solvent ranging from
2.0249 to 2.9422 eV. From Table 2 (Emission), it has been
found that bathochromic shift in the studied molecules is in the

Table 2. Calculated emission wavelength (in nm) (electronic transition S1 → S0), the oscillator strength ( f), orbital
contribution, and emission energies (in eV) of difluoroboron napthyridine molecule at the TD-B3LYP/6-311+G (d) level of
theory

orbital contribution (HOMO−
LUMO)

molecules emission wavelength (nm) oscillator strength ( f) stokes shift (nm) τ (ns)

A(gas) 400 (3.0974 eV) 0.199 H → L 0.6916 36 9.18
324 (3.8304 eV) 0.001 H-2 → L 0.6907 6

A(DCM) 421(2.9422 eV) 0.406 H → L 0.6472 49 3.15
B(gas) 420 (2.9429 eV) 0.271 H → L 0.6942 64 8.65

319 (3.8943 eV) 0.004 H-2 → L 0.6621 9
B(DCM) 459 (2.5496 eV) 0.354 H-1 → L 0.6450 94 5.57
C(gas) 416(2.9827 eV) 0.298 H → L 0.7011 43 6.87
C(DCM) 439(2.8249 eV) 0.459 H → L 0.7034 65 4.19
D(gas) 421 (2.9421 eV) 0.202 H → L 0.6414 53 8.02

323 (3.8328 eV) 0.002 H-2 → L 0.6734 7
D(DCM) 463 (2.5476 eV) 0.418 H → L 0.6887 87 5.15
E(gas) 455 (2.7231 eV) 0.169 H → L 0.6942 79 8.99

321 (3.8584 eV) 0.004 H-2 → L 0.6252 14
E(DCM) 477 (2.0249 eV) 0.305 H → L 0.6916 98 5.33

Figure 4. Computed emission spectra with TD-B3LYP/6-311+ G(d) (a) in the gas phase and (b) in dichloromethane solvent (DCM) of the
difluoroboron napthyridine molecule.
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increasing order from decreasing electron accepting strength to
electron-donating ability as A < C < B < D < E in vacuum as
well as in DCM. The largest bathochromic shift was found for E
in polar solvent about 3.2329 and 2.0249 eV in absorption and
emission spectra.
It has been observed that the oscillator strength ( f) increases

with the substitution of donor and acceptor groups. NH2
substituted complex (compound E) show S0 → S1 transition
with a large Stokes shift suggests that there is a considerable
charge transfer character of the excited state. Theoretically, the
large Stokes shift is found mainly for the intramolecular charge
transfer in the molecule11 although the solvent effect is highly
significant. Marcus theory is used to account for the charge
transfer integral. The lower the reorganization energy, higher
the charge transfer rate and mobility. We have calculated
reorganization energy which is discussed latter in the
Reorganization Energy section. It has been found that the
−NH2-substituted complex shows the lowest reorganization
energy value among all the systems thus showing the highest
charge transfer integral. Remarkable red shift in both
absorption and fluorescence maxima suggest charge transfer
character in compound E. However, it is worth noting that, the
effect of solvent on the shape of emission spectra (Figure 4) is
quite significant. From Figure 4 it is clear that in the gas phase,
emission spectrum is sharp in nature while in DCM, the spectra
get broadened. So, a significant solvatochromic shift is
observed. Spectral broadening is dominated by interactions
with the solvent molecules and lines are much wider compared
to gas phase spectra. Polar solvent perturb the electronic state
of a molecule. In the solvent phase, for every molecule, the
lifetime is reduced (Table 2) due to the increase in the number
of collisions. Shorter the lifetime of the states involved in a
transition, large uncertainty in the energy occurs, which leads to
broadening of the consequent spectral line. In polar environ-
ment, as HOMO−LUMO gap decreased, transitions occur with
much low energy. Therefore, broadening of the half bandwidth
occur. More importantly, the Stokes Shift, the difference
between λmax

emission and λmax
absorption for compounds A, B, C, D and E

in the gas phase are 36 nm, 64 nm, 43 nm, 53 and 79 nm and in
DCM are 49 nm, 94 nm, 65 nm, 87 and 98 nm, respectively.
With increasing π conjugation and π donation ability, Stokes
shift increases.
In optoelectronics, it is important to know about the

radiative lifetime. The shorter the radiative lifetime (τ), the
better is the light emitting efficiency. The radiative lifetime can
be calculated using the following formula:50

τ = f E1.499/( )0
2

(1)

Here E is the excitation energy in cm−1 and f 0 is the oscillator
strength of the excited state. Using eq 1, we have calculated the
radiative lifetime of all five compounds that are listed in the
Table 2.
3.5. Frontier Molecular Orbitals. The effect of spectro-

scopic properties with the change in solvent behavior in the
difluoroboron napthyridine can be explained by scrutinizing the
difference between HOMO and LUMO. Frontier molecular
orbital (FMO) is very useful to get information about excitation
properties of organic molecules.51,52 The FMO energy levels
along with the HOMO−LUMO gaps are depicted in Figure 5.
Among these five molecules, compound B has highest
HOMO−LUMO gap 3.90 eV whereas compound E has lowest
HOMO−LUMO gap which reveal that with the introduction of

π-donating group such as methyl and amino into the
difluoroboron napthyridine moiety the HOMO−LUMO gap
decreases. As π conjugation increases from B to C in electron-
withdrawing substituents, the HOMO−LUMO gap decreases
from 3.90 to 3.83 eV in vacuum. Compound D which has
positive inductive effect shows HOMO−LUMO gap 3.77 eV,
which is further reduced to 3.69 eV in compound E having a
strong resonance effect. Also from absorption and emission
spectral values, we find that compound E has interesting
photophysical properties. This indicates that those molecules
which have a small HOMO−LUMO gap show higher
absorption and emission wavelengths, which is important for
optoelectronic applications. FMO energy level diagrams of the
molecules show that LUMO orbitals in polar solvent are more
stabilized than HOMO orbitals. The energy difference between
HOMO and LUMO in DCM, i.e., in polar solvent is low
compared to that in the gas phase. It demonstrates that the
LUMO orbital is more stabilized in polar environment than
nonpolar environment. This justifies the red shift which we
observe in polar solvent. The plots of HOMO and LUMO of
compound E is shown in Figure 6 and other plots shown in the
Supporting Information (Figures S3−S6) have isovalue 0.02. In
case of compound E, it is clearly found from the HOMO−
LUMO plot that both HOMO and LUMO orbitals (Figure 6)
are more diffused and electrons are more spread out among
degenerate orbitals in solvent phase than in the gas phase. For
all the molecules napthyridine unit is mainly involved in the
stabilization of HOMO −1 orbital in both phases.

3.6. Ionization Potential and Electron Affinity.
Ionization potentials (IPs) and electron affinities (EAs) of
organic molecules are important properties which give
information about the charge-injection and charge-transport
character of a molecule. The adiabatic IP and EA are calculated
at B3LYP/6-311+G (d) as well as with CAM-B3LYP53

functional with 6-311+G (d) basis set to include long-range
correction for improving the charge transport that the B3LYP
functional underrates enormously.54 For understanding charge
transfer characteristics better, a range-separated hybrid func-
tional like CAM-B3LYP needs to be used rather than the
B3LYP. In the following discussion, the results have been
considered using the CAM-B3LYP functional. Charge transport
estimates the energy barrier for the injection of both electrons
and holes into the compound. High EA of conjugated molecule
for improving the electron injection/transport and low IP of

Figure 5. Frontier molecular orbital (FMO) energy level diagram of
the difluoroboron napthyridine molecules in the gas phase and in
dichloromethane solvent (DCM).
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conjugated molecules for better hole injection/transport are the
main keys for the achievement of OLED. The calculated results
are listed in Table 3, where we observed that for compound E,
the energy required to create a hole is around 7.22 eV, which is
lower than the other molecules. The result suggests that the
hole injection and transportation of amino substituted group is
easier than others. The order of IP is C > B > A > D > E,
ionization potential decreases from electron-withdrawing group
to electron-donating group. The presence of amino group in
the BF2−napthyridine moiety makes energy of HOMO higher

which is similar from the result obtained from Lin et al.55

Results found using B3LYP and CAM- B3LYP functionals
follow the same trend.
On the other hand, compound C has highest EA value (1.79

eV). We can say that it is easier to transport an electron from C
than from other compounds. It is clear from Table 3 that
compound E holds a lower EA value and was found to exhibit a
higher hole transport property and poor electron transport
ability. This is also reflected in the λhole value which is discussed
later. On the other hand, compound C holds the highest EA

Figure 6. Frontier molecular orbitals of the molecule BF2−napthyridine derivative (E) in the gas phase (left panel) and in DCM (right panel).

Table 3. Calculated Ionization Potentials (IPs in eV), Electron Affinities (EAs in eV), Reorganization Energies (eV) for Hole
(λhole) and Electron (λelectron) of the BF2−Napthyridine Molecules (A−E)a

IP EA λhole λelectron

compounds B3LYP CAM-B3LYP B3LYP CAM-B3LYP B3LYP CAM-B3LYP B3LYP CAM-B3LYP

A 7.78 7.89 1.17 1.14 0.452 0.544 0.381 0.489
B 7.91 8.01 1.26 1.24 0.489 0.598 0.440 0.544
C 8.11 8.21 1.89 1.79 0.465 0.571 0.489 0.652
D 7.58 7.67 1.09 1.06 0.448 0.543 0.386 0.491
E 7.14 7.22 0.86 0.83 0.444 0.462 0.544 0.653

aCalculations are done by applying adiabatic conditions.
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and IP values and reveals a good electron transport ability. It is
interesting to mention that the lower HOMO−LUMO gap in
compound E shows a minimum IP value; this indicates that
compound E can be used as a hole transport material. Thus,
this study shows that the introduction of an electron-donating
group makes the BF2−napthyridine complex more of a hole
transporting material and the electron-withdrawing group
makes the BF2−napthyridine complex more of an electron
transporting material.
3.7. Reorganization Energy. In organic molecules charge

mobility is described by hopping model. Marcus theory56−58 is
used for the account of intermolecular charge transfer of hole
and electron given in the following equation:

λ= −⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥K A

K T
exp

4et
b (2)

Here T is temperature, A is a prefactor related to the electron
coupling between adjacent molecules, λ is the reorganization
energies, and kb is the Boltzmann constant. For an efficient
charge transport, the reorganization energy (λhole or λelectron)
needs to be small. It is important to remember that the lower
the hole transport reorganization energy (λhole), the more the
molecule acts as a better hole transport material (HTM).
Likewise, the lower the electron transport reorganization
energy (λelectron), the more the molecule shows a faster electron
transport property. λhole is sum of two contributions λ1 + λ2,
which are defined as

λ λ λ= +

= − * + * −+ +E E E E[ (M ) (M )] [ (M ) (M )]
hole 1 2

0 0 1 1 (3)

Here E0(M
+) and E0(M*) represent the energy of the of

neutral molecule at cation geometry and the ground state
energy of neutral molecule. Similarly, the reorganization energy
for electron transfer, λelectron can be expressed by the sum of two
contributions λ3 + λ4 as follows:

λ λ λ= +

= − * + * −− −E E E E[ (M ) (M )] [ (M ) (M )]
electron 3 4

0 0 1 1
(4)

Here E0(M
−) and E0(M*) represent the energy of the neutral

molecule at the anion geometry and the ground state energy of
the neutral molecule. The calculated reorganization energy for
hole and electron are listed in Table 3, which shows that
compound E is the best hole transport material and A is the
best electron transport material. The difference between λhole
and λelectron of all the compounds in B3LYP functional is less
than 0.15 eV,wich suggesst that they can act as emitters with
moderately high light−emitting efficiencies.59 The λelectron for
compound A is smaller than its λhole; this indicates that the
electron transfer rate is higher than the hole transfer rate. This
case is just the opposite in compound E due to smaller λhole
than λelectron. By comparing reorganization energy values, we
observed that, with the introduction of electron-donating
groups, hole transport property increases. Overall, these
molecules are good hole and electron transport materials and
can be adjusted upon suitable substitution.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we report a theoretical study to gain more
information on the optoelectronic properties of five difluor-

oboron−napthyridine analogues through DFT and TD-DFT
study. All compounds were subjected to UV−vis absorption
and fluorescence studies in the gas phase and in dichloro-
methane, and the results have been interpreted. The photo-
physical properties of the five compounds are successfully
assessed using absorption and emission spectroscopy. It is
found that the absorption profile is slightly changed by the
solvent whereas the fluorescence profile is greatly affected by
solvent. As expected, red shift is found in absorption and
emission spectra with increasing electron delocalization. It is
evident from this study that the amine-substituted BF2
napthyridine complex has the lowest HOMO−LUMO energy
gap and largest Stokes shift in the gas phase as well as in the
solution phase. For emission spectra of A−E compounds,
decreasing electron-accepting strength and increasing electron-
donating ability indicates red-shifted emission. The emission
property of amine-substituted BF2−napthyridine established a
high photoluminescence property compared to other mole-
cules. The FMO analysis shows that HOMO and LUMO
orbitals are more stabilized in polar environment. The
napthyridine ring also plays a vital role in electron density
delocalization and to enhance optical phenomena. The
calculated reorganization energy suggest that compound E
and A can be used as HTM and ETM. In conclusion, the results
reveal that difluoroboron complexes show significant photo-
luminescence behavior with the change of substitution in the
ketoiminate position. This outcome provides a practical
direction toward fluorescent difluoroboron napthyridine
complexes for application in organic luminescence materials,
biological sensing, and self-illuminating fluorescence for in vivo
studies.
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Part I. Gaussian 09 Specifications for Complexes A to E in Vacuum and in DCM  
 
Table S1. B3LYP/6-311+G (d) optimized structures of Complexes A to E in vacuum and in 

DCM. Coordinates given are Cartesian, in Angstroms. 

A. Compound A in vacuum. 

 

 C                 -3.08260800   -1.77829000   -0.03345000 

 C                 -3.05072100   -0.40097900   -0.03823700 

 C                 -1.81539200    0.27272900   -0.00451400 

 C                 -0.63552000   -0.52245600    0.00723100 

 C                 -1.85556000   -2.46169000    0.00361200 

 H                 -4.01848800   -2.32386600   -0.06307200 

 H                 -3.98192300    0.15362400   -0.08743600 

 C                 -1.68316200    1.70736500    0.00931500 

 H                 -1.83322100   -3.54887200    0.01571900 

 C                  0.73558500    1.40526400   -0.01668500 

 C                 -0.41198300    2.23139500   -0.00719400 

 H                 -0.26088700    3.30515300   -0.00449600 

 C                  2.03053100    1.99979800   -0.03027100 

 C                  3.15529700    1.22877900   -0.02474100 

 N                  0.62337700    0.05206900    0.00059300 

 N                 -0.68126200   -1.86279200    0.01894100 

 B                  1.92807200   -0.91777400    0.01233800 

 O                  3.16282400   -0.06591300   -0.00577000 

 N                 -2.79372100    2.51205200   -0.01058800 

 H                  2.11691100    3.07764600   -0.04582300 

 F                  1.93887100   -1.63992400    1.18580500 

 F                  1.93420000   -1.67980900   -1.13519500 

 H                 -3.66753800    2.15288700    0.33637400 

 H                 -2.65912400    3.49613800    0.16109800 

 H                  4.14612700    1.68028100   -0.03639700 

 

B. Compound A in DCM 

 

 C                 -3.09602300   -1.76618800   -0.00182400 

 C                 -3.05334800   -0.38851700   -0.00192200 

 C                 -1.81340600    0.27645900   -0.00069700 

 C                 -0.63963200   -0.52499600   -0.00028200 
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 C                 -1.87673900   -2.45871000   -0.00004100 

 H                 -4.03861600   -2.30556100   -0.00291300 

 H                 -3.98585100    0.17041100   -0.00315300 

 C                 -1.68035400    1.71585400    0.00044300 

 H                 -1.86555300   -3.54834000    0.00076700 

 C                  0.73673000    1.40672800   -0.00058500 

 C                 -0.39308000    2.23363900    0.00013700 

 H                 -0.24035700    3.30927000    0.00069100 

 C                  2.04281700    1.99873300   -0.00112200 

 C                  3.15980400    1.23362500   -0.00321900 

 N                  0.62669400    0.04519900   -0.00069900 

 N                 -0.69253300   -1.86696900    0.00064400 

 B                  1.91232400   -0.89032300    0.00077900 

 O                  3.15170100   -0.08152100   -0.00414100 

 N                 -2.75682600    2.52525200    0.00112500 

 H                  2.12800200    3.07927400   -0.00068000 

 F                  1.93740400   -1.67725300    1.16085900 

 F                  1.93536000   -1.68659200   -1.15258600 

 H                 -3.70919000    2.18730700    0.00650400 

 H                 -2.63874800    3.53228800    0.00542200 

 H                  4.15825100    1.66960100   -0.00468900 

 

 

 

C. Compound B in vacuum. 

 

 C                 -3.61234700   -1.33163500   -0.03835300 

 C                 -3.36092800    0.02373400   -0.04169500 

 C                 -2.03504600    0.49220000   -0.00497600 

 C                 -0.99889200   -0.48091700    0.00759900 

 C                 -2.51109400   -2.20165100   -0.00059900 

 H                 -4.62331800   -1.72040800   -0.06943700 

 H                 -4.19235800    0.71885700   -0.09095400 

 C                 -1.67284300    1.88798800    0.01036700 

 H                 -2.66111600   -3.27850400    0.01003000 

 C                  0.66782200    1.20345900   -0.01125800 

 C                 -0.33440800    2.20186200   -0.00267400 

 N                 -1.25576800   -1.79609300    0.01710400 

 N                  0.33727000   -0.11592300    0.00416300 

 N                 -2.63912400    2.85896000   -0.00984300 

 C                  2.03411500    1.59110600   -0.02249400 
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 C                  2.99886000    0.62720000   -0.01478200 

 B                  1.44777800   -1.28812200    0.01589100 

 O                  2.82818000   -0.62798800    0.00286800 

 H                 -3.56454600    2.64336400    0.32145400 

 H                 -2.35248500    3.81038000    0.15870700 

 H                 -0.01388900    3.23757200    0.00165300 

 H                  2.30902500    2.63481700   -0.03733800 

 F                  1.36675800   -1.99814000    1.18602300 

 F                  1.36102600   -2.02993100   -1.13359400 

 F                  4.28180300    0.99582100   -0.02612800 

 

D. Compound B in DCM 

 

 C                 -3.61926000   -1.32625700   -0.00279500 

 C                 -3.36262100    0.02855500   -0.00258900 

 C                 -2.03468200    0.49218800   -0.00104400 

 C                 -1.00225700   -0.48257400   -0.00075500 

 C                 -2.52361200   -2.20042300   -0.00103700 

 H                 -4.63444300   -1.71190600   -0.00393700 

 H                 -4.19680400    0.72575700   -0.00341000 

 C                 -1.67563700    1.89317000    0.00075700 

 H                 -2.68123300   -3.27853200   -0.00036500 

 C                  0.66320800    1.20979100   -0.00070400 

 C                 -0.32294800    2.20306400    0.00015200 

 N                 -1.26131000   -1.79928100   -0.00011900 

 N                  0.33918800   -0.11844500   -0.00085700 

 N                 -2.61066900    2.86099900    0.00409900 

 C                  2.04145200    1.59663600   -0.00126400 

 C                  2.99334900    0.63834000   -0.00217500 

 B                  1.44180100   -1.25516500    0.00179500 

 O                  2.81581100   -0.63300500   -0.00211300 

 H                 -3.60444900    2.67667400    0.00001100 

 H                 -2.33623800    3.83729800    0.00258600 

 H                 -0.00423700    3.24159800    0.00088000 

 H                  2.31327800    2.64463500   -0.00133200 

 F                  1.36664700   -2.02333400    1.16083700 

 F                  1.36529400   -2.03273700   -1.15067300 

 F                  4.28986200    0.97679100   -0.00345800 

 

E. Compound C in vacuum 
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 C                 -3.91801800   -1.24058500   -0.03538800 

 C                 -3.63124800    0.10537300   -0.03754600 

 C                 -2.29062500    0.53793000   -0.00576400 

 C                 -1.28011700   -0.46452300    0.00529600 

 C                 -2.83889200   -2.14261600   -0.00251900 

 H                 -4.93907500   -1.60242700   -0.06306200 

 H                 -4.44433700    0.82226000   -0.08096000 

 C                 -1.89505600    1.92169000    0.00838500 

 H                 -3.02033200   -3.21470300    0.00643400 

 C                  0.42065700    1.16993100   -0.00916400 

 C                 -0.54402800    2.19807000   -0.00325600 

 H                 -0.19365300    3.22412200   -0.00065300 

 C                  1.81040300    1.50696400   -0.01687000 

 C                  2.77506700    0.53916800   -0.00949700 

 N                  0.06279700   -0.13639800    0.00342700 

 N                 -1.57493800   -1.77358100    0.01316500 

 B                  1.17240600   -1.34199600    0.01569300 

 O                  2.53749500   -0.73339700    0.00588200 

 N                 -2.82819400    2.92034700   -0.00968000 

 H                  2.09352500    2.55118500   -0.02923800 

 F                  1.03035000   -2.04974000    1.18607000 

 F                  1.02770400   -2.07903600   -1.13575500 

 H                 -3.77185800    2.73374700    0.28425700 

 H                 -2.51890900    3.86591300    0.14945600 

 C                  4.21482600    0.96344200   -0.01950800 

 H                  4.36109900    2.06374900   -0.03361400 

 O                  5.14919800    0.20633100   -0.01304600 

 

F. Compound C in DCM 

 

 C                  3.92255600   -1.23695800   -0.00018900 

 C                  3.63127700    0.10797300   -0.00095500 

 C                  2.28902100    0.53688100   -0.00076000 

 C                  1.28164400   -0.46673000   -0.00012400 

 C                  2.84859200   -2.14197700    0.00107200 

 H                  4.94460500   -1.59486200   -0.00030100 

 H                  4.44457600    0.82427700   -0.00159100 

 C                  1.89630700    1.92526300   -0.00058400 

 H                  3.03691100   -3.21224900    0.00213700 

 C                 -0.41782800    1.17516100    0.00106100 

 C                  0.53254400    2.19809800    0.00091700 
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 H                  0.18314300    3.22323400    0.00178000 

 C                 -1.81506900    1.51499800    0.00252600 

 C                 -2.77630900    0.55605900   -0.00026500 

 N                 -0.06587500   -0.14030000   -0.00018400 

 N                  1.57917100   -1.77694800    0.00109600 

 B                 -1.16531900   -1.30756500   -0.00022400 

 O                 -2.52892600   -0.73224700   -0.00447200 

 N                  2.80366400    2.91844400   -0.00150400 

 H                 -2.09304000    2.56005500    0.00532200 

 F                 -1.03337800   -2.07897800   -1.15537400 

 F                 -1.03707300   -2.07401600    1.15890300 

 H                  3.79523100    2.75367500   -0.00179100 

 H                  2.51035400    3.88236000   -0.00063400 

 C                 -4.20818900    0.96357000    0.00044000 

 H                 -4.37446100    2.05603700    0.00365600 

 O                 -5.13515800    0.18472700   -0.00226600 

 

G. Compound D in vacuum. 

 

 C                  2.57102100   -2.16959800   -0.00126500 

 C                  1.03054300   -0.47356600    0.00734900 

 C                  2.05320100    0.51544900   -0.00669400 

 C                  3.38655700    0.06844200   -0.04578300 

 C                  3.65916700   -1.28263800   -0.04228700 

 H                  2.73881200   -3.24403300    0.01064200 

 C                  1.67121800    1.90510400    0.01049100 

 H                  4.20614000    0.77736100   -0.09844600 

 H                  4.67602100   -1.65591200   -0.07571300 

 C                  0.32939000    2.19887500   -0.00168500 

 C                 -0.65942600    1.18477900   -0.01078900 

 H                 -0.00632700    3.23003200    0.00406200 

 N                  2.62666000    2.89152500   -0.01142000 

 N                  1.30967000   -1.78522100    0.01799600 

 N                 -0.30896500   -0.12718300    0.00423500 

 C                 -2.03351600    1.54983900   -0.02173400 

 C                 -3.02920300    0.60724500   -0.01575300 

 C                 -4.48567300    0.95592900   -0.02948700 

 O                 -2.78277500   -0.66976500    0.00233300 

 B                 -1.42524000   -1.29960200    0.01750500 

 H                 -4.64909500    2.03368700   -0.04478200 

 H                 -4.96322900    0.50823600   -0.90557800 
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 H                 -4.97443500    0.53133500    0.85193900 

 H                 -2.28702000    2.60084700   -0.03629000 

 H                  3.54477700    2.68823500    0.34809500 

 H                  2.32059000    3.83478600    0.17000100 

 F                 -1.30586000   -2.05542200   -1.13020700 

 F                 -1.31292400   -2.01807100    1.19021000 

 

H. Compound D in DCM 

 

C                  2.58948500   -2.16425300   -0.00049100 

 C                  1.03496300   -0.47490200   -0.00085300 

 C                  2.05166600    0.51811100   -0.00062500 

 C                  3.38776800    0.07908300   -0.00019400 

 C                  3.66951300   -1.27075500   -0.00039600 

 H                  2.76737200   -3.23932700   -0.00028500 

 C                  1.66924700    1.91285500   -0.00025900 

 H                  4.20895000    0.79155200    0.00054400 

 H                  4.69156100   -1.63792800   -0.00016800 

 C                  0.31304400    2.19890800    0.00037800 

 C                 -0.65904800    1.18798600    0.00033400 

 H                 -0.02343200    3.23191300    0.00111800 

 N                  2.59040200    2.89688500    0.00178700 

 N                  1.31991300   -1.78736300   -0.00051600 

 N                 -0.31063900   -0.13260000   -0.00110500 

 C                 -2.04343100    1.54905100    0.00141800 

 C                 -3.03208000    0.61362300   -0.00106000 

 C                 -4.49030600    0.94407900   -0.00169400 

 O                 -2.77093400   -0.68010400   -0.00406200 

 B                 -1.41648600   -1.26814400    0.00043400 

 H                 -4.66002600    2.02078700    0.00103600 

 H                 -4.97192700    0.50973400   -0.88329200 

 H                 -4.97384000    0.50489400    0.87645000 

 H                 -2.29491900    2.60298500    0.00337300 

 H                  3.58659500    2.72839200   -0.00855100 

 H                  2.30000400    3.86817100   -0.00470200 

 F                 -1.30573300   -2.05984400   -1.15295700 

 F                 -1.30794400   -2.05135500    1.16010000 

 

I. Compound E in vacuum 

 

 C                  3.37287300    0.04612000   -0.05161300 
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 C                  3.63802100   -1.30894500   -0.04715000 

 C                  2.54538900   -2.18591100    0.00060900 

 C                  2.04525300    0.50140600   -0.00686100 

 C                  1.01482500   -0.47916200    0.01062800 

 C                  1.67092700    1.89590000    0.01222800 

 C                  0.33671500    2.20158900    0.00253100 

 C                 -0.67128400    1.19635100   -0.00916700 

 N                  1.28489400   -1.79177500    0.02376400 

 N                 -0.32268200   -0.12353400    0.00698500 

 B                 -1.43041400   -1.28521700    0.01760300 

 O                 -2.79935800   -0.64584700    0.00070600 

 C                 -2.02404700    1.57883700   -0.02196700 

 C                 -3.03394300    0.62527000   -0.02182800 

 N                  2.64233700    2.87306200   -0.01450700 

 N                 -4.35236200    0.95327100   -0.07309800 

 H                  3.54233000    2.65918300    0.38433700 

 H                  2.33985500    3.81623500    0.17546100 

 H                 -4.64697700    1.89892500    0.10013800 

 H                 -5.02020500    0.21684300    0.09086800 

 H                  4.19604200    0.75043100   -0.11069700 

 H                  4.65239500   -1.68854900   -0.08481200 

 H                  2.70423100   -3.26174800    0.01483800 

 H                  0.01221200    3.23656200    0.01144500 

 H                 -2.27198100    2.63137100   -0.04774100 

 F                 -1.34541200   -2.00663100    1.19067400 

 F                 -1.33177200   -2.04584600   -1.12778000 

 

J. Compound E in DCM 

 

C                  3.37351100    0.05386400   -0.03063000 

 C                  3.64606400   -1.30086500   -0.03135200 

 C                  2.56082600   -2.18268000   -0.00532900 

 C                  2.04404000    0.50337500   -0.00277700 

 C                  1.01840600   -0.48033900    0.00507600 

 C                  1.66758000    1.90197700    0.00957700 

 C                  0.32691600    2.20273500   -0.00175800 

 C                 -0.67443500    1.19984100   -0.00928800 

 N                  1.29335000   -1.79335800    0.00945900 

 N                 -0.32435000   -0.12729900    0.00350300 

 B                 -1.42735800   -1.25641100    0.01404900 

 O                 -2.78869300   -0.65271400    0.01172900 



 

 C                 -2.02936800    1.57935400   

 C                 -3.04013000    0

 N                  2.62222400    2.87709500   

 N                 -4.35196500    0.94210200   

 H                  3.55726600    2.67479100    0.29582500

 H                  2.33076700    3.82754700    0.15222

 H                 -4.66218400    1.89601300    0.03145900

 H                 -5.03546900    0.21022100    0.06420700

 H                  4.19634800    0.75873400   

 H                  4.66263800   

 H                  2.72738000   

 H                  0.00197100    3.23676400    0.00187400

 H                 -2.27835500    2.63143700   

 F                 -1.33666200   

 F                 -1.33992600   

 

 

Fig. S1 Fully optimized geometry of napthyridine fused difluoroboron compounds 

DFT/B3LYP/6-311+G (d) method.

2.02936800    1.57935400   -0.01845500 

3.04013000    0.63056700   -0.01194600 

N                  2.62222400    2.87709500   -0.01776400 

4.35196500    0.94210200   -0.04594100 

H                  3.55726600    2.67479100    0.29582500 

H                  2.33076700    3.82754700    0.15222800 

4.66218400    1.89601300    0.03145900 

5.03546900    0.21022100    0.06420700 

H                  4.19634800    0.75873400   -0.06232700 

H                  4.66263800   -1.67399700   -0.05412300 

2.72738000   -3.25682600   -0.00004100 

H                  0.00197100    3.23676400    0.00187400 

2.27835500    2.63143700   -0.03334200 

1.33666200   -2.03082700    1.17691100 

1.33992600   -2.05113600   -1.13506000 

S1 Fully optimized geometry of napthyridine fused difluoroboron compounds 

311+G (d) method. 
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S1 Fully optimized geometry of napthyridine fused difluoroboron compounds (A to E) using 
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Table S2 Theoretically computed bond lengths for various bonds in vacuum and in DCM of 
compound A in ground state (GS) and excited state (ES). 
 

 
 
Table S3 Theoretically computed bond lengths for various bonds in vacuum and in DCM of 
compound B in ground state (GS) and excited state (ES). 
 

Bond   GS                     ES            ES-GS      GS                       ES                  ES-GS 

 In Vacuum  In DCM 

F21-B17 1.377 1.370 -0.007  1.402 1.394 -0.008 

F22-B17 1.377 1.370 -0.007  1.402 1.394 -0.008 

B17-O18 1.500 1.559 0.059  1.479 1.506 0.027 

B17-N15 1.625 1.590 -0.035  1.589 1.580 -0.009 

O18-C14 1.294 1.285 -0.009  1.315 1.312 -0.003 

N15-C10 1.358 1.385 0.027  1.366 1.398 0.032 

C14-H25 1.088 1.087 -0.001  1.089 1.082 -0.007 

C14-C13 1.364 1.401 0.037  1.353 1.419 0.066 

C13-C10 1.424 1.423 -0.001  1.433 1.399 -0.034 

N15-C4 1.383 1.386 0.003  1.389 1.376 -0.013 

C8-N19 1.372 1.391 0.019  1.346 1.377 0.031 

N19-H24 1.008 1.009 0.001  1.014 1.010 -0.004 

N19-H23 1.006 1.011 0.005  1.011 1.009 -0.002 

C8-C11 1.376 1.403 0.027  1.387 1.387 0.000 

C8-C3 1.440 1.421 -0.019  1.445 1.439 -0.006 

Bond      GS                   ES           ES-GS GS      ES                   ES-GS 

 In Vacuum  In DCM 

N15-B17 1.638 1.639 0.001 1.603 1.594 -0.009  

B17-O18 1.495 1.495 0.0 1.480 1.493 0.013  

F21-B17 1.375 1.372 -0.003 1.395 1.391 -0.004  

F22-B17 1.375 1.372 -0.003 1.396 1.391 -0.005  

O18-C14 1.295 1.303 0.008 1.312 1.310 -0.002  

C14-C25 1.501 1.479 -0.072 1.489 1.412 -0.070  

C25-O27 1.203 1.237 0.034 1.211 1.257 0.046  

C25-H26 1.110 1.109 -0.001 1.105 1.102 -0.003  

C14-C13 1.366 1.475 0.109 1.358 1.491 0.133  

C10-C13 1.430 1.393 -0.037 1.438 1.398 -0.040  

N15-C10 1.354 1.374 0.020 1.362 1.377 0.015  
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Table S4 Theoretically computed bond lengths for various bonds in vacuum and in DCM of 
compound C in ground state (GS) and excited state (ES). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Table S5 Theoretically computed bond lengths for various bonds in vacuum and in DCM of 
compound D in ground state (GS) and excited state (ES). 
 

C10-C11 1.409 1.421 0.012 1.396 1.411 0.015  

C11-C8 1.379 1.377 -0.002 1.391 1.394 0.003  

C8-N19 1.367 1.371 0.004 1.345 1.343 -0.002  

C4-N15 1.382 1.367 -0.015 1.386 1.373 -0.013  

C4-N16 1.342 1.347 0.005 1.344 1.348 0.004  

Bond     GS                    ES            ES-GS            GS                   ES                 ES-GS 

 In Vacuum  In DCM 

F23-B17 1.371 1.359 -0.012  1.393 1.382 -0.011 

F24-B17 1.370 1.359 -0.011  1.392 1.383 -0.009 

B17-018 1.530 1.550  0.020  1.508 1.571 0.063 

B17-N13 1.614 1.574 -0.040  1.584 1.555 -0.029 

O18-C16 1.266 1.242 -0.024  1.280 1.262 -0.018 

C16-F25 1.334 1.335 0.001  1.339 1.329 -0.010 

C16-C15 1.364 1.397 0.033  1.350 1.392 0.042 

N13-O10 1.360 1.373 0.013  1.367 1.383 0.016 

O10-C11 1.410 1.384 -0.026  1.399 1.394 -0.005 

C11-C8 1.375 1.437  0.062  1.388 1.427 0.039 

C8-N14 1.370 1.387  0.017  1.346 1.378 0.032 

N14-H20 1.008 1.009  0.001  1.014 1.011 -0.003 

N14-H19 1.006 1.009  0.003  1.012 1.009 -0.003 

Bond      GS                   ES           ES-GS GS ES                        ES-GS 

 In Vacuum  In DCM 

F27-B20 1.380 1.371 -0.009             1.403 1.395 -0.008  

F28-B20 1.381 1.371 -0.010   1.403 1.394 -0.009  

B20-N15 1.620 1.578 -0.042   1.585 1.565 -0.020  

   B20-O19 1.496 1.570 0.074 1.476 1.517 0.041  

O19-C17 1.301 1.284 -0.017 1.319 1.304 -0.015  

C17-C18 1.498 1.496 -0.002 1.495 1.489 -0.006  

C17-C16 1.371 1.405 -0.034 1.361 1.413 0.052  
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Table S6 Theoretically computed bond lengths for various bonds in vacuum and in DCM of 
compound E in ground state (GS) and excited state (ES). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C16-C11 1.423 1.430 -0.007 1.431 1.409 -0.022  

N15-C11 1.364 1.377 0.013 1.366 1.393 0.027  

C7-N13 1.370 1.391 0.021 1.348 1.382 -0.002  

C7-C10 1.374 1.421 0.047 1.386 1.403 -0.017  

C10-C11 1.410 1.384 -0.026 1.402 1.396 -0.006  

H25-N13 1.006 1.011 0.005 1.010 1.009 -0.001  

H26-N13 1.008 1.009 0.001 1.013 1.010 -0.003  

Bond GS ES ES-GS        GS ES ES-GS 

 In Vacuum In DCM 

F26-B11 1.379 1.371 -0.008 1.400 1.394 -0.006 

F27-B11 1.378 1.370 -0.008 1.399 1.394 -0.005 

O12-B11 1.511 1.573 0.062 1.489 1.529 0.040 

N10-B11 1.605 1.576 -0.029 1.578 1.556 -0.022 

O12-C14 1.293 1.272 -0.021 1.308 1.288 -0.020 

N10-C8 1.365 1.372 0.007 1.373 1.384 0.011 

C8-C13 1.406 1.430 0.024 1.407 1.414 0.007 

C13-C14 1.389 1.414 0.025 1.386 1.416 0.030 

C14-N16 1.359 1.350 -0.009 1.349 1.335 -0.014 

C6-N15 1.378 1.391 0.013 1.364 1.389 0.025 

C8-C7 1.424 1.383 -0.041 1.417 1.388 -0.029 

C7-C6 1.369 1.438 0.069 1.374 1.435 0.061 

C5-N10 1.384 1.406 0.022 1.388 1.406 0.018 

C5-N9 1.340 1.313 -0.027 1.342 1.316 -0.026 

C3-N9 1.321 1.352  0.031 1.326 1.359 0.033 
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Fig. S2  Graphical representation of major bond length change in various bonds of compound A 

to E in vacuum. 

Table S7 Theoretically computed bond angles and dihedral angles for various bonds in vacuum 
and in DCM of compound A 

 
 

Bond Angles Dihedral Angles 

Bond Angles In Vacuum In DCM Dihedral Angles In Vacuum In DCM 

 GS   ES      ES-GS GS     ES      ES-GS  GS    ES    GS-ES GS     ES      GS-ES 

F21-B17-F22 114.8    116.2   1.4 111.2   112.3    0.1 B17-O18-C14-H25 -179.9   - 179.9   0.0   179.8    179.7      0.1 

F21-B17-N15 108.9    111.1   2.2 110.2   110.7    0.5 B17-N15-C10-C11 -179.1    -179.1   0.0 -179.9  -179.2      0.7 

F22-B17-O18 107.5    104.3   -3.2 107.1   105.7   -1.4 B17-N15-C10-C13   0.25        0.5    -0.25   0.09      0.3      -0.21 

B17-N15-O10 121.8    122.8   1.0 121.4   121.2   -0.2 B17-O18-C14-C13   0.03    0.09      -0.06  -0.17     0.07   -0.24 

B17-O18-C14 124.2   124.6  0.4 123.4   124.5   1.1 O18-C14-C13-H20 179.9   179.8       0.1 -180.0   -179.7  0.3 

O18-C14-H25 114.2   116.2   2.0 113.9   116.3   2.4 N15-C10-C13-H20 179.9    179.9      0.0 -180.0   -179.9  0.1 

C13-C14-H25 121.1   121.4   0.3 122.0   122.7   0.7 N15-C10-C11-H12 178.9    179.4      0.5   179.9   179.2   0.7 

C10-C13-C14 120.9   122.9    2.0 121.2   123.1  1.9 H25-C14-C13-C10 179.9    179.8      0.1   179.9   179.9   0.0 

C11-C10-C13 119.6  119.8    0.2 119.4   119.9  0.5 C11-C10-C13-C14 179.3   179.3       0.0 -179.9   -179.5   0.4 

C8-C11-C10 121.8   121.3  -0.5 121.9   121.9   0.0 N19-C8-C11-C10 -178.6   -178.7   -0.1 -180.0   -178.9   0.1 

N19-C8-C11 121.6   121.2   -0.4 121.1   121.5   0.4 C10-N15-C4-N16 179.7    179.9    -0.2 -179.9  - 179.9   0.0 
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Table S8 Theoretically computed Bond Angles and Dihedral Angles for various bonds in 

vacuum and in DCM of compound B 

 
Bond Angles Dihedral Angles 

Bond 
Angles 

In Vacuum In DCM Dihedral Angles In Vacuum In DCM 

 GS   ES     ES-GS GS     ES  ES-GS  GS    ES    GS-ES GS    ES       GS-ES 

F23-B17-F24 115.6     117.2      1.6 112.2    113.3      1.1 B17-N13-C10-C15   0.23      0.79        -0.56 0.14       0.27          -0.13 

F23-B17-N13 109.9    113.2       3.3 111.1    113.2      2.1 B17-O18-C16-C15   0.14      0.05         0.09 -0.12     -0.31         -0.19 

F24-B17-O18 106.5    107.9      1.4 106.2    103.7     -2.5 B17-O18-C16-F25 -179.9   -179.9        0.0 179.9     179.9          0.0 

B17-O18-C16 123.3   123.0       -0.3 122.3    123.0      0.7 C10-C15-C16-F25  179.9    179.9         0.0 180.0     179.7          0.3 

B17-N13-C10 122.5   124.5       2.0 122.2    122.7      0.5 C11-C10-C15-C16  179.2    179.6        -0.4 -179.9   -179.5         0.4 

C15-C16-F25 119.0   117.5       -1.5 120.2   119.0     -1.2 C8-C11-C10-C15 -179.9    -179.8       0.1 -179.9   -179.5         0.4 

N14-C8-C11 121.6   121.1      -0.5 121.1    119.1    -2.0 N14-C8-C11-C10 -178.6   -179.5        0.1 179.9      179.2         0.7 

C8-C11-C10 121.9   120.7      -1.2 121.9    121.4    -0.5 C4-N13-B17-O18 179.7     179.0         0.7 179.9      179.4         0.5 

C11-C10-C15 119.3   118.1       -1.2 119.1   118.2     -0.9 C2-C3-C8-N14 0.05       0.25          -0.2 0.15         0.70        -0.55 

C10-C15-C16 119.2   120.2        1.0 119.1   119.5      0.4 H22-C15-C16-F25 0.01        0.0            0.01 -0.01     - 0.05         -0.04 

 
 
Table S9 Theoretically computed bond angles and dihedral angles for various bonds in vacuum 

and in DCM of compound C 

Bond Angles Dihedral Angles 

Bond 
Angles 

In Vacuum In DCM Dihedral Angles In Vacuum In DCM 

 GS     ES   ES-GS GS       ES ES-GS  GS     ES   GS-ES  GS      ES   GS-ES 

O18-B17-N15 108.6   109.5      0.9 110.4   111.1        0.7 B17-O18-C14-C25 -179.9   -179.9    0.00 -179.7     -179.8        0.1 

F21-B17-F22 115.2   116.0      0.8 112.0   112.8        0.8 B17-N15-C10-C13  0.23       0.35    -0.12  0.01        0.01          0.0 

B17-O18-C14 124.6   127.9      3.3 123.7   127.6        4.0 B17-N15-C10-C11 -179.2   -178.9  -0.30 -179.9     -179.9        0.0 

B17-N15-C10 122.1    121.3    -0.8 121.7   121.1       -0.6 C13-C14-C25-O27  179.9     179       0.9  179.9      179.9        0.0 

C10-C13-C14 121.3   123.9      2.6 121.4   123.1        1.7 C11-C10-C13-C14 179.3     179.1     0.2  179.8      179.9        0.1 

C13-C14-C25 118.5   122.1      3.6 119.2   122.1        2.9 C8-C11-C10-C13 -179.8    -179.9   0.1  -180.0     -180.0        0.0 

C14-C25-O27 124.6   125.4      0.8 124.1   124.9        0.8 N19-C8-C11-C10 -178.8  -178.5    -0.3  179.9      179.9        0.0 
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Table S10 Theoretically computed bond angles and dihedral angles for various bonds in vacuum 

and in DCM of compound D 

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

O18-C14-C25 117.0   121.0      4.0 116.8   120.8        4.0 N19-C8-C3-C4 -179.6   -179.8    0.2   -179.9    -180.0         0.1 

C10-C11-C8 121.6   121.7      0.1 121.6   121.7        0.1 C13-C14-C25-H26 -0.07   -0.16        0.09 -0.02       -0.06          0.4 

C11-C8-N19 121.5   121.7      0.2 121.1   120.7       -0.4 O18-B17-N15-C4 179.8    179.6     0.2 -179.8     -179.9        0.1 

N15-C4-N16 116.4   116.4      0.0 116.4  116.3        -0.1 C2-C3-C4-N15 178.4    177.8     0.6 -180.0     -180.0        0.0 

Bond Angles Dihedral Angles 

Bond 
Angles 

In Vacuum In DCM Dihedral Angles In Vacuum In DCM 

 GS     ES   ES-GS GS       ES    ES-GS  GS        ES    GS-ES  GS     ES       GS-ES 

F28-B20-F27 114.5   115.9      1.4 110.9    112.2     1.3 B20-N15-C11-C16 -0.31      -0.71        -0.4 -0.08       -0.31        -0.23 

N15-B20-F27 109.3   111.9      2.6 110.3    111.5     1.2 B20-O19-C17-C16 -0.07       -0.05        0.02 0.26         0.18         0.08 

N15-B20-O19 108.7   108.5     -0.2 110.7    110.7     0.0 B20-O19-C17-C18 179.9       179.9       0.0 -179.8    - 180.0       -0.2 

O19-B20-F28 107.5   103.9     -3.6 107.2    105.2   -2.0 C11-C16-C17-C18 -179.9    -180.0        0.1 -179.9     -179.7        0.2 

C11-N15-B20 121.4    122.7     1.3 120.9    121.1    0.2 C10-C11-C16-C17 -179.3    - 179.5     -0.2 179.9       179.3         0.6 

C17-O19-B20 125.8    126.2     0.4 124.9    125.9    1.0 C7-C10-C11-C16 179.9       179.9       0.0 180.0       179.8         0.2 

C16-C17-C18 123.1    122.9     -0.2 123.8    123.7   -0.1 N13-C7-C10-C11 178.5       179.1      -0.6 -179.9     -178.5        0.4 

O19-C17-C18 114.4    116.6    2.2 114.2    116.7    2.5 H12-C10-C11-N15 -178.9     -179.9      -1.0 179.9       179.6         0.3 

C10-C11-N15 120.8    122.2   1.4 121.3    121.4    0.1 H24-C16-C11-N15 -179.8    -179.7        0.1 180.0       179.9         0.1 

C11-C16-C17 121.7    123.1    1.4 121.9    123.2    1.3 N14-C2-N15-C11 -179.8    -179.7         0.1 179.9       179.7         0.2 

C10-C11-C16 119.4    118.9   -0.5 119.3    119.2    -0.1 C1-N14-C2-N15 178.9      179.1          0.8 179.9       179.2         0.7 

C7-C10-C11 121.9    120.9   -1.0 121.9    121.7    -0.2 H24-C16-C17-O19 -179.9    -179.9         0.0 180.0       179.9         0.1 

N13-C7-C10 121.9    120.1    -1.8 121.2    120.6     -0.6 C2-N15-B20-O19 -179.6   -179.0          0.6 179.8       179.9       -0.1 
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Table S11 Theoretically computed bond angles and dihedral angles for various bonds in vacuum 

and in DCM of compound E 

Bond Angles Dihedral Angles 

Bond 
Angles 

In Vacuum In DCM Dihedral Angles In Vacuum In DCM 

 GS   ES    ES-GS GS        ES   ES-GS  GS       ES    GS-ES GS     ES      GS-ES 

O12-B11-N10 108.6    110.2    1.60 110.4   110.2    -0.2 B11-O12-C14-N16 178.2         179.9     -1.70 178.3    179.9        -1.6 

F27-B11-F26 114.4    111.9    2.50 111.3   111.9     0.6 B11-N10-C8-C7 179.0         179.1     -0.10 179.2     179.0        0.16 

B11-O12-C14 125.4    125.3    -0.10 124.9   111.9    0.4 B11-N10-C8-C13 -0.23        -1.03        -0.8 -0.25    1.03          -0.78 

B11-N10-C8 121.5   121.8    0.30 120.8   121.8    1.0 B11-O12-C14-C13 -0.56        -0.02          0.58 -0.95      0.02         -0.78 

C14-C13-C8 120.8   121.3    0.50 121.2 121.3       0.1 N10-C8-C7-H24 -178.6      -179.1      -0.54 -179.2   -179.1        0.01 

H20-N16-C14 117.4   119.9    2.50 119.3   118.3   -1.0 N16-C14-C13-C8 -178.0      -179.9      -1.90 -178.7   -179.9       -1.2 

H19-N16-C14 120.3  121.8    1.51 121.1   121.8    0.7 C7-C8-C13-C14 -179.4      -179.7       -0.3 -179.3  -179.7        -0.4 

C13-C8-C7 119.3   118.2   -1.10 119.3   118.2    -1.1 C8-N10-C5-N9 -179.8      -179.4        0.40 -179.6  -179.4         0.2 

C8-C7-C6 122.1   120.9   -1.20 122.3   120.8    -1.5 C8-C7-C6-N15 178.1         178.5      -0.40 179.3     179.4       -0.1 

C7-C6-N15 121.9  118.9    -0.30 121.7   118.9    -2.8  C8-C13-C14-N16 -178.0       -179.9     -1.86 -178.7  -179.9       -1.2 

H18-N15-C6 116.6  115.6    -1.00 117.9   115.6   -2.3 H24-C7-C8-N10 -178.7      -179.1     -0.4 -179.1  -179.8      -0.7 

H17-N15-C6 118.1  116.7    -1.40 119.9   116.7   -3.2 H25-C13-C8-N10 -179.2      -179.7     -0.5 -179.7   -179.8     -0.1 

B11-N10-C5 118.7  119.1    0.40 119.6   119.1    -0.5 C3-N9-C5-N10 178.6        179.4       0.2 179.2   179.4       -0.2 

 

Table S12 Dipole moments of BF2 napthyridine complexes in vacuum and in DCM of the 
ground state 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Compounds In Vacuum                In DCM 
(In Debye) 

A 10.4248 11.6982 

B 11.1578 12.4558 

C 13.8684 15.8249 

D 9.8140 11.0793 

E 8.9194 9.5606 



 

 

 

 

Fig. S3 Frontier molecular orbitals of compound 

panel) 
cular orbitals of compound A in gas phase (left panel) and in DCM
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A in gas phase (left panel) and in DCM (right 
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Fig. S4 Frontier molecular orbitals of compound B in gas phase (left panel) and in DCM (right 

panel) 
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Fig. S5 Frontier molecular orbitals of compound C in gas phase (left panel) and in DCM (right 

panel) 
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Fig. S6 Frontier molecular orbitals of compound D in gas phase (left panel) and in DCM (right 

panel) 
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Table S13 Molecular energies of compounds A to E in gas phase and in DCM optimized at 

B3LYP/6-311+ G (d) level of theory.  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S14.    Dipole moments of BF2 napthyridine complexes in DCM 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Compounds 

 
Energy in atomic unit (a. u.) 

 
In vacuum In DCM 

A −850.31382 −850.34898 

B −949.59523 −949.62800 

C −963.66429 −963.69631 

D −889.64664 −889.68039 

E −905.70455 −905.73189 

Compounds Ground state Excited state 

A 11.6982 13.9941 

B 12.4558 15.1401 

C 15.8249 20.4670 

D 11.0793 13.3878 

E 9.5606 11.8784 
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Fig. S7 HOMO-1 molecular orbitals of compound D in gas phase (left panel) and in DCM (right 

panel) of S1 state. 
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z Electro, Physical & Theoretical Chemistry

Enhancement of Nonlinear Optical Properties of Indole
Based Dyes through Electron Acceptor and π-Linker for
Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell Applications
Tanushree Sutradhar and Anirban Misra*[a]

Six indole based thiazole substituted donor-π-acceptor mole-
cules are designed and their nonlinear optical properties (NLO)
are evaluated theoretically. Different electron withdrawing
groups and π-linkers are used to understand their role in
tuning the NLO properties. The NLO properties of the
molecules are analyzed in gas phase and in different solvent
medium through the dipole moment, static polarizability, first
and second hyperpolarizabilities. Efficiency of the molecules
are studied through HOMO-LUMO gap, frontier molecular
orbitals, light harvesting efficiency, ionization potential, elec-
tron affinity and reorganization energy for hole and electron.
All the dyes show maximum absorption wavelength in the
visible region. The computed absorption spectra are well
correlated with the HOMO-LUMO gaps of the molecules. The
HOMO-LUMO gaps of all the dyes are found to be small, which

lead to large NLO response. Results indicate that hyperpolariz-
ability increases with increasing strength of the electron
withdrawing group. In addition to the study of nonlinear
optical property, we also calculate relevant parameters related
to photovoltaic cells for two designed dyes which emerge
suitable for this purpose. Photovoltaic parameters such as
electron injection efficiency, exciton binding energy, and open
circuit photovoltage are evaluated for dye sensitized solar cells
(DSSC) applications. This study shows that alkyne π-linkers are
better than the alkene π-linkers for desired applications.
Overall, this study highlights the optical and photovoltaic
nature of the dyes and reveals the influence of different π-
linkers and electron acceptors in designing new materials for
NLO and DSSC applications.

Introduction

Organic compounds exhibiting strong nonlinear optical (NLO)
response have become focus of applied research during recent
years due to their potential applications in the field of optical
storage, optical telecommunications,[1] high density optical
materials,[2] integrated laser medicine,[3] fluorescence imaging[4]

etc. Compared with inorganic materials, NLO materials based
on organic skeleton are highly preferred,[5] because of their
possible advantages such as lower cost, ease of processing,
high electro-optic coefficients and so on.[6] Chromophores with
large hyperpolarizability together with the enhancement of
other properties like high yield, robust thermal stability and
excellent chemical as well as photo stability are of utmost
importance in the development of efficient NLO materials.[7]

Such an organic NLO material is usually composed of pushpull
chromophores. These types of chromophores contain π-
conjugated bridge which is end-capped by donor (D) and
acceptor (A) groups. The role of π-conjugated bridge is to
provide a route for the ultrafast rearrangement of electric
charges under an external electric field.[8] It is well known that

large hyperpolarizability can be achieved by modifying the
strength of donor and acceptor groups and also with the
change in the nature and length of π-conjugated bridge.,[9][10] It
is reported that with increasing strength of the electron
withdrawing group (EWG)[11] and introduction of an additional
electron-rich hetero atom into the donor moiety could
effectively enhance the nonlinear optical properties.[12] The NLO
chromophores crafted with thiophene,[13] locked
phenyltetraene,[7a] azo[14] and phenyltetraene-based[15] bridges
are well known. It has been shown that five membered
heteroatomic rings such as thiophene, pyrrole are superior as
bridging groups compared to the aryl analogues,[16] as they
significantly increase the electron density of the π-conjugated
bridge. Logically, connection of a strong donor to an electron
rich heterocycle and a strong electron acceptor to an electron
deficient heterocycle will improve NLO response.[17] This
influences us to design the investigated molecules in the
present study where we choose thiazole unit as auxiliary π-
conjugator. It is well known that the presence of thiazole unit
in organic system enhances the coplanarity of the structure
and its imine (–C=N–) group increases the electron accepting
tendency.[18] Previous studies have shown that when thiazole is
substituted at the acceptor end, hyperpolarizability increases in
comparison to oxazole and imidazole.[16c,19]

Due to the excitation of photoelectron in a D-π-A system,
an extensive charge transfer occurs and electron affluent donor
unit experiences an intramolecular charge transfer to the
electron deficient acceptor unit. The charge transfer phenom-
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ena in D-π-A system on semiconductor surface facilitates the
electron injection properties of the sensitized dye.[20] This type
of extensive charge transfer (CT) in such push-pull systems
enhanced by the conjugation of π-bridge and the degree of
non-centrosymmetric charge distribution leads to large NLO
properties which has direct impact on the DSSC efficiency.[21]

Some studies have revealed that thiazole based π-conjugated
chromophores can be fabricated for small molecular organic
solar cell which shows good power conversion efficiency.[22,23]

So, inclusion of the thiazole unit into the molecule can improve
the solar cell performance. Therefore, in addition to the study
of nonlinear optical property, we also calculate some parame-
ters related to photovoltaic cell for dye sensitized solar cells
(DSSC) applications.

In the present work we choose indole as an electron
donating group in the D-π-A system because of its good
electronic and photonic properties.[24] There are several reports
that reveal indole based chromophores possess high NLO[25]

and photovoltaic properties.[26]

Carboxylic acid is used in the anchoring part for DSSC
application because of its stability and easy synthesis.[27] As
hydrogen atom of indole is active, we also calculated NLO
property of N-methyl indole as donor which can be synthesized
easily[28] and this is compared with the indole donor systems. In
this investigation, thiazole ring with alkene or alkyne groups is
used as π-linker whereas cyanide or carboxyl group attached
with acrylonitrile is used as electron acceptor (Scheme 1). There

are only a few reports in the literature where alkyne group
have been used as π-conjugated linker which demonstrates
high nonlinear response as well as high efficiency in organic
DSSC.[29] In this work, optoelectronic properties of the six newly
designed molecules are investigated using density functional
theory based method. The NLO properties of the molecules are
analyzed in gas phase and in different solvent medium through
the dipole moment, static polarizability, first and second
hyperpolarizabilities. In addition to this, photovoltaic parame-
ters for DSSC application such as electron injection efficiency,
exciton binding energy and different chemical parameters such
as softness, hardness, and chemical potential have been
explored. Efficiency of the molecules are studied through
frontier molecular orbitals (FMO), absorption spectra, light
harvesting efficiency (LHE), ionization potential (IP), electron

affinity (EA) and reorganization energy. This work also reports,
systematic study of the effect of solvent polarity on (hyper)
polarizability. The object of the work is to reveal the photo-
physical and photovoltaic nature of the dyes and understand
the influence of different π-linkers and electron acceptors.

Theoretical background

Nonlinear optical properties (NLO)

A good nonlinear optical (NLO) material has high polarizability
and hyperpolarizability values. We have calculated static dipole
moment (μ), mean polarizability (α), first-order hyperpolariz-
ability (β) and second-order hyperpolarizability (γ) at the
ground state geometry of the designed molecules. Dipole
moment and mean polarizability was calculated using the
following equations:[30]

mtot ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

x þ m2
y þ m2

z

q

(1)

a ¼
1
3 ðaxx þ ayy þ azzÞ (2)

αxx, αyy, αzz are the polarizability tensor components.
The total first-order hyperpolarizability,[30] βtotal can be

expressed as:

btotal ¼ ½ðbxxx þ bxyy þ bzxxÞ
2 þ ðbyyy þ byzz þ byxxÞ

2þ

ðbzzz þ bzxx þ bzyyÞ
2�1=2

(3)

βxxx, βxyy, βzxx, βyyy, βyzz, βyxx, βzzz, βzxx and βyyy are hyper-
polarizability tensors along x, y and z direction.

The second-order hyperpolarizability, γtotal
[31] is calculated

using equation 4.

gtotal ¼
1
5 ½ðgxxxx þ gyyyy þ gzzzzÞ þ 2ðgxxyy þ gyyzz þ gzzxx (4)

Ionization Potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) signifies
the energy changes of removing electron or adding holes and
adding electron or removing hole from / to the neutral
molecule. This can be expressed as:[32]

IP ¼ ECation � ENeutral and EA ¼ ENeutral � EAnnion (5)

E denotes energy of the respective molecules. Hole trans-
port reorganization energy (λhole) and electron transport
reorganization energy (λelectron) are calculated as:[33]

lhole ¼ l1 þ l2 ¼ ðE*
0 � E0Þ þ ðE*

þ � EþÞ

lelectron ¼ l3 þ l4 ¼ ðE*
0 � E0Þ þ ðE * � E Þ

(6)

Here, E0, E+ and E � represent the energy of neutral, cation
and anion species in their optimized geometries. E0

* and

Scheme 1. Chemical structures of the indole-based dyes.
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E*þ= � represent energy of neutral and cation / anion species
with the geometries of the cation / anion and neutral species. .

Photovoltaic properties of dye sensitized Solar cell (DSSC):

The efficiency of electron injection process to the surface of
conduction band of semiconductor and electron accumulation
efficiency at the transparent conductive oxide electrode
regulate the short-circuit current density (Jsc) of DSSC. The
efficiency (h) of DSSC can be expressed using the following
equation:[34]

h ¼
JscFFVOC

PIN
(7)

Where VOC is the open-circuit photovoltage, which is the
potential difference between the Fermi level of the electrons in
the semiconductor and redox potential of the electrolyte. FF is
the fill factor and PIN is the input power of incident solar light.
The short-circuit density (JSC) in DSSC is determined as:[35]

JSC ¼

Z

lLHEðlÞFinjecthcollectdl (8)

LHE (λ) is light harvesting efficiency, Φinject is the electron
injection efficiency and �collect is the charge collection efficiency.
Equation 8 describe that, large LHE and Φinject of the sensitizer,
assist to achieve high JSC value. The LHE is described by:[36]

LHE ¼ 1� 10� A ¼ 1� 10� f (9)

Where A (f) is the absorption (oscillator strength) of the
dye. So, larger f value imparts higher light harvesting efficiency.

Φinject is correlated with the free energy change (ΔG), which
is linked to the electron injection process from the photo-
induced excited state of the dye into the TiO2 surface.[36–37]

Finject 1 f ð� D
inject

G Þ (10)

DGinject ¼ Edye* � ECB ¼ Edye � E0� 0 � ECB (11)

Edye* and Edye are the excited state and ground state
oxidation potential energy of the dye. ECB is reduction potential
of TiO2 conduction band. Herein we use, –4.0 eV for TiO2. E0-0

represents electronic vertical transition energy.[38] To achieve
high energy-conversion efficiency, dye molecules should over-
come the binding energy barrier, i. e., dye should hold low
exciton binding energy (Eb). Eb is determined as:[39]

Eb ¼ Eg� Ex ¼ EH� L� lmax (12)

Eg is band gap of dye molecule and estimated as the
difference of HOMO–LUMO energy and EX is the optical band
gap and defined as electronic vertical transition energy.

Result and Discussion

Geometrical Structures

Here, Scheme 1 represents indole based molecules with differ-
ent acceptor groups and π-linkers. The optimized geometries
of the investigated molecules are given in Figure S1 and bond
parameters are shown in Scheme S1 and Tables S1-S7 in the
supporting information. Geometrical structure of a molecule is
an important parameter in regulating its properties. The degree
of delocalization influences the optical properties of the dye.[40]

It is anticipated that an efficient dye should have coplanarity
between the anchoring groups to the bridging unit and donor
moiety which makes the electron transfer process smooth.
With the introduction of alkyne π-linker in 2b and 2c, the
planarity of the compound increases. For all the compounds
the dihedral angle Φ1 which is formed between acceptor group
and additional π- linker are nearly close to 180° which indicates
the planarity of the molecules. The dihedral angle Φ4 shown in
Table S7 found between donor moieties and π-linkers are
calculated to be 160.2°, –163.7°, –162.8°, –10.8°, –2.48° and
179.8° respectively. Compared to other molecules 2b and 2c
show more planarity which suggests that introduction of the
alkyne π-linker enhances planarity. Therefore, the calculated
geometrical parameters impart that, planarity and delocaliza-
tion of a molecule can be adjusted by varying the π-linkers and
electron withdrawing groups which are of crucial importance in
optoelectronic properties.

Frontier Molecular Orbitals

To gain more information about the molecular structure and
electronic distribution of these molecules, frontier molecular
orbital (FMO) analysis has been carried out. Molecular energy
level diagram of the dyes are shown in Figure 1. FMO theory is

used to obtain information about the optical property of the
organic molecules[41] and to predict the chemical stability of the

Figure 1. Schematic energy level diagrams of the dyes in gas phase, the CB
of TiO2, and the electrolyte (I � / I � 3).
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dye.[42] Smaller energy gap (ΔE) between the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) influences the molecules to absorb light in the
higher wave length region.[43] Also, HOMO-LUMO energy gap is
an important parameter for prediction of chemical hardness
and softness of a molecule.[44] High ΔE value reveals chemically
hard molecules with high stability and low ΔE value indicates
less stability, i. e., chemically soft molecule. Polarizability
increases with the increase of the softness in a molecule which
facilitates the NLO response.[45] Chromophores 1b, 1c and 2c
show lower HOMO-LUMO gap compared to the other com-
pounds, which indicate that they should exhibit better NLO
properties. We analyze the frontier molecular orbitals of the
investigated dyes, represented in Figure S8 (supporting infor-
mation) where it is observed that, HOMOs for all the dyes are
delocalized throughout the molecular framework and LUMOs
are more concentrated in the acceptor and π-spacer region.
Calculated energy values of HOMOs and LUMOs in different
solvent phases are represented in Table S8 (supporting
information) which demonstrates positive solvatochromism.
From Figure 1 it is seen that compound 1a, 2a and 2b have
approximately similar energy gaps, which suggest that π-
conjugated linkers involved in this dyes have similar impact in
the HOMO and LUMO energy levels. Although it has been
found that substitution of alkene π-linkers (compound 1a) by
alkyne π-linker (compound 2a) the HOMO-LUMO energy gap
increases which is also reflected in the geometry of the
molecules. The least band gap found for compound 1c (2.5 eV).
The calculated HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of all the dyes are in
the range of 2.5 eV to 2.99 eV. It may be noted that the
competitive electron dragging nature of cyano group results π-
electron delocalization throughout the molecular framework
which is reflected in the energy level diagram (Figure 1). With
the variation of the strength of electron withdrawing groups,
stabilization of LUMOs become more prominent than that by
the HOMOs. Overall, all the investigated dyes have smaller
energy gaps. So, the studied dyes would exhibit excellent NLO
properties.

To know more about the electronic property of the
molecules, we calculate the composition of FMOs, which are
presented in Figure 2. Dye molecules have been segmented
into 4 units- as acceptor, TH (thiazole), π-bridge and donor
(indole). From the Figure it can be found that donor unit
stabilizes the HOMO whereas acceptor unit stabilizes the LUMO
as the composition of the HOMO is dominated by the donor
fragment. In all dye molecules, TH unit largely stabilizes the
LUMO. It is interesting to note that in case of alkene substituted
dyes, HOMO is more stabilized by π-bridge than thiazole ring
whereas in case of alkyne substituted dyes reverse order is
found. This may be due to more planarity achieved between
the thiazole unit and π-bridge in case of alkyne substituted
compounds which are in accordance with the geometrical
parameters. The N atom of thiazole ring significantly enhances
the π-conjugation of these molecules. This information helps
us in designing molecule with suitable band gap for NLO and
solar cell applications.

Electron Transfer Process

For the desired photovoltaic performance, an appropriate
energy band is necessary. Efficiency of the dye molecules in
DSSC, hence, the electron injection process are determined by
the electronic energy level of dye molecules which are related
to the conduction band of the semiconductor surface. For this
purpose, we take indole as electron donating group, cyanoa-
crylic acid as electron acceptor group and thiazole as additional
π-conjugated linker. It is to be noted that for DSSC application,
dye molecule must hold appropriate anchoring group to
adsorb onto the semiconductor surface, therefore among the
studied molecules, 1b and 2b where carboxylic acid groups
are present are considered for further study in this direction. In
DSSC, a sensitizer dye should hold several important properties
like; (i) broad absorption spectrum, (ii) high molar extinction
coefficient, (iii) strong anchoring group for the interaction with
semiconductor electrode, (iv) appropriate redox potential to
match electron injection, (v) HOMO of the dye must have low
energy than the redox potential of the electrolyte and LUMO of
the dye must lie above the conduction band of
semiconductor.[46] For thermodynamically spontaneous electron
transfer process, LUMO of the dyes should be above the
conduction band of TiO2 (–4.0 eV) and HOMO of the dye should
be below reduction potential of the electrolyte I � / I � 3 (–
4.8 eV). The HOMO and LUMO energy of compound 1b and 2b
are –3.02 eV, –3.21 eV and –5.94 eV, –5.80 eV respectively
(Figure 1), which suggest that these dyes should give positive
response. So, the dyes are capable to inject electron to the
conduction band and easily restore electrons from the electro-

Figure 2. Composition of frontier molecular orbitals (FMO) of various frag-
ments of the indole based dyes (A) Different fragments involved in the
calculation of percentage contribution to FMOs. (B) FMO composition (%).
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lyte in the photo-oxidation process. Figure 1 exhibits the
relative energy level of the investigated dye, along with
conduction band of the TiO2 and I � / I � 3 as redox couple.

Absorption Properties

Based on the optimized geometries of the compounds, the
vertical excitation energy of the studied dyes in gas phase and
in different solvent phases are calculated using CAM� B3LYP/6-
311+ +G (d,p) level of theory. The vertical excitation energy,
oscillator strength (f), maximum absorption wavelength (λmax),
light harvesting energy (LHE) were obtained for the lowest six
singlet-singlet transition and are tabulated in Table 1 and

Table S9 (supporting information), it has been found that when
the π-bridge of compound 1a is replaced with alkyne π-bridge
in compound 2a the absorption spectra of the dye molecules
in gas phase are blue shifted by 15 nm. This is due to less
planar structure and high HOMO-LUMO gap of 2a compared to
1a which is discussed earlier. The absorption maxima of the
designed molecules are red shifted with increasing strength of
EWG from a! b ! c for both alkene (by 42 nm and 10 nm)
and alkyne π-linker series (by 10 nm and 36 nm). In polar
solvent, expected red shift of the absorption wavelength is
found for all the dyes. This may be ascribed to the lowering the
energy of HOMOLUMO gap (Table S8) in the polar environ-
ment. The highest absorption maxima found for compound 1c
compare to other studied molecules. Among all the dyes 2a
has highest excitation energy (3.32 eV) and 1c has lowest
excitation energy (2.82 eV) in gas phase. All the dyes absorb
light in the visible region of the spectrum. For all the cases, the
absorption band is associated with HOMO ! LUMO transition.

Light harvesting energy (LHE) is determined by the
oscillator strength (f) of vertical excitation of the dye which is
correlated with the intensity of the absorption spectra.[36]High
oscillator strength gives high LHE which elevates the short
circuit current density of the molecule. Calculated results of
oscillator strength and light harvesting energy of the studied
molecules are reported in the Table 1 and Table S9. Oscillator
strength as well as LHE increases with the increase in bond
character of the conjugated π-linker. Alkyne substituted π-
linker exhibits highest value of oscillator strength and LHE
among all the dyes. The order of LHE and f is as follows: 2c >
2b > 2a > 1c > 1b > 1a.

Dipole Moment

Dipole moment (μ) of the organic molecule is one of the useful
parameters which gives information about the charge distribu-
tion in the molecule, thereby assists to design molecule for
optoelectronic applications. Dipole moment of the studied
dyes are calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+ +G (d,p) level of
theory in gas phase as well as in different polar solvents
represented in Figure S9 and Table S10 (supporting informa-
tion). From Figure S9, it can be found that strong EWG
substituted π-acceptor (1c and 2c) demonstrates maximum
dipole moment of 13.09 Debye and 12.78 D in gas phase. As
expected the dipole moment successively increases with
increasing solvent polarity. In DMSO, the dipole moment of 1c
is 20.09 Debye.

Nonlinear Optical Properties

Hence, for the assessment of NLO properties of the inves-
tigated dyes, linear response, i. e., polarizability (α) and non-
linear response, i. e., hyperpolarizability (β and γ) need to be
evaluated. To investigate the influence of π-conjugated linker
and EWG at the π-acceptor position α, β and γ values are
calculated and results are tabulated in Table 2. These are

graphically represented in Figure 3 and Figure S10 (supporting
information). The average polarizability (Δα) (Figure S10, panel
A) of the investigated dyes are found in the following order: 2a
< 1a < 1b < 2b < 2c < 1c. In most of the cases static
polarizability is proportional to the dipole moment of the
dyes.[47] It has been found that with increasing the strength of
EWG at the π-acceptor region, push-pull effect increases hence
Δα increases from a! b! c.

The second-order hyperpolarizability is connected with
intramolecular charge transfer (ICT). Charge transfer occurs due
to the flow of electron density from D to A moieties via π-
bridge. When the external electric field interacts with the
electron density of the molecule, dipole moments alter which
influence NLO response.[48] It is reported that, 1st hyperpolariz-
ability (β) depends on various factors such as, HOMO-LUMO
gap, intra-molecular charge transfer, π-conjugation length,
different substitution etc.[16b,49] Energy gap between HOMO and
LUMO has a prominent effect on the hyperpolarizability of the
molecule. For both alkene and alkyne substituted π-linker

Table 1. Main electronic transitions, oscillator strength and light harvesting
efficiency of indole-based dyes in gas phase at CAM� B3LYP/6-311+ +G

(d,p) level of theory.

Dye Excited energy (eV) λmax

(nm)
f Assignment LHE

1a 3.19 389 0.9746 H – L 67.18% 0.894
1b 2.88 430 0.9961 H – L 67.37% 0.899
1c 2.82 440 1.0021 H – L 67.65% 0.901
2a 3.32 373 1.1300 H – L 66.63% 0.926
2b 3.24 383 1.1433 H – L 66.65% 0.928
2c 2.96 419 1.1570 H - L 67.12% 0.930

Table 2. The dipole moment, static polarizability, first and second order
hyperpolarizability of dyes studied at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of

theory in gas phase.

Molecule μ
Debye

Δα 10� 24

esu
βtotal 10� 30

esu
γ 10� 36

esu
μβ 10� 48

esu

1a 9.99 46.95 121.00 399.45 1208.79
1b 9.24 52.73 193.94 501.70 1792.01
1c 13.09 53.27 200.84 501.78 2628.99
2a 9.93 46.01 137.49 433.31 1365.28
2b 10.92 49.63 157.13 470.82 1715.86
2c 12.78 52.21 217.70 540.2 2782.20
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series with the decrease of HOMO-LUMO gap NLO response
enhances. From Figure 1 and Figure S10 (panel B), it has been
observed that, β values are inversely proportional to the
HOMO-LUMO gap. Compound 2c which has perfect planar
geometry has highest βtotal and γtotal values of 217× 10–30 esu
and 540.2 ×10–36 esu. With the substitution of alkene π-linker
by alkyne π-linker, βtotal increases by 16.5× 10–30 esu in gas
phase. The least value of 121×10–30 esu of βtotal found for
compound 1a. From Table 2, we found the order of the βtotal

and γtotal is 1a < 2a < 2b < 1b < 1c < 2c. The higher
hyperpolarizability values are responsible for electron delocali-
zation of π-electrons. All the calculated results demonstrate
that NLO property enhances with increasing power of EWG in
electron acceptor region (a < b < c) and alkyne substituted π-
linker is favoured over alkene substituted π-linker.
α, β and γ values show an increasing trend with the

increase in solvent polarity presented in Figure S10 and
Table S10 (supporting information). βtotal values of the studied
dyes are in the range of 121 × 10–30 esu to 201 × 10–30 esu in
gas phase which reaches in the range of 495 × 10–30 esu to 999
× 10–30 esu in DMSO. The increment of the polarizability and
hyperpolarizability values can be assigned to the increase of
dipole moment in the polar solvent. Polar solvent affects the
environment of the NLO chromophores. Firstly, the electronic
distributions of the incorporated dye molecules are changed
compared to the gas phase, which is called static reaction field.
Secondly, the external field is perturbed by the dielectric
medium of solvent and local field is experienced by the
chromophore.[50] From Table S10, it has been found that all the
calculated Δα, β and γ values are much higher. The maximum
value of μβ obtained for compound 2c of 2782×10–48 esu. μβ
value ranges from 1208 ×10–48 esu to 2782 ×10–48 esu in gas
phase and 6528×10–48 esu to 17, 104 ×10–48 esu in solvent
phase. Computed βtotal value of 1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b and 2c dyes
are 326, 522, 541, 370, 423 and 587 times greater than the
value of urea. Therefore, the results indicate that among all the
dyes 2c is the most promising candidate for NLO application.

For comparison between indole and N-methyl indole
(Scheme S1, supporting information) as donor in the push-pull
systems, we have performed the NLO calculation at the B3LYP/
6-311+ +G (d,p) level of theory in gas phase. The results
indicate that methylation of indole ring enhances planarity of
the system as the conjugation length increases. The energy
difference between HOMO and LUMO of N-methyl indole is
small compare to the indole based donor system which is
shown in supporting information (Figure S12). Computed Δα, β
and γ value of N-methyl indole dyes are tabulated in S11 and
presented in Figure S13 (supporting information). The maxi-
mum value of βtotal of 257 × 10–30 esu and γ value of 614 × 10–30

esu found for N-methyl indole donor systems. So, it can be
concluded that suitable substitution at indole moiety can
improve the NLO property of the system and this also opens
up possibilities for future studies.

Photovoltaic Properties

For the DSSC, dye molecule must hold appropriate anchoring
group to adsorb onto the semiconductor surface, therefore
among the studied molecules, 1b and 2b hold the criteria of
photovoltaic process. An efficient dye should possess high
photo-electric conversion efficiency, rapid electron injection
efficiency from the excited state of the dye to the conduction
band of the semiconductor and regeneration of the oxidized
dye by the electrolyte. For fast electron transfer, low reorgan-
ization energy (ΔGreg) is necessary. The ΔGreg can be calculated
by the following eqation: DGreg ¼ E I� =I�3

� �
� Edye. For the

efficient electron injection process from the dye molecule to
TiO2 surface DGinject should be negative. Electron injection free
enthalpy (ΔGinject), Edye, Edye*, E0-0 and ΔGreg are summarized in
Table 3. Both the compounds show negative value of ΔGinject

and low reorganization energy. Therefore, the electron injec-
tion process is spontaneous and there is potential to get higher
power conversion efficiency. Results indicate that, dye 2b has
higher electron injection efficiency than 1b. The exciton
binding energy of 1b and 2b molecules are very close (0.21 eV
and 0.20 eV). The overall efficiency (�) of DSSC depends on the
open circuit voltage (VOC) as expressed in the equation 7. The
values of short-circuit current density (Jsc), fill factor (FF),
intensity of the incident solar light (PIN) can be obtained from
the current – voltage characteristics in the irradiated condition.
VOC can be expressed by the following expression

Figure 3. First order hyperpolarizability of indole based dyes studied at the
B3LYP/6-311+ +G (d,p) level of theory in gas phase.

Table 3. Edye* and Edye is excited state and ground state oxidation potentials,
E0-0 represents electronic vertical transition energy, ΔGinject is electron
injection free enthalpy, Eb denotes excitation binding energy and eVOC

represents open circuit voltage of the studied dyes at the B3LYP/6-311+ +

G(d,p) level of theory in gas phase.

Dye Edye

(eV)
E0-0

(eV)
Edye*

(eV)
ΔGinject

(eV)
ΔGreg

(eV)
Eb

(eV)
eVOC

(eV)

1b 5.80 2.39 3.41 -0.59 1.00 0.20 0.79
2b 5.94 2.71 3.23 -0.77 1.14 0.21 0.98
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eVOC ¼ ELUMO � ECB.
[47] This expression indicates that, higher

value of LUMO energy results higher value of VOC. Generally
organic dyes experience low value of open circuit voltage due
to the electron / dye cation recombination.[20] In this study we
find high open circuit voltage. The computed values of eVOC are
given in Table 3. Results indicate that, dye 2b shows higher
electron injection efficiency and open circuit voltage. So, we
infer that among the studied dyes, 2b will show best perform-
ance in DSSC applications.

Ionization Potential, Electron Affinity and Reorganization
Energy

IP and EA of organic molecules are important tools which
provide relevant information about the charge transport
property and charge injection character of a molecule.[51]

Adiabatic IP and EA of these six molecules are calculated at
B3LYP/6-311+ +G(d,p) functional and represented in Table 4.

The IP and EA of studied dyes are in the range of 6.81 eV to
7.29 eV and 1.54 eV to 2.23 eV respectively. It is known that
molecule with higher EA value shows higher electron transport
ability and molecule with lower IP value shows higher hole
transport ability. Compound 1a has lowest IP value of 6.81 eV
and 2c has highest EA value of 2.23 eV. So 1a and 2c
molecules will transport hole and electron better than the
other molecules. It is interesting to note that with the decrease
of HOMO-LUMO gap both in alkene and alkyne π-linker
substituted systems IP values and EA values increase.

Reorganization energy of organic molecule gives idea
about the rate of charge transport for DSSC application. Smaller
the hole transport reorganization energy (λhole) better the hole
transport material (HTM) and smaller the electron transport
reorganization energy (λelectron) better the electron transport
material (ETM). Calculated values of λhole and λelectron are given in
Table 4 from which we find some significant results, such as
with the increase in the strength of EWG, λhole values starts
decreasing; substitution of alkene π-linker by alkyne π-linker,
both hole and electron transport properties increases and in
most of the cases except compound 1a hole transport rate is
higher than the electron transport rate. Also if we look on the
alkene and alkyne π-linker series we find chemical hardness
decreases whereas chemical potential and softness increase

from weak EWG to strong EWG. Thus, the present results
demonstrate that compound 2c has lowest λhole and λelectron

values of 0.214 eV and 0.28 eV respectively. This indicates that,
compound 2c can act as HTM as well as ETM. Compared to 1b
and 2b dyes, 2b shows low reorganization energy for both
hole and electron than 1b dye. So, dye 2b should transport
charge better for DSSC applications.

Conclusions

Extensive theoretical studies on the six newly designed
molecules have been carried out in search of better NLO
materials. We choose different D-π-A systems containing –CN
and –COOH as electron acceptor group, indole as electron
donor and thiazole ring with alkene or alkyne as π-conjugator.
Our results show that all the studied dyes have narrow HOMO-
LUMO gap in gas and solvent phases. Dye 2c shows better
planarity compare to other molecules. With increasing the
strength of EWG at electron acceptor position, HOMO-LUMO
gap decreases for both alkene and alkyne systems. From FMO
analysis we find that donor unit stabilizes the HOMO, whereas
acceptor unit stabilizes the LUMO. Thiazole ring also provides
additional stabilization to the LUMO. In case of alkene
substituted dyes the HOMO is more stabilized by π-bridge than
thiazole ring and in case of alkyne substituted dyes reverse
order is found. Photophysical properties of the six compounds
are evaluated examining the excited states. TDDFT results show
that all the dye exhibit λmax in the visible region possessing low
transition energy, high oscillator strength and LHE value.
Maximum absorption wave length is found for 1c which is well
correlated with the HOMO-LUMO gap. All the investigated dyes
show large NLO property. Among the studied dyes, 1c has
maximum Δα in gas and in DMSO which is proportional to
their dipole moments. It has been found that first and second-
order hyperpolarizabilities are more favoured in alkyne sub-
stituted π-linker system. Compound 2c shows highest βtotal and
γtotal value. Polarizability and hyperpolarizability increases with
the solvent polarity. The computed βtotal values are 326–587
times greater than the values of urea. Furthermore, hyper-
polarizability increases with the increase of strength of EWG.
Photo-voltaic property has been calculated for compound 1b
and 2b. Substitution of alkene π-linker in 1b by alkyne π-linker
in 2b, all relevant properties for DSSC application like electron
injection free enthalpy, LHE, dipole moment, open circuit
voltage, charge transport character are favoured. This improve-
ment assists to obtain high JSC as well as high power conversion
efficiency. We also find that compound 2c demonstrates lowest
λhole and λelectron values. This indicates, compound 2c can act
both as HTM and ETM. If we look on the series we can see,
chemical hardness decreases whereas chemical potential and
softness increases from weak EWG to strong EWG. In all the
cases alkyne systems prove better than the alkene systems for
NLO and DSSC applications. Therefore, as a whole one can
conclude that these six designed dyes can function as NLO
material, among them compound 2c shows highest NLO
efficiency and 2b demonstrates good photovoltaic property for
DSSC application. This type of dye can be adsorbed on the

Table 4. Calculated ionization potentials (IP), electron affinities (EA),
reorganization energies (λhole and λelectron), chemical potential (μc.p), chemical
hardness (�) and softess (s) of the dyes in gas phase at the B3LYP/6-311+

+G(d,p) level of theory.

Molecule IP
(eV)

EA
(eV)

λhole

(eV)
λelectron

(eV)
μc.p

(eV)
�
(eV)

s
(eV)

1a 6.81 1.54 0.37 0.35 4.23 1.45 0.68
1b 6.91 2.03 0.32 0.37 4.51 1.29 0.77
1c 7.06 2.17 0.28 0.30 4.65 1.25 0.8
2a 7.04 1.58 0.27 0.32 4.35 1.49 0.67
2b 7.11 2.05 0.26 0.35 4.48 1.46 0.68
2c 7.29 2.23 0.21 0.28 4.79 1.31 0.76
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surface of the titanium dioxide semiconductor and may be
considered for future work. These results should be useful to
design efficient NLO material and organic sensitizer in DSSC
application.

Supporting Information Summary

The supporting information summary contains optimized
geometry of the dyes, structural parameters, frontier molecular
orbitals, absorption maxima, dipole moments, polarizability and
hyperpolarizability of the molecules in gas phase and in
different solvent and computational details.
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Figure S1. Optimized structure of the indole-based dyes (1a to 2c) in gas phase 
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Figure S2. Optimized structure of compounds 1a in gas phase 

Table S1. Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 1a 

Dihedral Angle  Bond Angle 

23N-22C-21C-20C 179.8  23N-22C-21C 178.8 

21C-20C-19C-24N -0.13  22C-21C-20C 122.5 

21C-20C-19C-25S 179.9  21C-20C-19C 123.2 

18C-17C-15C-14C -175.8  20C-19C-24N 125.6 

17C-15C-14C-11C 176.9  17C-15C-14C 120.9 

15C-14C-11C-12C -23.46  15C-14C-11C 130.0 

 

 

Figure S3. Optimized structure of compound 1b 

Table S2. Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 1b 

Dihedral Angle  Bond Angle 

22C-21C-20C-19C -179.9  23C-21C-20C 128.9 

21C-20C-19C-24S 179.9  21C-20C-19C 128.4 

21C-20C-19C-33N -0.06  24S-17C-15C 124.7 

18C-17C-15C-14C 174.5  17C-15C-14C 120.7 

17C-15C-14C-11C -176.9  15C-14C-11C 130.2 

15C-14C-11C-13C 20.8  14C-11C-13C 130.3 
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Figure S4. Optimized structure of compound 1c 

Table S3. Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 1c 

Dihedral Angle  Bond Angle 

19C-20C-21C-22C -179.9  23C-21C-22C 115.7 

19C-20C-21C-23C 0.044  21C-20C-19C 127.5 

24S-19C-20C-21C -179.8  20C-19C-34N 126.6 

14C-15C-17C-24S -4.88  20C-19C-24S 120.0 

13C-11C-14C-15C 19.8  17C-15C-14C 120.7 

11C-14C-15C-17C -177.0  15C-14C-11C 130.2 

 

 

Figure S5. Optimized structure of compound 2a 

Table S4. Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 

2a 

Dihedral Angle  Bond Angle 

20C-19C-18C-17C -179.99  20C-19C-18C 122.5 

19C-18C-17C-23S -179.96  19C-18C-17C 123.2 

17C-23S-15C-29C -179.98  18C-17C-23S 120.8 
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22N-16C-15C-29C 179.98  18C-17C-22N 125.5 

14C-11C-12C-13N 179.99  23S-15C-29C 122.8 

14C-11C-12C-24H -0.001  14C-11C-12C 126.5 

 

 

Figure S6. Optimized structure of compound 2b 

Table S5. Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 2b 

Dihedral Angle  Bond Angle 

17C-18C-19C-20C 179.89  20C-19C-29C 115.1 

17C-18C-19C-29C 2.37  18C-19C-29C 126.0 

23S-17C-18C-19C -179.6  23S-17C-18C 124.6 

15C-23S-17C-18C 179.73  14C-28C-15C 179.5 

13N-12C-11C-14C -179.97  11C-14C-28C 179.0 

28C-15C-16C-22N 179.97  12C-11C-14C 126.4 

  

 

Figure S7. Optimized structure of compound 2c 

Table S6. Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 2c 

Dihedral Angle  Bond Angle 

17C-18C-19C-20C -179.99  20C-19C-29C 115.7 

17C-18C-19C-29C 0.018  18C-19C-29C 125.3 
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23S-17C-18C-19C -179.97  23S-17C-18C 120.1 

15C-23S-17C-18C -179.99  14C-28C-15C 179.2 

13N-12C-11C-14C 179.99  11C-14C-28C 179.1 

28C-15C-16C-22N 180.00  12C-11C-14C 126.2 

 

Scheme S1. Some selected dihedral angles obtained from the optimized geometries. (ф1 

= C1-C2-C3-S4, ф2 = C5-C6-C7-C8, ф3= C6-C7-C8-C9, ф4= C7-C8-C9-C10) 

 

Table S7. Calculated dihedral angles between the neighbouring units of dyes. 

 

dyes Ф1 Ф2 Ф3 Ф4 

1a 179.9 -175.8 176.9 160.2 

1b 179.9 174.6 -176.9 -163.7 

1c -179.8 174.6 -177.0 -162.6 

2a -179.9 -71.9 -97.3 -10.8 

2b -179.6 -0.428 -178.3 -2.48 

2c -179.9 0.098 179.8 179.8 

 

Table S8. HOMO-LUMO gap (eV) of studied dyes (1a to 2c) in gas phase and in 

different solvent phase at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) method. 

System Gas phase Toluene DCM MeCN DMF DMSO 

1a 2.897 2.896 2.709 2.674 2.674 2.671 

1b 2.595 2.438 2.315 2.285 2.268 2.275 

1c 2.519 2.351 2.231 2.223 2.189 2.187 

2a 2.994 2.903 2.847 2.830 2.830 2.830 

2b 2.914 2.787 2.701 2.685 2.675 2.670 

2c 2.620 2.476 2.389 2.384 2.380 2.381 
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Figure S8. Frontier molecular orbitals of the dyes in the gas phase at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 

level of theory. 
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Table S9. Computed absorption maxima (λmax in nm), oscillator strengths (f), electronic 

excitation energies (eV), light harvesting efficiency (LHE) of dyes (1a– 2c) in gas phase 

and solvent phase using TD-DFT method at CAM-B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level. 

 

Dye Solvent λmax 

(nm) 

eV f LHE Assignment 

        

1a Gas 388.5 3.191 0.975 0.894 H - L 67.2% 

 Toluene 412.2 3.008 1.105 0.921 H - L 66.5% 

 DCM 422.9 2.932 1.089 0.919 H - L 66.8% 

 MeCN 423.2 2.929 1.061 0.913 H - L 66.9% 

 DMF 425.6 2.913 1.081 0.917 H - L 66.8% 

 DMSO 425.4 2.914 1.078 0.916 H - L 66.9% 

        

        

1b Gas 430.1 2.883 0.996 0.899 H - L 67.4% 

 Toluene 474.1 2.615 1.132 0.926 H - L 67.1% 

 DCM 491.8 2.521 1.113 0.923 H - L 67.4% 

 MeCN 497.9 2.490 1.101 0.921 H - L 67.6% 

 DMF 500.6 2.477 1.114 0.923 H - L 67.5% 

 DMSO 498.6 2.487 1.109 0.922 H - L 

 

67.5% 

        

1c Gas 439.9 2.818 1.002 0.900 H - L 67.6% 

 Toluene 489.8 2.532 1.154 0.929 H - L 67.4% 

 DCM 509.6 2.433 1.148 0.929 H - L 67.8% 

 MeCN 515.2 2.407 1.139 0.927 H -L 67.9% 

 DMF 515.7 2.404 1.149 0.929 H - L 67.8% 

 DMSO 519.1 2.389 1.155 0.930 H - L 67.9% 

        

        

2a Gas 373.2 3.322 1.130 0.926 H - L 66.6% 

 Toluene 395.2 3.138 1.304 0.950 H - L 66.1% 

 DCM 397.8 3.117 1.283 0.948 H - L 66.1% 

 MeCN 396.8 3.125 1.260 0.945 H - L 66.2% 

 DMF 398.9 3.108 1.283 0.948 H - L 66.1% 

 DMSO 398.7 3.109 1.279 0.947 H - L 66.1% 

        

2b Gas 383.0 3.237 1.143 0.928 H - L 66.7% 

 Toluene 409.3 3.029 1.309 0.951 H - L 66.2% 

 DCM 415.2 2.986 1.294 0.949 H - L 66.3% 

 MeCN 415.2 2.986 1.267 0.946 H - L 66.4% 

 DMF 418.7 2.961 1.284 0.949 H - L 66.3% 
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Figure S9. Effect of solvent polarity on dipole moment of all the studied dyes at 

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level.  

 

 

Table S10. The dipole moment, static Polarizability, first and second order 

hyperpolarizability of dyes studied at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory in gas 

phase and in different solvents. 

 

 DMSO 418.0 2.966 1.287 0.948 H - L 

 

66.4% 

        

2c Gas 419.2 2.958 1.157 0.930 H - L 67.1% 

 Toluene 458.2 2.706 1.331 0.953 H - L 66.7% 

 DCM 466.8 2.656 1.132 0.927 H - L 66.8% 

 MeCN 467.1 2.654 1.297 0.949 H - L 66.9% 

 DMF 470.6 2.635 1.319 0.952 H - L 66.9% 

 DMSO 470.3 2.636 1.316 0.952 H - L  66.9% 

        

Molecule Solvent µ 

Debye 

Δα 

10-24 esu 

βtotal 

10-30 esu 

γ 

10-36 esu 

µβ 

10-48 esu 

       

1a Gas 9.99 46.95 121.00 399.45 1208.79 

 Toluene 10.01 55.84 243.50 915.70 2437.67 

 DCM 12.43 65.23 417.50 1775.98 5189.53 
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 MeCN 13.30 68.67 478.36 2199.30 6362.19 

 DMF 13.31 68.72 489.80 2206.13 6519.24 

 DMSO 13.34 68.98 495.40 2239.76 6608.64 

       

1b Gas 9.24 52.73 193.94 501.70 1792.01 

 Toluene 11.27 64.72 413.36 1238.82 4658.57 

 DCM 13.23 77.64 743.28 2574.26 9833.59 

 MeCN 13.93 83.45 909.30 3307.48 12666.55 

 DMF 14.11 83.04 916.53 3307.75 12932.24 

 DMSO 14.43 83.32 923.75 3431.62 13329.71 

       

1c Gas 13.09 53.27 200.84 501.78 2628.99 

 Toluene 16.08 66.34 440.97 1225.96 7090.79 

 DCM 18.84 80.26 801.79 2548.09 15105.72 

 MeCN 18.89 85.58 970.82 3255.39 18338.79 

 DMF 20.00 86.33 982.51 3289.71 19650.2 

 DMSO 20.05 86.79 998.92 3333.29 20028.35 

       

2a Gas 9.93 46.01 137.49 433.31 1365.28 

 Toluene 11.39 54.83 272.43 1002.56 3102.97 

 DCM 12.51 62.91 433.31 1854.87 5420.71 

 MeCN 12.88 65.91 499.79 2260.02 6437.29 

 DMF 12.89 65.96 500.80 2266.39 6455.31 

 DMSO 12.91 66.17 505.67 2297.28 6528.19 

       

2b Gas 10.92 49.63 157.13 470.82 1715.86 

 Toluene 13.05 59.40 318.42 1112.11 4155.38 

 DCM 14.71 68.78 527.09 2149.39 7753.49 

 MeCN 14.87 72.31 617.31 2676.82 9179.39 

 DMF 15.25 72.32 626.49 2711.16 9553.97 

 DMSO 15.48 72.72 629.87 2743.24 9750.39 

       

2c Gas 12.78 52.21 217.70 540.2 2782.20 

 Toluene 15.46 64.32 465.30 1379.1 7193.50 

 DCM 16.94 75.93 801.80 2873.8 13582.49 

 MeCN 17.50 80.52 959.14 3694 16784.95 

 DMF 17.58 80.58 961.57 3708.4 16904.40 

 DMSO 17.63 80.90 970.15 3773.9 17103.74 
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Figure. S10. A) Static polarizability, B) first-order hyperpolarizability C) second-order 

hyperpolarizability and D) μβ of the studied dyes at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of 

theory in gas phase and in different solvents phase. 

 

 

Scheme S1. Chemical structures of N-methyl indole-based dyes. 
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Figure S11. Optimized structure of the N-methyl indole-based dyes (1a' to 2c') in gas 

phase 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S12. Schematic energy level diagrams of the N-methyl indole dyes in gas phase. 
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Figure S13. First order hyperpolarizability of N-methyl indole based dyes studied at the 

B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level of theory in gas phase.     

 

Table S11. The dipole moment, static polarizability, first and second order 

hyperpolarizability of N-methyl indole based dyes studied at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) 

level of theory in gas phase.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Molecule µ 

Debye 

Δα 

10-24 esu 

βtotal 

10-30 esu 
         γ 

10-36 esu 

µβ 

10-48 esu 

1a' 10.72 50.25 146.52 477.74 1570.69 

      

1b' 10.08 56.52 230.18 575.69 2320.21 

      

1c' 13.96 57.13 237.37 563.82 3313.69 

      

2a' 10.69 49.36 164.81 517.74 1761.82 

      

2b' 11.73 53.11 188.44 558.28 2210.40 

      

2c' 13.64 56.04 257.19 614.80 3508.07 
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Computational  Details 

 

All the calculations are performed using Gaussian 09 programme package at 

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)  level of theory otherwise stated elsewhere. The ground state 

geometry optimization of the designed molecules are carried out in gas phase and in different 

solvents such as toluene, dichloromethane (DCM), acetonitrile (MeCN), dimethylformamide 

(DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Optimization in the solvent phase has been done by 

applying the self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) incorporated in the polarizable continuum 

model (PCM).  The vibrational frequency analysis of the optimized structure is carried out at 

the same level of theory. No imaginary frequency was found which verify local minima of 

the optimized structures. To get vertical excitation energy at the ground state optimized 

geometry for the singlet-singlet excitation, time dependent density functional theory 

(TDDFT) calculations are performed. For the account of long range correction (LC) in 

TDDFT calculation the hybrid exchange-correlation functional CAM-B3LYP is used. For 

benchmarking the computational model of NLO properties has been done with indole based 

(vinyl furan)-bridged chromophores,  where experimental first hyperpolarizability reported as 

1162 × 10–30 esu. At B3LYP/ 6-311++g(d,p) level we can  reproduce the value of 1136 ×10–

30 esu. Multiwfn 3.3.6 program was used to analyze molecular orbital (MO) contributions 

from the groups of atoms.  

 



The role of p-linkers and electron acceptors in
tuning the nonlinear optical properties of BODIPY-
based zwitterionic molecules†

Tanushree Sutradhar and Anirban Misra *

Intramolecular charge transfer process can play a key role in developing strong nonlinear optical (NLO)

response in a molecule for technological application. Herein, two series of boron dipyrromethene

(BODIPY)-based push–pull systems have been designed with zwitterionic donor–acceptor groups, and

their NLO properties have been evaluated using a density functional theory-based approach. Different

p-conjugated linkers and electron acceptor groups were used to understand their roles in tuning the

NLO properties. The molecules were analyzed through HOMO–LUMO gaps, frontier molecular orbitals,

polarizabilities, hyperpolarizabilities, Dr indices, transition dipole moment densities, ionization potentials,

electron affinities and reorganization energies for holes and electrons. These observations correlated

well with the computed absorption spectra of the molecules. It is found that with the introduction of

different p-linkers in the molecule, planarity is maintained and the HOMO–LUMO gap is systematically

decreased, which leads to a large NLO response. It was noted that the electronic absorption wavelength

maxima were found in the near-infrared region (934–1650 nm). The results show that compared to the

pyridinium acceptor group, the imidazolium acceptor group in the BODIPY systems amplifies the NLO

response to a larger extent. It is also observed that the BODIPY-based dye with an imidazolium acceptor

and thienothiophene p-linker shows the highest first hyperpolarizability value of 3194 � 10�30 esu.

Furthermore, the charge transfer occurs in the z-direction, as the z-component of the first

hyperpolarizability is the dominant factor in this system. Here, the designed molecules show

a characteristic reorganisation energy value, which is a deciding factor in the rate of hole/electron

transport for favourable intermolecular coupling. As a whole, this theoretical work highlights that p-

conjugated linkers and electron acceptor groups can be used judiciously to design new molecular

systems for optoelectronic applications.

1. Introduction

Materials with high nonlinear optical (NLO) properties have
gained much attention in recent years, as they offer potential
applications in optoelectronic and photonic devices in the
regulation of optical switching, micro fabrication and imaging,
telecommunication, laser technology, data storage, etc.1–9

Different types of materials of both inorganic10 and organic11–13

origin have been investigated for their interesting nonlinear
optical properties. However, among these, organic materials
with high NLO response have proven to be the optimum choice
due to their tunability.7,14 Most organic NLOmaterials are push–

pull molecules containing p-conjugated systems linking an
electron donor (D) to an electron acceptor (A) group.15 The NLO
properties in these compounds are developed due to high
polarization of p electrons along the conjugated backbone. The
rst hyperpolarizability (b) is associated with the intramolecular
charge transfer (ICT) from the donor group to the electron
acceptor group. Several studies conrmed that by optimizing
the donor and acceptor groups, p-linker and ring twisting in the
push–pull system, the ICT process can be amplied and hence
the NLO response increases.16–18 The main strategies for
designing efficient NLO materials are based on the choice of
suitable donor and acceptor groups and p-conjugated
bridges.19,20 Albert et al. suggested an approach in which by
introducing zwitterionic behaviour in a conjugated molecule,
one can enhance the NLO properties by providing low energy
charge transfer.21,22 Some researchers also revealed that zwitter-
ionic D and A groups positioned at opposite ends of the conju-
gated systems of chromophores can ameliorate their NLO
response.12,23 Xiong et al. synthesized a thermally stable zwitter-
ionic picolinium(dicyano) esterquinodimethane chromophore
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with a b value of 1800� 10�30 esu.24 All these facts prompted us to
design and investigate zwitterionic systems craed by different
donors and acceptors with high NLO response.

The boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY)-based push–pull
chromophore is an area of recent interest and has been used in
the present investigation. BODIPY dyes are well known for their
desirable photophysical properties, as they possess strong
absorption bands in the UV-vis region, high uorescence
quantum yields,25,26 two-photon absorption properties, etc.27

BODIPY dyes are widely used in photodynamic therapy,28 as
chemosensors,29 uorosensors,30 etc. Extensive research has
been performed on the molecular structures and optical prop-
erties of BODIPY dyes; however, very few studies have reported
BODIPY-based push–pull zwitterionic systems. In this work, the
main strategy is the introduction of donor and acceptor groups
to the opposite ends of the BODIPY core at the 2 and 6 positions.
Imidazolium compounds are known for their signicant
absorption in the entire UV region and for their uorescence
properties.31,32 It is reported that the imidazolium cation
provides a remarkable contribution to enhanced NLO
response.33,34 To investigate the effects of different electron
acceptors and p-conjugated linkers on the NLO properties of
the BODIPY system, 10 new BODIPY-based D–p–A dyes were
designed (Fig. 1). Pyridinium and imidazolium ions were
taken as positively charged acceptor groups, and phenoxide
group was taken as the negatively charged donor group. Four
p-spacers, ethylene, cis-thiophene with respect to BODIPY,
trans-thiophene with respect to BODIPY and thienothiophene,

were used as the 1st and 3rd p-linkers, and BODIPY was used as
the 2nd p-linker.

This paper deals primarily with the theoretical calculation of
the optoelectronic properties of newly designed molecules
using density functional theory (DFT)-based methods. The
focus of our work was to determine the inuence of different p-
conjugated linkers and p-acceptors on the NLO properties of
molecules. DFT and TDDFT calculations were carried out to
evaluate the molecular properties, including the frontier
molecular orbitals, absorption spectra, polarizability and
hyperpolarizability, ionization potential (IP), electron affinity
(EA) and reorganization energy of the hole and electron. It is
exhibited that with increasing p-electron delocalization and
substitution of pyridinium cation by imidazolium cation in the
BODIPY-based systems, the NLO response is amplied. The
present work will provide a direction to researchers for the
synthesis of novel NLO materials of BODIPY-based dyes for
technological application.

2. Theoretical background and
computational details

Geometry optimization of the designed molecules was per-
formed in the gas phase using the Gaussian 09 program at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.35 The molecules were
optimized at the minimum energy level and no imaginary
frequency was found, which signies the stationary point of the
minima. All the obtained restricted B3LYP solutions were

Fig. 1 Chemical structures of the BODIPY-based dyes under investigation.
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stable. The B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP functionals were found to be
the most suitable for NLO calculations. Recently, Prakasam
et al. investigated the second order hyperpolarizabilities and
absorption properties of triphenylamine-based organic sensi-
tizers with the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) method.36 However, the
B3LYP functional sometimes fails to predict accurate values in
the case of polarizability of long chain molecules, charge
transfer excitation, etc. Increasing the incorporated HF
exchange fraction as well as the long range correction becomes
signicant to improve the results, and many researchers have
attempted to achieve this. Very recently, Avramopoulos and co-
workers designed a photochromic material with switchable
nonlinear optical properties by employing the density func-
tional method with the CAM-B3LYP functional.37 For this
reason, we considered the B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP functionals
for explanation of the NLO behaviour of the studied system.
Hence, in order to analyze the NLO behaviour of the designed
D–p–A systems, the dipole moment (mtotal), average polariz-
ability (a) and rst hyperpolarizability (b) were evaluated using
the B3LYP functional as well as the CAM-B3LYP38 functional
with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set to include a long range
correction for improving the charge transfer characteristics in
the Gaussian 09 soware.39

The dipole moment was calculated using the following
equation:

mtot ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mx

2 þ my
2 þ mz

2

q
(1)

where mx, my, and mz are the components of the dipole moments
in the x, y, and z directions, respectively.

Average polarizability (hai) was calculated using the
following equation:40

hai ¼ 1

3

�
axx þ ayy þ azz

�
(2)

where axx, ayy and azz are the polarizability tensor
components.

The rst hyperpolarizability (btotal) can be expressed as40

btotal ¼ (bx
2 + by

2 + bz
2)

1
2 ¼ [(bxxx + bxyy + bzzx)

2 + (byyy + byzz

+ byxx)
2 + (bzzz + bzxx + bzyy)

2]1/2 (3)

where bxxx, bxyy, bzzx, byyy, byzz, byxx, bzzz, bzxx and byyy are
hyperpolarizability tensors along the x, y and z directions,
respectively.

The transition dipole moment (TDM) density has been
evaluated on the basis of the dipole moment integral between
the occupied and virtual molecular orbitals. The TDM density
can be calculated and visualized using the Multiwfn wave
function analyzer.41 The charge transfer length during electron
excitation in the D–p–A system is dened as the Dr index. This
is dened by the following equation:42

Dr ¼
P

i;l

�
Ki

l
�2
|h4l |r|4li � h4i |r|4ii|P

i;l

�
Ki

l
�2 (4)

where the i and l indices run over all the occupied and vertical
MOs, respectively, and F is the orbital wave function:

Ki
l ¼ Xi

l + Yi
l (5)

where Xi
l and Yi

l denote the conguration coefficients corre-
sponding to i/l excitation and l/i de-excitation, respectively.
The Dr indices were calculated using Multiwfn soware.

The ionization potential (IP) denes the energy changes due
to removing electrons from or adding holes to the neutral
molecule. On the other hand, the electron affinity (EA) quan-
ties the energy changes for adding electrons to or removing
holes from the same. This can be expressed as:43

IP ¼ ECation � ENeutral and EA ¼ ENeutral � EAnion (6)

E denotes the energy of the respective system. The hole
transport reorganization energy (lhole) and electron transport
reorganization energy (lelectron) are calculated as:44

lhole ¼ l1 + l2 ¼ (E0
+ � E+) + (E+

0 � E0) (7)

lelectron ¼ l3 + l4 ¼(E0
� � E�) + (E�

0 � E0) (8)

Here, E0, E+ and E�represent the energies of the neutral,
cation and anion species, respectively, in their optimized
geometries. E0

+/� and E+/�
0 represent the energies of the cation/

anion with the optimized structure of the neutral species and
the energy of the neutral species with the optimized structure of
the cation/anion geometry, respectively.

3. Results and discussion
Electronic structure

The electronic structures of molecules play a key role in regu-
lating the nonlinear optical properties of the molecules, as they
depend on the geometry of the molecular system. Here, Fig. 1
presents the BODIPY molecules with different p-linkers and
acceptors and a phenoxide donor. The optimized structures of
the molecules, dihedral angles and bond angles are given in the
ESI (Fig. S1–S10 and Tables S1–S10†). For a smooth electron
transfer process from the donor unit to the acceptor unit, the
dye must have co-planarity between the donor unit-bridging
unit-acceptor unit (D–p–A).45 It is found that most of the dyes
maintain co-planarity, as the dihedral angles are close to 0� and
180� and the bond angles are close to 120�. It was also noted
that dye 2d has perfect planar geometry, as the geometrical
parameters are very close to ideal. Thus, we can say that the
inclusion of different p-linkers favours planarity in the inves-
tigated systems. It is reported that upon attaching an unsub-
stituted phenyl ring to the BODIPY core, the uorescence
quantum yield (4f) decreases compared to that of BODIPY
alone. Meanwhile, incorporation of two methyl groups in the
BODIPY system restricts the motion of the phenyl ring and
increases the 4f of the molecule.46 Therefore, we can expect that
incorporation of proper p-linkers will increase the NLO
response.

The charge transfer process is highly dependent on the
energy difference between the HOMO and LUMO (DE). Frontier
Molecular Orbital (FMO) theory helps to predict the chemical
stability of a molecule.47,48 Usually, the LUMO denes the
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capacity of acceptance of electrons and the HOMO classies the
electron donating ability.49 A low DE value indicates a chemi-
cally so molecule, whereas a high DE value signies a chemi-
cally hard molecule. Polarizability can be enhanced with
increasing soness in a molecule, which facilitates the NLO
response.

The FMO energy levels along with the HOMO–LUMO gaps
are represented in Fig. 2. Proper inclusion of acceptor and
donor units at the 2 and 6 positions of BODIPY endow the
molecule with zwitterionic character, and the HOMO–LUMO
energy gap is found to be reduced. Currently, the compounds
which are studied can be categorized into two sets, namely,
BODIPY-based pyridinium acceptors (Series 1) and imidazolium
acceptors (Series 2). Upon introduction of different p-linkers in
the BODIPY framework in series 1 and 2, DE starts to diminish
from the respective values of 0.88 eV and 1.08 eV in a very
systematic way. Upon insertion of –CH]CH– (1a and 2a), cis-
thiophene (1b and 2b) and trans-thiophene (1c and 2c) groups
in the BODIPY system, DE decreases successively. However,
when thienothiophene groups are inserted (dye 1d and 2d), the
lowest DE values of 0.45 eV and 0.50 eV are found. This clearly
reveals that the thienothiophene p-linkers reduce the HOMO–
LUMO gap more in the imidazolium acceptor system than in
the pyridinium acceptor system. It is expected that by main-
taining planarity, extended conjugation and a low DE gap, the
molecules should achieve high NLO response. For some cases,
the energy differences between the HOMO and LUMO of the
designed dyes are very small. If we go along a series, the
architecture of the molecule remains the same; only the
conjugation length is increased, and as a consequence, the
LUMO is stabilized. This could be the reason for these small
differences. They also may be due to the limitations of the
method used. Zhang et al. synthesized and performed DFT-
based B3LYP calculations on a series of highly polarizable
bis(N,N-diethyl) aniline-based chromophores. In this study, the

reported energy differences of the compounds are also very
low.50 Therefore, these values can be taken as an explanation of
the NLO behaviour of the investigated compounds. The orders
of the HOMO–LUMO energy gaps of series 1 and 2 are 1d < 1c <
1b < 1a < 1 and 2d < 2c < 2b < 2a < 2. Therefore, it can be pre-
dicted that all these molecules will show higher absorption
wavelengths and will be excellent candidates for NLO materials
for various photoelectronic applications. The modication of
the p-conjugated linker by tailoring the structure would be
a strategy to obtain high NLO activity. In order to understand
the distribution patterns of the HOMOs and LUMOs, we
analyzed the frontier molecular orbitals of the investigated
dyes, which are given in Fig. 3. From the FMO diagram, it is
evident that for Series 1, the HOMOs and LUMOs of all the
chromophores are delocalized throughout the molecules.
Meanwhile, for Series 2, the HOMO is localized on the phen-
oxide donor part andp-conjugated part of themolecule, and the
LUMO is localized mainly on the imidazolium acceptor part.
This fact signies the electron donating ability of phenoxide ion
and the electron acceptance nature of imidazolium cation.
Overall, the calculated geometrical parameters indicate that
planarity and delocalization in a molecule can be adjusted by
varying the p-linkers, which are signicant characteristics for
tuning optoelectronic properties.

NLO properties

To evaluate the NLO properties of the dyes, it was necessary to
assess the magnitudes of the static dipole moment, linear
response (polarizability) and nonlinear response (1st hyper-
polarizability). Benchmarking of the computational model for the
NLO calculation was performed with some well-known push–pull
systems given in the ESI51 (Table S14†). A comparison between the
theoretically calculated results and experimental results of the
hyperpolarizability show good agreement. The benchmarking
exercise demonstrates that the hyperpolarizability value for the

Fig. 2 Energy level diagrams of the dyes in the gas phase at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.
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B3LYP functional is closer to the experimental value compared
to that for the CAM-B3LYP functional. Here, our main objective
was to nd the effects of the zwitterionic donor–acceptor group
and p-linkers on the hyperpolarizability value. Therefore, to
obtain an explanation for the changes in the hyperpolarizability
values with the structural modication in the framework of the
donor–acceptor molecule in the gas phase, we kept the other
tuning parameters unchanged. Hence, to determine the inu-
ence of the p-conjugated linkers and electron acceptor groups
on the NLO properties of the Series 1 and Series 2 compounds,
these parameters were calculated with the B3LYP and range-
separated CAM-B3LYP functionals with a standard basis set,
6-311++G(d,p), and the results are tabulated in Tables 1 and S12
(ESI†). In the following discussion, we illustrate the results
obtained using the B3LYP functional. The average polarizability
(Da) of the dyes increases in the order of a < b < c < d for both
series, and the results found using the B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP
functionals follow the same trend. Looking at Table 1, one can
nd that the average polarizabilities of dye 1 and 2 are 103.37 �
10�24 esu and 83.72� 10�24 esu, respectively. With the addition
of ethylenep-linkers as the 1st and 3rd conjugators in the 1 and 2
dyes, Da increases by 61 � 10�24 esu and 65 � 10�24 esu,

respectively. The polarizability further increases with the addi-
tion of the thiophene p-linker at the cis and trans positions of
BODIPY. It was found that the average polarizabilities reached
maxima and the values increased by 242 � 10�24 esu and 238 �
10�24 esu, respectively, when thienothiophene groups were
incorporated in the parent compounds (Table 1). Therefore,
Tables 1 and S12† indicate that with modication by different
p-conjugated linkers, the polarizability is enhanced systemati-
cally. The highest polarizability was found for dye 1d, 345.52 �
10�24 esu, with the smallest DE (Table 1). It is known that
a small energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO inuences
the polarizability of a molecule, and the results are in accor-
dance with the calculated HOMO–LUMO gaps.

The rst hyperpolarizability is connected with the ICT
process. This is due to the ow of electron density from D to A
via a p-conjugated bridge, which is discussed in more detail
later. Among the investigated molecules, the dipole moment
was found to be highest for dye 2d, while the lowest value was
found for dye 1. It is reported that a large dipole moment and
hyperpolarizability play signicant roles in poled polymers.52

Therefore, the high dipole moment of these molecules is likely
to enhance the NLO response. The rst hyperpolarizability is
graphically represented in Fig. 4. Calculation of the btotal value
using the B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP functionals follows the
same trend of increasing order. An increase in the btotal value of
557 � 10�30 esu is observed in the case of the imidazolium
acceptor group (dye 2) compared to the pyridinium acceptor
(dye 1), which proves the better electron acceptance power of
imidazolium cation.34 This is also found in the frontier molec-
ular orbitals. Changes in the p-conjugation length due to the
inclusion of the 1st and 3rd p-linkers affect the NLO properties
of the studied systems. For Series 1 and Series 2, with the
incorporation of the ethylene p-linker, the btotal values are
almost doubled. It was found that with the addition of thio-
linkers in both series, the 1st hyperpolarizability increased
systematically. Compared to the cis-thiophene p-linkers,
the trans-thiophene p-linkers improved the btotal value by
60 � 10�30 esu in dye 1c and 24 � 10�30 esu in dye 2c. When

Fig. 3 Frontier molecular orbitals of the dyes in the gas phase at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Table 1 Dipole moments, static polarizabilities and first hyper-
polarizabilities of the studied dyes at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory

Molecules m, debye Da, 10�24 esu mb, 10�48 esu

1 27.24 103.37 9359
1a 31.50 163.64 19 561
1b 34.19 230.47 23 968
1c 35.34 234.66 26 900
1d 41.22 345.52 36 058
2 33.63 83.72 30 308
2a 42.40 147.55 80 177
2b 46.53 208.24 102970
2c 48.16 211.91 107734
2d 57.28 320.46 182951
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thienothiophene molecules were added to dyes 1 and 2, the
btotal value increased by 531 � 10�30 esu and 2293 � 10�30 esu,
respectively. This can be correlated with the HOMO–LUMO gaps
of the molecules, as shown in Fig. 2. It is known that the 1st

order hyperpolarizability increases with decreasing DE.53,54 If we
compare Fig. 2, 4 and Table 1, it can be found that for all cases,
the DE gap is inversely proportional to the dipole moment,
linear polarizability and 1st order hyperpolarizability. The btotal

values of the two series decrease in the orders of 1d > 1c > 1b >
1a > 1 and 2d > 2c > 2b > 2a > 2 for the B3LYP as well as the CAM-
B3LYP functional. It was observed that BODIPY-based dye 2d,
which contains an imidazolium acceptor and thienothiophene
p-linker, shows the highest btotal and mb value of 3194 � 10�30

esu and 18.29 � 10�44 esu, respectively. This NLO response can
be attributed to the effective charge transfer from the D to the A
moiety. The computed btotal value of 2d is 4110 times higher
than the 1st hyperpolarizability value of urea, which is used as
a reference in organic systems. It should also be noted that in
both series, the order of the btotal value is in conformity with the
average polarizability. For better insight, we report the compo-
nents of the 1st hyperpolarizability in Tables 2 and S13† (ESI†).

Yu et al. argued that by controls the btotal of 2,3-naphto-15-
crown-5 ether for some metal cation complexes.55 They
conclude that during the polarization process, the charge ows
in the y direction. The results in Tables 2 and S13† indicate that
for the investigated systems, btotal is dominated by the bz

component. The contribution of bx is negligible. Therefore, we
can surmise that during the polarization process, the maximum
charge is expected to transfer along the z direction.56

To explain the origin and variation of the major transition
energy of the NLO response, the Dr index, integral overlap of
hole electron distribution (s) and distance between the centroid
of the hole and electron (D) were tabulated (Table 3). From
Table 3, we can nd that for all the cases, the Dr index is larger
than 2.0; hence, they may be regarded as charge transfer (CT)
mode.42 If we compare Fig. 4 and Table 3, we can nd that both
the btotal and Dr indices increase, with the p-conjugated linkers
showing the same trend of increment. The 2d compound shows
the highest Dr indices and was found to show the highest btotal
values. If we compare these two series, it is exhibited that for

Fig. 4 First hyperpolarizabilities of BODIPY-based dyes studied at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Table 2 bx, by, and bz components (10�30 esu) of the studied mole-
cules (1 to 2d) obtained from DFT calculations (B3LYP functional)
employing the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set

Molecules bx by bz

1 �9.84 83.69 333.09
1a 11.0 146.99 603.38
1b �4.45 83.37 696.03
1c �0.296 72.43 757.71
1d �12.7 155.17 860.81
2 �6.39 102.47 895.35
2a 15.4 �243.53 1875.16
2b 6.38 70.57 2212.42
2c 48.2 �309.23 2215.48
2d �16.4 �417.39 3166.54

Table 3 Major transition energies, Dr indices, integral overlaps of hole
electron distribution (s) and distances between the centroid of the hole
and electron (D) calculated at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory

Compound State
Transition
energy (eV) Dr (�A) s D (�A)

1 S5 2.915 12.332 0.042 11.33
1a S3 2.714 12.261 0.162 7.51
1b S5 2.566 14.107 0.146 9.63
1c S5 2.742 17.394 0.136 16.29
1d S5 2.436 17.801 0.135 13.47
2 S3 2.449 12.117 0.024 10.73
2a S4 2.129 15.228 0.018 13.89
2b S4 1.953 17.563 0.017 16.42
2c S4 1.889 17.846 0.017 16.76
2d S4 1.734 21.805 0.015 21.04
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both series, the thienothiophene p-conjugated linkers show the
highest Dr indices, and the imidazolium acceptor system proves
to be better for charge transfer. This can be well correlated with
the 1st hyperpolarizability of the molecules. The integral overlap
of the hole electron distribution (s) is a tool to measure the
spatial separation of holes and electrons and the distance
between the centroids of holes and electrons (D), which dene
the charge transfer length. The higher the value of D, the greater
the charge transfer length. For CT transition mode, D should be
large and s should be small. The smallest s value of 0.015 and
highest D value of 21.04 �A were found for dye 2d, which eluci-
dates the genesis of the highest NLO response. The transition
dipole moment densities are plotted in Fig. 5.

UV-vis spectra of dyes

Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) was used to
calculate the vertical excitation energies of the designed dyes.
TDDFT computations were carried out using the B3LYP and
CAMB3LYP functionals with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. The
TDDFT method is a very popular choice for the calculation of
vertical excitation energy. However, it has some limitations
when predicting the transition energies for charge transfer-
based molecules.57 Jacquemin and co-workers performed
computational analysis of the spectral properties of BODIPY-
derived systems with different functionals using the TDDFT
methodology58 and compared the results with experimental
data. In this paper, they also designed new aza-BODIPY mole-
cules for near-infra red (NIR) applications with the same
methodology. For the theoretical calculation of the vertical
excitation energy of BODIPY-based molecules, TDDFT was
found to be a suitable choice. Therefore, here, we used TDDFT
to calculate the absorption spectra of the designed dyes
absorbing light in the NIR region. A long-range correlated
functional such as CAM-B3LYP is a better choice to calculate the
vertical excitation energy to understand the charge transfer
characteristics in molecules.59,60 Benchmarking of the TDDFT

methodology was performed with some common BODIPY
systems, which are represented in Table 4.25 The correlation of
computed and experimental results induced us to choose the
CAM-B3LYP functional for the estimation of the vertical excitation
energy of our designed systems. The vertical excitation energies,
maximum absorption wavelengths, oscillator strengths and nature
of the transitions are reported in Tables 5 and S11 (ESI†). When we
compare Fig. 2, Tables 5 and S11,† we can nd that the excitation
energies in the case of the CAM-B3LYP functional are in conso-
nance with the HOMO–LUMO gaps of the molecules. For most of
the cases, the differences found in the excitation energy calcu-
lations with the B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP functionals varied by
about�0.2 eV; this is due to the different functionals of DFT. In
the following discussions, the results are illustrated by taking
the CAM-B3LYP functional. In all cases, the S0 / S1 electronic
transitions dominated with high oscillator strength, and for
dyes 1b, 1c and 1d, the S0 / S2 electronic transitions were
found to have moderate oscillator strength. The excitation
energies of dye 1 and dye 2 are 1.173 eV and 1.327 eV, respec-
tively. From these results, it was found that upon substitution of
the pyridinium acceptor by the imidazolium acceptor in the
BODIPY system, the absorption wavelengths blue shied due to
the higher HOMO–LUMO gap compared to that of the pyr-
idinium acceptor. Table 5 indicates that when an ethylene
group is included in the D–p–A system in dyes 1 and 2, the
absorption maxima are red shied by 29 nm and 88 nm,
respectively. This is due to the increases of the p-conjugation
length of the system. The excitation energy systematically
decreases with addition of thiophene p-linkers. Compared to
cis-thiophene, the trans-thiophene systems (1c and 2c) are red
shied by 128 nm and 143 nm. The maximum absorption
wavelengths were found for dyes 1d (1650 nm) and 2d (1471 nm)
when thienothiophene groups were added as the 1st and 3rd p-
linker in the BODIPY donor–acceptor system, respectively. The
structural modication in the BODIPY system pushes the
chromophore to absorb light in the NIR region (933 nm–1471
nm). In both series, the absorption wavelengths red shied with
the addition of p-linkers to the parent compounds. The
increasing orders of lmax are 1 < 1a < 1b < 1c < 1d and 2 < 2a < 2b
< 2c < 2d. The highest oscillator strength was found for dye 1d,
which is 1.4957. Overall, it can be concluded that with the
addition of different p-linkers to the D–p–A system, the lmax,
oscillator strength, and ICT character can be systematically
modied.

Ionization potential, electron affinity and reorganization
energy

Isolated molecules with low reorganization energy are associ-
ated with high solid state charge carrier mobility.61,62 It was also
found that some N-containing conjugated organic compounds
are promising n-type or p-type materials for the fabrication of
optical light emitting diodes (OLEDs).63,64 This arises due to
their excellent optoelectronic properties, thermal stabilities,
high electronmobilities, etc. As hyperpolarizability is associated
with the charge transfer from the donor group to the acceptor
group, determination of the ionization potential (IP), electron

Fig. 5 The transition dipole moment density of the studied molecules
(1 to 2d). The isovalue is 2 � 10�4. The green colour implies charge
increase upon excitation and the blue colour implies charge depletion.
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affinity (EA) and reorganization energy of organic molecules
confers relevant information about the charge transport prop-
erties and charge injection character of a molecule. The adia-
batic IP, EA and reorganization energy values of the ten
molecules were calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level and
are represented in Table 6. For all the molecules, the potential
energy of the cationic state is higher than the potential energy of
the neutral state; this provides a positive ionization potential. In
the case of an anion, the potential energy is lower than the
potential energy of the neutral state, which gives a negative EA.
The IP and EA values of the studied dyes are in the ranges of
5.37 eV to 4.47 eV and 2.04 eV to 3.05 eV, respectively. It is
known that molecules with higher EA values show higher

electron transport abilities and molecules with lower IP values
show higher hole transport ability.65 Compound 2d has the
lowest IP value of 4.47 eV, and 1d has the highest EA value of
3.05 eV. Therefore, molecules 1d and 2d will transport electrons
and holes better than the other molecules. It is interesting to
note that with the decrease of the HOMO–LUMO gap in both
systems, the IP values gradually decrease and the EA values
increase.

To examine the effects of various substitutions on the reor-
ganization energy for hole/electron transport (lhole/electron), lhole
and lelectron are tabulated in Table 6. To obtain high efficiency
optical light-emitting diodes, it is exigent to optimize the charge
carrier (electron/hole) injection process and the electron–hole
recombination process.66 Also, the charge injection and charge
transport are crucial to ascertain the luminescence efficiency of
OLEDs, and these can be obtained using a separate electron
transport material and hole transport material.67 According to
Marcus theory, the reorganization energy is the deciding factor
in the rate of charge transfer, and this energy is required for

Table 4 TDDFT benchmarking of the theoretical and experimental maximum absorption wavelengths (lmax); f represents the oscillator strength

Molecule Solvent Experiment lmax (nm)

Theoretical lmax (nm)

B3LYP CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)

Methanol 497

415.4 418.1
f ¼ 0.5047 f ¼ 0.5979

Ethanol 507

431.3 435.6
f ¼ 0.5986 f ¼ 0.6579

Ethanol 528

446.15 445.65
f ¼ 0.5978 f ¼ 0.7163

Table 5 Main electronic transitions, maximum absorption wave-
lengths (lmax), oscillator strengths (f) and transition nature of BODIPY-
based dyes in the gas phase at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory

Dye
Excited energy
(eV)

lmax

(nm) f Assignment

1 1.173 1056.93 0.7333 H / L 0.667
1a 1.142 1085.95 1.3417 H / L 0.706
1b 0.932 1329.79 1.3891 H / L 0.737

1.281 968.15 0.2467 H / L +1 0.689
1c 0.819 1512.20 1.4008 H / L 0.712

1.218 1017.71 0.6243 H / L +1 0.657
1d 0.751 1649.98 1.4957 H / L 0.759

1.128 1099.48 0.5036 H / L +1 0.683
2 1.327 933.96 0.4988 H / L 0.651
2a 1.214 1021.53 0.9052 H / L 0.539
2b 1.075 1153.25 1.1855 H / L 0.680
2c 0.957 1296.38 1.0327 H / L 0.655
2d 0.843 1471.35 1.052 H / L 0.775

Table 6 Calculated ionization potentials (IPs), electron affinities (EAs),
and reorganization energies (lhole and lelectron) of the dyes in the gas
phase at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory (in eV)

Molecule IP EA lhole lelectron

1 5.37 2.45 0.39 1.35
1a 5.20 2.67 0.12 0.19
1b 5.01 2.88 0.09 0.20
1c 4.96 2.90 0.09 0.19
1d 4.85 3.05 0.08 0.17
2 5.13 2.04 0.14 1.12
2a 4.83 2.11 0.13 0.27
2b 4.65 2.34 0.17 0.18
2c 4.59 2.37 0.11 0.23
2d 4.47 2.81 0.06 0.21
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structural changes associated with the charge transfer
process.68 It is well known that the smaller the hole transport
reorganization energy (lhole), the better the hole transport
properties, and the smaller the electron transport reorganiza-
tion energy (lelectron), the better the electron transport proper-
ties. As expected, with increasing p-conjugation length, the lhole
and lelectron values decreased for most of the cases. This implies
that the hole/electron transport properties increase along the
series. The smallest lhole and lelectron values were found for the
thienothiophene-substituted linker in both series, which is in
accordance with the NLO properties of the molecules. This can
be explained by the increased rigidity and planarity of the
molecules. The smallest lhole and lelectron values were found for
dye 2d and dye 1d, which can be correlated with the obtained IP
and EA values of the studied molecules. Most interestingly, it
was found that for all the cases, lhole is smaller than lelectron,
which indicates that the molecules are better hole transporters
than electron transporters. The differences between lhole and
lelectron of the compounds with p-spacers are less than 0.15 eV,
which suggests that they can act as emitters with moderately
high light–emitting efficiencies.69 Thus, the studied molecules
are promising candidates as hole transport materials.

4. Conclusions

In the present computational study, two series of novel zwit-
terionic BODIPY-based molecules with pyridinium and imida-
zolium electron acceptors, a phenoxide unit as the electron
donor and various p-linkers were designed, and their nonlinear
optical properties were investigated. DFT-based methods were
employed to explore the electronic structures, dipole moments,
polarizabilities, hyperpolarizabilities, absorption properties,
IPs, EAs and reorganization energies of these molecules. Our
results reveal that with the introduction of different p-linkers in
the D–p–A systems, planarity was maintained and the HOMO–
LUMO gap systematically decreased. It was observed that thie-
nothiophene groups reduced DEmore than the other p-linkers.
This observation was also supported by the excitation energy
calculated with the TDDFT approach. Small HOMO–LUMO gaps
of the molecules prompted the systems to absorb light in the
NIR region. The FMO analysis depicts that for the Series 1 dyes,
the electrons are delocalized throughout the molecules,
whereas for the Series 2 dyes, the donor unit largely stabilizes
the HOMO along with the p-linker and the LUMO is localized
on the acceptor unit. The intramolecular charge transfer from
the phenoxide unit to the imidazolium unit through the p-
conjugated backbone plays a signicant role in obtaining large
NLO responses in the Series 2 dyes. The computed btotal values
of the dyes were found to be 442 (for dye 1) to 4110 (for dye 2d)
times greater than the value of urea molecule. Among the
studied molecules, 2d exhibited the highest btotal value. The
imidazolium acceptor showed better NLO response than the
pyridinium acceptor. It was also noted that the dipole moment,
polarizability and hyperpolarizability are consistent with the
HOMO–LUMO gaps of the molecules. The lowest electron
transport reorganization energy (0.17 eV) and highest EA were
found for dye 1d, and the smallest hole transport reorganization

energy (0.06 eV) and lowest IP were found for dye 2d. Conse-
quently, 1d and 2d appear to be highly efficient emitters with
promising hole transport characteristics. Overall, all the investi-
gated dyes show high NLO response. The rst hyperpolarizability
of the molecules was found to respond dominantly in the z
direction, which indicates the course of charge transfer. A good
correlation was found between the Dr index, TDM density,
hyperpolarizability value and hole/electron transport properties. As
a whole, this work demonstrates that the structuralmodication of
p-linkers and electron acceptors in designing D–p–A systems is
a signicant approach to obtain high-performance NLOmaterials.
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Fig. S1 Optimized structure of compounds 1 

Table S1 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 1

Dihedral angles
C32-C30-C2-C3 -179.3
C7-C8-C20-C21 178.28

Bond angles
C32-C30-C2 121.2
C31-C30-C2 123.3
C8-C20-C22 120.7
C8-C20-C21 122.2

Fig. S2 Optimized structure of compounds 1a 

Table S2 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 1a

Dihedral angles
C37-C34-C33-C2 -179.9
C20-C21-C27-C26 179.9

Table S13 βx, βy, and βz components (10-30 esu) of studied molecules (1 to 2d) obtained from DFT 

calculation (CAM-B3LYP functional), employing the 6-311++G(d,p) basis Set

   S9

Table S14 Benchmarking of hyperpolarizability.   S10



S3

Bond angles
C36-C37-C34 120.4
C38-C37-C34 124.5
C21-C27-C22 123.1
C21-C27-C26 119.2

Fig. S3 Optimized structure of compounds 1b 

Table S3 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 1b

Dihedral angles
C45-C44-C32-C30 -179.9
C45-C44-C32-S29 0.002
S29-C27-C2-C3 -179.9
C9-C8-C20-S22 179.9

C23-C25-C34-C35 180
S22-C25-C34-C35 -0.003

Bond angles
C44-C32-S29 122.2
C34-C25-S22 122
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Fig. S4 Optimized structure of compounds 1c 

Table S4 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 1c

Dihedral angles
C42-C41-C38-C52 179.9
C42-C41-C38-S37 0.001
C36-C35-C2-C3 -179.9
C7-C8-C33-C20 180
C7-C8-C33-S21 -0.001

C53-C22-C28-C23 180
S21-C22-C28-C27 -179.9

Bond angles
C41-C38-S37 122.2
C28-C22-S21 122.1

Fig. S5 Optimized structure of compounds 1d 
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Table S5 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 1d

Dihedral angles
C48-C49-C44-S46 179.9
C40-C39-C2-C1 -179.9
S45-C39-C2-C3 -179.9
C7-C8-C20-C21 -180
C9-C8-C20-C26 -179.9

C28-C33-C25-S27 179.9
Bond angles

C49-C44-S45 121.3
S45-C39-C2 120.1
C8-C20-C26 120.3
C33-C25-S27 121.2

Fig. S6 Optimized structure of compounds 2 in gas phase

Table S6 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 2

Dihedral angles
N38-C31-C2-C3 -175.9
C7-C8-C20-C21 178.9

Bond angles
N38-C31-C2 122.3
C8-C20-C21 122.4
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Fig. S7 Optimized structure of compounds 2a in gas phase

Table S7 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 2a

Dihedral angles
C25-C24-C23-C2 179.9
C8-C20-C21-C36 -180

Bond angles
N32-C25-C24 125.3
C21-C36-C37 119.3

Fig. S8 Optimized structure of compounds 2b in gas phase

Table S8 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 2b

Dihedral angles
N38-C31-C45-C43 -179.9

S42-C40-C2-C3 179.9
S49-C47-C8-C9 179.9

C22-C20-C52-C50 180
Bond angles

C31-C45-S42 121.8
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S42-C40-C2 120.5
C8-C47-S49 121.4
S49-C52-C20 122.0

Fig. S9 Optimized structure of compounds 2c in gas phase

Table S9 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 2c

Dihedral angles
S38-C31-C45-C43 -180
S42-C40-C2-C3 179.9
C7-C8-C47-S49 179.9

C50-C52-C20-C21 179.9
Bond angles

C31-C45-S42 121.8
S42-C40-C2 120.5
C8-C47-S49 122.8
S49-C52-C20 122.3

Fig. S10 Optimized structure of compounds 2d in gas phase
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Table S10 Dihedral angles and bond angles of optimized structure of compound 2d

Dihedral angles
N55-C57-C25-C24 -179.9

S26-S20-C8-C9 179.9
S34-C28-C2-C3 -179.9

S35-C33-C38-C37 180
Bond angles

C57-C25-S27 120.9
S26-C20-C8 119.9
C2-C28-S34 120.3
S35-C33-C38 120.1

Table S11 Main electronic transitions, maximum absorption wavelength (λmax) ,oscillator 

strength(f) and transition nature of BODIPY based dyes in gas phase at B3LYP/6-

311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Dye Excited 
energy 
(eV)

λmax

(nm)

f Assignment

1 1.229

1.057

1.761

1008.17

1173.07

704.18

0.4718

0.1907

0.0282

H → L 

H → L+1

H → L+2

0.587

0.519

0.697

1a 1.1

1.264

1126.71

980.96

0.7545

0.4404

H → L

H → L +1

0.397

0.491

1b 0.953

1.151

1301.28

1076.74

0.9164

0.4941

H → L

H → L +1

0.374

0.493

1c 0.807

1.155

1536.02

1073.14

0.5670

0.7233

H → L

H → L + 1

0.725

0.634

1d 0.735

1.046

1684.85

1184.92

1.209

0.5106

H → L

H → L +1

0.351

0.509

2 0.997

1.322

1243.53

938.02

0.1438

0.3066

H → L

H → L+1

0.513

0.447

2a 0.756

1.229

1639.72

1008.30

0.1830

0.5580

H → L

H → L+1

0.665

0.568
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2b 0.729

1.021

1701.23

1213.96

0.1683

0.5388

H → L

H → L+1

0.452

0.272

2c 0.700

0.969

1770.09

1279.28

0.1651

0.7996

H → L

H → L+1

0.524

0.581

2d 0.653

0.850

1897.67

1458

0.2899

0.5713

H → L

H → L+1

0.575

0.458

Table S12 Static polarizability, first hyperpolarizability of the studied dyes at the CAM-

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 

Table S13 βx, βy, and βz components (10-30 esu) of studied molecules (1 to 2d) obtained from 

DFT calculation (CAM-B3LYP functional), employing the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set.

Molecul
es

βx βy βz

1 2.93 32.82 460.88
1a 1.79 347.97 2184.79
1b -9.99 281.70 4249.32
1c 93.3 -703.09 5108.17
1d -48.4 798.11 7639.83
2 -6.72 152.02 1011.66
2a 33.0 -113.76 1963.70
2b 21.2 275.39 4563.89
2c 0.72 203.38 5488.59
2d -21.1 -729.59 14212.53

Molecules Δα
10-24 esu

βtotal
10-30 esu

1 107.13 462.05
1a 176.87 2212.40
1b 267.10 4258.66
1c 268.44 5157.16
1d 430.23 7413.08
2 77.19 1023.04
2a 129.89 1967.89
2b 190.94 4572.24
2c 200.71 5492.05
2d 301.62 14,231.26
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Table S14 Benchmarking of hyperpolarizability. 

Theoretical
βtotal  (10-30 esu)

Molecule Solvent Experiment 
βtotal

(10-30 esu) B3LYP                        CAM-B3LYP/

/6-311++g(d,p)         6-311++G(d,p)

P-Nitroaniline benzene 34.5 28.82 14.78

Paradimethylamino-β-

nitrostyrene 

Ethanol 220 40± 196.55 162.46
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